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TMI: N-agency
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau_____________

WASHINGTON — Two technicians failed to test 
a power-operated relief valve properly at Three Mile 
Island in October, and a Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion inspector later found the printed results in a 
wastebasket.

The NRC is trying to determine how the so-called 
“exception” and “deficiency" sheets detailing the in
cident turned up in the trash, according to documents 
obtained yesterday.

“Although we have no immediate safety concern 
at this point, we are concerned with the actions that 
took place,” said NRC Restart Director William F.

probes discovery
Inside_____________
• State Supreme Court rules utilities do 
not have right to rates high enough to 
ensure profitability—All

Kane in a Nov. 29 letter to GPU Nuclear Corp., which 
operates the plant.

While the matter remains “unresolved” pending a 
report from GPU Nuclear, Kane said there was no 
attempt to cover up the incident, because the reports 
were found “in an obvious place.”

The inspector’s discovery prompted TMI person
nel to retest the valve on the next shift Oct. 25. They

of valve test results in trash can
found it safe, investigated the matter and promised 
better procedures, officials said.

The incident was disclosed for the first time in 
Kane’s letter, which-explained “generally favorable” 
Results of an Oct. 18-25 NRC inspection of the utility’s 
restart actions.

According to the letter, chief inspector Richard 
Conte "concluded there was no apparent motive to 
cover up the event. The E&D [exception and deficien
cy] forms were in an obvious place — the trash can in 
the I&C shop [GPU's Instrument and Control Depart
ment] — which is not a place one would discard a 
record if one were trying to cover up the event.”

Calling it “a documentation control problem,” 
Conte said GPU personnel were “careless by either 
discarding the forms or not providing enough atten

tion to detail to assure the completed package was 
retained."

Conte suggested it would have been a violation of 
plant technical specifications not to “maintain origi
nal plant records." Or, if the test reports had been 
lost, Conte said it would have been a violation to 
“reproduce a reconstructed record."

Conte concluded, "it is merely speculative" as to 
whether specifications were violated, since it was 
likely GPU Nuclear’s safety review process would 
have caught the incompleted test results.

Conte reported that neither the NRC nor GPU 
Nuclear could determine how the E&D sheets made it
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GPU 'newspeak'
GEORGE ORWELL’S classic and percep

tive study of tyranny, “Nineteen Eighty- 
Four,’’ offered the world a new name — 
Newspeak — for an old language — double
talk. He defined Newspeak as a language 
“designed to diminish the range of thought,” 
so that war became peace, hate became love 
and lies became truth. And it is not at all 
surprising to find that Newspeak, in effect, 
has become the language of the nuclear in
dustry where one of the most fightening in
dustrial accidents ever experienced is pre
sented as a testament to the safety of nuclear 
technology.

We were reminded of the industry’s di
minished range of thought by a recent inci
dent at Three Mile Island, that monument to 
safe, clean and low-cost nuclear energy. 
When the operators of Unit 1 aren’t opera

ting the control panel with their belt buckles 
they seem to be filing their reports in the 
trash can.

It seems that’s where a Nuclear Regula
tory Commission inspector found the results 
of a test. Though the test — of a power- 
operated relief valve — was conducted im
properly, NRC Restart Director William F. 
Kane saw nothing odd about the location of 
the reports. They were found “in an obvious 
place” he wrote in a letter to TMI-operator 
GPU Nuclear Corp. A trash can, he added, “is 
not a place one would discard a record if one 
were trying to cover up the event.”

None of this should arouse any concern, 
however. These are the norms of operation 
at our friendly neighborhood mound of ra
dioactivity. It may be a bit weird at TMI, but 
everything is under control, or so they keep 
telling us.

Into the wastebasket.
The NRC Inspection report 

was critical of the GPU Nuclear 
shift supervisor for failing to ques
tion the two technicians closely 
enough about what they did, and 
for determining, based on Inade
quate evidence, that the valve was 
operable.

Utility spokesman Douglas 
Bedell said yesterday the Incom
plete test and missing sheets were 
noted in a shift turnover report 
that day, In a completed procedure 
report and on control room logs. 
The problem was corrected imme
diately, he said.

“There was no overall signifi
cance to the safety of the plant. 
There was no effort to hide It," 
Bedell said.

However, Bedell said three les
sons were learned from the inci
dent:

— Technicians should have 
“strong, thoroughly worked out 
reasons for challenging a proce
dure."

— Shift supervisors need to 
question technicians closely about 
the reasons for a change before 
agreeing to a change.

— All paper work should be 
kept with legally required reports.

In what Bedell described as a 
“tough memo" to management 
staff on Nov. 6, TMI Unit I Direc
tor Henry D. Hukill said that "dis
carding the E&D sheets was not a 
result of malice or Intent to 
deceive."

However, Hukill added, "The 
very fact that the sheets ended up 
in the trash can Is a most signifi

cant matter and which I view as 
extremely serious."

Hukill said that keeping re
quired safety documentation "was 
one of the primary factors that 
surfaced In the leak-rate Investiga
tions," referring to the systematic 
disposal of leak-rate tests at TMI 
Unit 2 before the 1979 accident 
that ruined Unit 2.

GPU Nuclear’s predecessor, 
Metropolitan Edison Co., was con
victed of criminal misconduct In 
that case.

As a Unit I restart require
ment, GPU Nuclear has been 
forced to segregate from sensitive 
Unit I Jobs any employee with a 
conceivable tie to the Unit 2 leak
rate incidents. The NRC Is still In
vestigating individual employees 
in that case.

Hukill said the company had 
not succeeded In convincing em
ployees of the "absolute necessity 
for accurate documentation." He 
ordered that managers review the 
requirement with each employee.

Unaware of Hukill’s Internal 
memo of a month ago, anti-nuclear 
attorney Joanne Doroshow was 
quick to draw the leak-rate com
parison.

"This is just outrageous," she 
said yesterday. "This Is What they 
were indicted for. There are a lot 
of questions to be answered."

Doroshow represented Three 
Mile Island Alert in the Unit 1 re
start proceedings.

GPU spokesman Bedell reject
ed the comparison between this 
Unit I Incident and the Unit 2 leak
rate scandal.

9 workers exposed to radiation at TMI Unit 1
By Connie McNamara
Patriot-News__________________

Nine workers at Three Mile Is
land were exposed to low-level ra
diation yesterday when a pump 
seal in the Unit 1 auxiliary build
ing sprang a leak.

The leak lasted 10 minutes and 
allowed 300 gallons of radioactive 
water to spill, according to Doug 
Bedell, a spokesman for plant op
erator GPU Nuclear Corp. The wa
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NRC limits issues for investigation
United Press International___________ ___

WASHINGTON — The Nuclear Regula
tory Commission said yesterday It will hold a 
hearing to investigate document falsification 
at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant.

The NRC, though, barred any discussion 
of whether top plant managers knew about 
it.

Over the objections of two NRC commis
sioners, the commission set ground rules that 
sharply limit what issues can be addressed in 
a “legislative format" hearing into Im
proprieties at TMI’s Unit 2 reactor in Lon
donderry Twp., which was badly damaged in 
the nation's worst commercial nuclear acci
dent on March 28,1979.

In particular, the commission listed 24 
current or former top officials of plant 
owner General Public Utilities Corp, that it 
said would be "outside the scope" of Its hear
ing.

Those exempted from scrutiny include 
GPU Chairman William Kuhns, GPU Presi
dent Herman Dieckamp, former GPU Nucle
ar Corp. President Robert Arnold and cur
rent GPU Nuclear President Philip Clark.

“The [hearing’s] presiding board shall not 
address any issue regarding any alleged 
knowledge or involvement of these individu
als in the falsifications that occurred at the 
TMI-2 reactor from Feb. 2,1978, until March 
28, 1979," the NRC said In a Federal Register 
notice.

The commission said those top officials 
already had been "cleared" by the federal 
prosecutor who handled the document falsi
fication case, David Queen, then U.S. attor
ney for Central Pennsylvania.

The NRC hearing concerns allegations by 
Harold Hartman, a former control room op
erator at Three Mlle Island's Unit 2 reactor, 
that test data on water leak rates from the 
reactor’s cooling system was falsified by 
plant operators to ensure NRC requirements 
were met.

Hartman's allegations prompted a federal 
grand jury Investigation that resulted in GPU 
pleading guilty or no contest to seven crimi
nal charges of document falsification on Feb. 
29,1984.

GPU’s guilty plea occurred at a time 
when the utility was trying to get NRC per

mission to restart TMI’s undamaged Unit 1 
reactor, which had been shut down since the 
accident at the twin Unit 2 reactor.

The NRC decided In February 1985 to 
separate the document falsification charges 
from its proceedings on the Unit 1 restart, 
despite protests from anti-nuclear activists 
and some Central Pennsylvania elected offi
cials that the allegations directly touched on 
GPU’s competence and Integrity.

The commission said it would Institute a 
separate hearing to determine which TMI 
personnel were implicated In the falsifica
tion.

The hearing ground rules announced by 
the NRC yesterday excluded top GPU offi
cials on the basis of statements by the federal 
prosecutor, Queen, at the time of GPU’s 
guilty plea, which was part of a plea bargain 
agreement.

"Queen stated the evidence developed In 
the grand jury Inquiry did not Indicate that 
any of the [GPU officials]... 'participated In, 
directed, condoned or was aware of the acts 
or admissions that are the subject of the 
indictment,’ " the NRC said.

ter was contained in the building, 
he said.

An “unusual event” was de
clared at 1:50 a.m., GPU Nuclear 
spokeswoman Lisa Robinson said. 
Unusual event is the lowest of four 
emergency categories used in the 
nuclear power industry.

Bedell said the hair of three 
workers was contaminated. The 
clothing of two of those three, and 
that of six others, was contaminat
ed, he said.

The contaminant decayed 
quickly, and only two of the nine 
underwent decontamination pro
cedures, Bedell said.

The nine workers were con
taminated by radioactive gas re
leased from the water, and not by 
contact with the water, Bedell 
said. He identified the contaminant 
as xenon 138, a "noble” gas. Noble 
gas is used in the water that cools 
the reactor.

The nine employees were able 

to return to work after the inci
dent.

Bedell said the highest dose of 
exposure to a worker was 15 mil- 
lirems. He termed that "very neg
ligible" and not of medical conse
quence. Federal limits allow 
exposure to 3,000 millirems every 
three months, he said.

The faulty pump was isolated 
and replaced with a backup pump 
while the plant continued to oper
ate at 88 percent of capacity, Rob

inson said. The unusual event was 
declared over at 4:20 a.m.

Robinson said the pump sup
plies water to the reactor coolant 
system.

From about 1:30 a.m. to 2:30 
a.m., radiation monitors along the 
shore of the island in Londonderry 
Twp. "showed slightly higher 
than normal background levels” of 
radiation, Bedell said. Usual levels 
are 6 to 7 microrems, but the levels 
during that hour ranged from 7.1 
to 7.7 microrems, he said.

The overall dose of radiation 
released was calculated' at less 
than .005 millirem or . 1 percent of 
the quarterly limit of noble gas re
lease allowed by federal regula
tions, Bedell said.

Radiation monitors in the 
building indicated a low-level re
lease of noble gases from the 
plant’s vent stack as a result of the 
leaking radioactive water, Robin
son said.

Plant personnel began pump 
repairs immediately, and U.S. Nu
clear Regulatory Commission in
spectors were briefed during the 
day on the situation, Bedell said. 
Technicians were still trying to 
determine what caused the leak 
he said.

A spokeswoman for the NRC 
in Bethesda. Md., said that while 
problems with pump seals do not 
occur on an everyday basis, “It’s 
not all that unusual, either."

The spokeswoman, Sue 
Gagner, said she would not classi 
fy it as a serious problem.

"We are concerned and are fol 
lowing it,” Gagner said. "We hav< 
people there, and we’re getting re 
ports."



Ex-TMI operator cheated on test, court agrees
The U.S. 3rd Circuit Court of Appeals in 

Philadelphia has affirmed the conviction of 
James R. Floyd for cheating on an exam to 
requalify as a nuclear operator at Three Mile 
Island, the U.S. attorney’s office said yester
day.
‘ A jury convicted Floyd in November 1984 
on two counts of submitting false statements to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Floyd 
was found guilty of using another person’s 
work to complete 1979 take-home examina
tions in July and August.

Floyd, who admitted using the answers be
cause he was pressed for time on the eve of his 
vacation, was the fist person nationwide to be 
prosecuted for criminal offenses at a nuclear 
plant.

A former supervisor at TMI Unit 2, Floyd 
was the only employee indicted on criminal 

charges involving conduct at the Londonderry 
Twp. nuclear plant, then operated by Metro
politan Edison Co.

Prosecutors said the cheating caused Met- 
Ed to falsely certify Floyd’s requalification as a 
senior reactor operator with the NRC.

After the conviction. Floyd’s attorney, Wil
iam J. Fulton, claimed his client had been sin
gled out for selective prosecution and noted 
other incidents of cheating. Fulton was una
vailable for comment last night.

Days after his Nov. 16 conviction, Fulton 
appealed the verdict and moved for a new trial 
on 14 grounds, many of which dealt with rul-. 
ings made by federal Judge Sylvia Rambo be
fore and after the trial.

Fulton asked Rambo to set aside the verdict 
because the prosecution failed to show that 
Floyd had cheated with intent to deceive any

one and pointed to the fact that Floyd did not 
submit the material to the NRC.

In March, Rambo refused to overturn 
Floyd’s conviction and rejected 11 of Fulton’s 
acquittal and new trial arguments. Most of the 
points dealt with court rulings on pre-trial mo
tions, including a request that Floyd be tried 
elsewhere because of extensive publicity.

Rambo said it.was the “jury’s function” to 
determine the credibility of Floyd and other 
witnesses on the issue of intent. The judge said 
setting aside the verdict would have invaded 
“the province of the jury to resolve credibili
ty."

Rambo placed Floyd on probation for 2 
years and ordered that he pay a $2,000 fine and 
provide 400 hours of community service work 
for those whose lives were affected by the 
1979 accident at TMI Unit 2.
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Xenon gas
taints 8
at Unit 1

Eight people, including a Nu
clear Regulatory Commission in
spector, were contaminated by a 
small amount of radioactive gas at 
Three Mile Island’s Unit 1 nuclear 
reactor, a plant spokeswoman 
said.

Seven plant employees and the 
inspector washed with soap and 
water to remove the contamina
tion and then returned to work, 
according to Lisa Robinson, 
spokeswoman for GPU Nuclear 
Corp., plant operator. „

The contamination was in the 
form of xenon gas. and the dose 
involved was .0000363 millirem, - 
she said.

According to Robinson, the 
workers were performing mainte
nance work on a waste gas com
pressor in the auxiliary building 
shortly before 8 p.m. Tuesday 
when they opened a seal on a gas 
chamber they thought was depres
surized and the xenon gas escaped. 
Pressure in the chamber was less 
than a half-pound per square inch, 
she said.

The workers were not wearing 
protective clothing, Robinson said.

During the incident, normal ra
diation releases from the nuclear 
plant’s stack rose slightly, she 
said. The release was .00726 per
cent of the quarterly, 5-miilirem 
limit for noble gases allowed by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion, she said.

Details of a small fire also were 
disclosed in the NRC’s weekly re
port on the cleanup of Three Mile 
Island’s Unit 2 reactor, which was 
damaged in the 1979 accident.

The fire occurred inside the 
reactor building when a light bulb 
ignited paper towels that wrapped 
it, according to the report. The 
light was located at the railing of a 
defueling platform where workers 
operate tools to clean up debris in 
the reactor.

According to the NRC report, 
the fire was extinguished in less 
than a minute and no workers 
were contaminated.
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Container 
at Unit 2 
slips to floor
Cleanup work delayed 
for about 15 hours
By Michael Sullivan
Patriot-News

A container used to store debris from the dam
aged Three Mlle Island Unit 2 nuclear reactor 
slipped to the reactor floor and delayed the cleanup 
process for about 15 hours during the weekend.

The 12’4-foot by 14-lnch canister was partial
ly loaded with radioactive debris from the floor of 
the reactor about 7:45 p.m. Saturday when It fell 
about a foot Into a rubble pile in the bottom of the 
reactor, according to Gordon Tomb, a spokesman 
for GPU Nuclear Corp.

One end of a long-handled tool that workers 
used to load the debris snapped off inside the canis
ter when It fell. Tomb said yesterday.

A service crane was used to return the canister 
and sleeve to a carrousel device which suspends up 
to five canisters above the reactor floor, by 11:45 
a.m. Sunday.

There was no damage to the canister or sleeve 
and no emergency conditions resulted from the 
accident. Tomb said.

Officials believe the canister fell because a 
locking device on the canister sleeve was not en
gaged. Tomb said the incident Is under review and 
steps will be taken to prevent a similar occurrence.

Since the loading process began In mid-Novem- 
ber, operators so far have filled two canisters with 
debris, which Is made up of radioactive fuel, fuel 
rods and pieces of fuel assembly that were dam
aged in the 1979 accident at Unit 2.

Debris In the reactor’s core is covered with 
water. Operators work from a platform suspended 
above the reactor vessel and use long-handled tools 
to load the canisters.

Filled canisters are stored under water and 
eventually will be transported by the U.S. Depart
ment of Energy to the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory in Idaho Falls.

Also during the weekend, operators began in
stallation of vacuum equipment that will be used 
to pick up loose debris and move it into canisters. 
The loading of canisters using long-handled tools 
was scheduled to resume yesterday after comple
tion of the vacuum equipment installation.

The safety of the cleanup process at Unit 2 was 
touted Thursday at a meeting of the Advisory Pan
el for the Decontamination of Three Mile Island 
Unit 2, at Holiday Inn Center City.

‘If you’re still trying to kII that house out war the nuclear plant may I 
make a NuyrMion?^.
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TMI Unit 1 shut down
for repairs to leaky line
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News__________________

The Unit 1 reactor at Three 
Mile Island will be out of service 
for at least a week as plant work
ers repair a leaky steam line.

Spokeswoman Lisa Robinson 
said the reactor was shut down 
yesterday and workers began in
specting the steam line today.

- Operators began shutting 
down the unit Monday night be
cause of “change’’ in the pressure 
of a line that heats non-nuclear 
water before it is converted to 
steam by one of two steam genera
tors.

Operators have been monitor
ing the leak for the last two 
weeks. GPU Nuclear Corp., plant 
operator, announced 10 days ago it 
was shutting down the reactor 
then to complete the repairs.

But three days later, spokes

men said the leak was contained 
and officials planned to continue 
operations with the leaky line until 
March, the next planned plant 
outage.

“Because we’ve seen a change, 
we’ve decided the best thing to do 
is shut down and do repairs.” Rob
inson said.

The leak cuts the plant's effi
ciency by reducing the amount of 
steam, she said. The leak caused 
the reactor to lose a "relatively 
small” 25 megawatts of its 860- 
megawatt output, Robinson said.

She said the leak is in the sec
ondary or non-nuclear side of reac
tor operations and is not consid
ered a safety hazard.

Unit I has been operating at 
100 percent of capacity since Jan. 
6.

In a related development, a 
portion of the Londonderry Twp. 
plant’s integrated control system, 
which controls and coordinates

the major plant systems, lost pow
er Friday while technicians were 
replacing a repaired transmitter, 
spokesman Gordon Tomb said.

The system s functions include 
controlling the flow of water 
going into the steam generators 
and adjusting control rods in the 
reactor to maintain power at an 
even level. Tomb said.

Power was lost when techni
cians applied power to the 
transmitter and the automatic con
trol function of the system shut 
down, Tomb said.

The plant was controlled man
ually for about I ‘4 hours and op
erated at 95 percent to 97 percent 
of capacity during that time, GPU 
Nuclear said.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission was notified, but 
Tomb said he didn’t know whether 
notification was required or was 
done as a courtesy.

Electrician gets TMI radiation dose
An electrician at Three Mile Island's Unit 2 reac

tor was contaminated yesterday with a "slight" radi
ation dose when a fellow worker touched the back of 
his head with a gloved hand.

The 54-year-old unidentified employee received 
a dose "less than I millirem" to skin on the back of his 
head, said Lisa Robinson, spokeswoman for plant op
erator GPU Nuclear.

The man was decontaminated at Hershey Medi
cal Center and released in satisfactory condition, ac
cording to a medical center spokeswoman. Doctors 
attributed the man's dizziness to dehydration and low 
blood pressure and said the incident was unrelated to 
any radiation exposure.

GPU standards limit workers to a skin dose of 
5.000 millirems every three rtlonths. according to 
spokesman Douglas Bedell. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission's limit is 7.500 millirems in three

months.
The incident began shortly before 7 a.m. when 

one of a five-man crew working in the reactor con
tainment building in Londonderry Twp. began feeling 
faint and dizzy and signaled for help.

While the man was lying on the floor, a fellow 
worker removed the man’s respirator and supported 
his head with a gloved hand, the source of the con
tamination. Robinson said.

GPU Nuclear declared an unusual event, the low
est of four emergency classifications, because the 
man was taken off the site by an ambulance.

It was unclear if the worker, employed by Cata
lytic Inc., a Philadelphia-based TMI contracting firm, 
suffered internal contamination.

Robinson said radiation levels in the containment 
building were about 10 millirems an hour, a “very 
low" level.
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Scientists oppose weakening N-plant safety rules
Associated Press____________________

WASHINGTON — Critics of atomic 
power are opposing any effort by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to re
duce its estimates on the amount of ra
dioactivity that could escape in a severe 
power plant accident.

Research over the past five years 
costing $300 million has shown that esti
mates in use since 1975 on the “source 
term" — or radioactivity that could es
cape — are too high in most kinds of 
accident possibilities.

The Union of Concerned Scientists, a 
group traditionally opposed to nuclear 
power, expressed fears in a report to be 
filed with the commission today that the 
new codes developed from the research 
results might be used prematurely to be
gin weakening safety rules.

“Given the climate in which the 
source term reassessment is being car
ried out, re-evaluating regulations in 

NRC parlance will undoubtedly mean 
relaxing the regulations," the group’s 
statement said.

Joseph Fouchard, an NRC spokes
man, said agency officials still are gath
ering scientific data for evaluating the 
issue.

“It's premature to speculate what 
changes might be made in the reguia-

NRC would ease TMI generator tube rules
United Press International

WASHINGTON — The Nuclear Reg
ulatory Commission has proposed li
cense changes for Three Mile Island’s 
undamaged reactor that would relax re
strictions on defects in the unit’s steam 
generator tubes.

The NRC has proposed the changes 
in response to a November 1985 petition 
by General Public Utilities Nuclear 

tions," Fouchard said.
An American Physical Society panel 

in February generally agreed that the 
research shows the government's cur
rently used estimates on potential ra
dioactivity releases from accidents are 
too high in most likely scenarios.

However, it said, the estimates also 
might be too low for some specific types

Corp. The license changes for the opera
ting Unit No. 1 reactor relate to steam 
generator tubes that carry heated, high
ly pressurized, radioactive water from 
the reactor core. Defects in the tubes can 
lead to radiation leaks.

Under present rules, a tube must be 
repaired or removed from service when 
a defect exceeds 40 percent of the tube 
wall’s thickness, the NRC said.

The new proposals would maintain 

of accidents. Overall, the data and ex
periments so far were “not adequate” to 
reach a broad conclusion that the na
tion’s 97 licensed reactors are less dan
gerous than previously assumed, the 
physicists concluded.

The NRC has agreed that the data so 
far are insufficent for a broad easing of 

the 40 percent limit on one side of the 
tube, but replaces that limit on the other 
side of that tube with a sliding scale that 
goes from 40 percent to 70 percent of the 
tube wall’s thickness, depending on the 
size of the defect.

The tubes in the undamaged Unit No. 
1 reactor have been plagued with corro
sion, partly because the unit was shut 
down for six years after the accident at 
its twin unit. 

regulations in the near future, as advo
cated by utilities and industry officials.

But in July, the commission proposed 
using the new codes to look at the cur
rent regulatory practices and “revise 
them as needed" on a case-by-case basis.

"Notwithstanding the limitations 
and uncertainties that have been ex
pressed, the new methods are so much 
better than the [1975] Reactor Safety 
Study methods that their utilization is 
warranted,” the commission said.

The research was spawned by the 
little radioactivity that escaped in the 
March 1979 partial core melt at the 
Three Mile Island plant In central Penn
sylvania — the worst accident in the 
industry's history.

That led government and industry 
officials to speculate that previous as
sumptions about the health and safety 
risks of atomic power accidents were 
much too pessimistic and that less 
stringent rules might be called for.
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GPU penalizes 17 in leak-rate falsification
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON . - GPU Nuclear 
Corp, has disciplined 17 of 24 employees 
who were involved in or should have 
known about falsification of leak rates at 
Three Mile Island seven years ago, compa
ny officials said yesterday.

Punishment ranged from a reprimand 
to combinations of a reprimand, docking 
of one or two weeks' pay and removal 
from consideration for licensed operating 
jobs at TMI. Seven employees were exon* 
erated of wrongdoing.

None of the utility employees was 
fired; Only two of them were found to 
have falsified the leak rate tests, and an
other two were strongly suspected.

The 17 were singled out for punish
ment in a report issued by a five-member 
“assessment panel" chaired by Philip R. 
Clark, president of GPU Nuclear. Employ
ees who were investigated were identi
fied, but letters identifying them and their 
particular punishments were not released 
in order to protect their privacy, GPU Nu
clear said in a press release.

1 .-i.. zJBEZZZOBS==1GM==

Chief company spokesman Doug 
Bedell refused to say when the letters 
went out to employees or answer other 
questions.

TMI Alert Inc., an anti-nuclear group, 
criticized the report as incomplete and the 
disciplinary penalties as “nothing more 
than a slap on the wrist."

TMI Alert spokeswoman Joanne 
Doroshow said the penalties levied 
against the workers were less severe than 
warranted and criticized the report for 
not disclosing the names of those discip
lined.

The company’s disciplinary actions 
follow Metropolitan Edison Co.'s guilty 
plea in February 1984 to one criminal
misconduct count that it knowingly used 
“inaccurate and meaningless” procedures 
to test coolant water leakage at TMI Unit 
2, prior to the March 1979 accident there. 
In federal district court, Met-Ed also 
pleaded no contest to six counts that in
cluded charges that employees manipulat
ed test results in reports to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.

Met-Ed, and not its employees, was 
indicted by a federal grand jury.
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Only current GPU Nuclear employees 
who worked at TMI Unit 2 for Met-Ed 
were considered for discipline. About 20 
former employees have been investigated 
in the past by the government Other utili
ty officials cleared of wrongdoing in the 
leak rate case by a U.S. attorney, includ
ing former GPU Nuclear President Robert 
Arnold, were not scrutinized.

Those punished were six control room 
operators, five shift foremen, three shift 
supervisors, a unit superintendent of tech
nical report a station superintendent for 
Units 1 and 2 and a Met-Ed vice president 
for generation.

The various punishments, although 
not tied to names, are linked with job clas
sifications in the report. Thus, some spe
cific identifications can be made.

For example, getting the lightest pen
alty of a reprimand was John G. Herbein, 
who was the vice president of generation 
— the highest-ranking utility official to 
be investigated.

As with most of the others, the panel 
said Herbein neither knew of the leak rate 
rigging, nor could he have “reasonably 
been expected" to have known. The panel

concluded:
"As the responsible officer, this em

ployee failed to provide for adequate man
agement and supervision at TMI-2.”

Herbein works for Pennsylvania Elec
tric Co., a sister utility of GPU Nuclear. 
None of the 17 employees punished holds 
a licensed job now at the newly restarted 
TMI Unit 1 or at the accident-damaged 
Unit 2.

TMI Alert’s Doroshow said the report 
is a “whitewash” because it ignored evi
dence that Herbein knew of the falsifica
tion and because it failed to investigate 
the roles of management above his level.

The panel did single out for special 
comment and punishment several of the 
17 employees.

It said one of the shift supervisors had 
not shown “he can be relied upon to re
peat his past improper behavior." That 
supervisor will be under special supervi
sory review this year in his current job, 
plus being docked two weeks’ pay, for
mally reprimanded and being prohibited 
from licensed operating jobs.

The panel said there was “testimony, 
as well as strong circumstantial evidence”
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that one of the five shift foremen at TMI 
Unit 2 participated In, or knowingly toler
ated. manipulation of tests. The foreman 
was subjected to the other penalties and 
told, in addition, “that if the test manipu
lation or toleration of manipulation had 
occurred at the present time, be would 
have been discharged."

Two of the lowest-level employees In
vestigated, the control room operators, 
were found to have manipulated leak rate 
tests. One operator was suspected of it.

Many of the panel’s findings were 
based on a 14-month probe finished in 
September by Edwin H. Stier, a former 
director of the New Jersey Division of 
Criminal Justice.

The NRC plans to Investigate individ
ual employees* involvement in the leak 
rate test falsifications this year. The GPU 
Nuclear panel made some of the punish
ments contingent on what an NRC licens
ing board finds.

United Press International and The 
Associated Press contributed to this re
por*
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Aamodts renew criticism of TMI study
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By Christopher Quinn
Patriot-News

Marjorie and Norman Aamodt, 
whose Independent Three Mile Is
land cancer study prompted a sim
ilar state study, attacked the credi
bility of state results last night.

The Aamodts and local resi
dents interviewed people living on 
three hilltop streets around TMI 
and found cancer rates from 1980 
through 1984 were seven times 
higher than expected in neighbor
ing communities.

The state Health Department’s 
study, which critiqued the Aamodt 
study, found no connection be
tween cancer rates and a 1979 ac
cident that crippled TMI Unit 2's 
reactor.

The state report was released 
in September and soon was criti
cized after a Sunday Patriot-News 
story reported the state may have

included 28,610 people too many 
in Its study of residents within five 
miles of the plant.

The Aamodts renewed that 
criticism last night, saying half the 
people included in the state study 
should not have been. They made 
their remarks at a meeting of the 
Advisory Panel for the Decontami
nation of Three Mile Island Unit 2 
in the Holiday Inn Center City.

Mrs. Aamodt said half of the 
people living near TMI at the time 
of the accident have since moved, 
and the state failed to interview 
them for its report. Instead, Health 
Department workers interviewed 
the people who moved in, thus di
luting the state results even more, 
Mrs. Aamodt said.

The Aamodts, statisticians 
now living in Lake Placid, N.Y., 
challenged the state’s review of its 
study.

“I think that the state's claim

that their study received peer re
view is a very hollow claim," said 
Norman Aamodt.

His wife said one of the re
viewers admitted to her that his 
knowledge of epidemiology is lim
ited. Another said he was unaware 
of the dilution of the sample, and 
another was given only half a day 
to review the state document be
fore it was released, she claimed.

The Aamodts took offense at 
state criticism of their independent 
study.

The state report said the 
Aamodts skipped around the Mid
dletown area, Interviewing resi
dents they knew to have cancer. 
The Aaniodts claimed they chose 
their study area because people 
living high up in the TMI area 
claimed symptoms of radiation 
sickness in days after the accident.

"We did an intelligent study," 
said Mrs. Aamodt.

Item l.to.

Marjorie Aamodt

Pair taking appeal for
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Two researchers Into the health ef
fects of the Three Mile Island accident are 
taking their quest for state records to a 
higher court.

A Commonwealth Court panel last 
month denied Norman and Marjorie 
Aamodt access to pregnancy data that the 
state Department of Health gathered from 
1976 through 1981.

Mrs. Aamodt was in Harrisburg yes- 
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terday to announce she and her husband 
were appealing the ruling to the state Su
preme Court. She contended that the low
er court’s decision “appears to be a con
spiracy” with the health department to 
keep information from them.

She said Commonwealth Court misun
derstood what data they were seeking, 
and that the decision represents a “dark 
hour for the people of Pennsylvania since 
this ruling can serve to cut off any inde
pendent research and review of important 
health questions.**
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TMI data to state Supreme Court
The Aamodts, who live in New York 

but maintain a residence in Parkesburg, 
Chester County, bad been intervenors in 
the TMI Unit I restart process. They are 
seeking the health department data be
cause they believe there is a relationship 
between radiation releases during the 
March 28,1979, nuclear power plant acci
dent and adverse pregnancy outcomes in 
the area.

The Aamodts said they questioned a 
number of area families in 1984, and 11 of
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19 women interviewed who were preg
nant at the time of the accident had birth
ing “abnormalities."

Last year, the Aamodts said, they 
asked Dr. George Tokuhata, director of 
epidemiology research for the health de
partment, for “raw data" on pregnancy 
outcomes during and after the accident. 
Tokuhata refused, saying studies were on
going and that the information was confi
dential.

The Aamodts filed suit a year ago, re-
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questing the data under the state’s Right 
to Know Act and under the department’s, 
own policy of making data available to 
researchers. They said any information 
would remain confidential because they 
did not want data that contained names of 
individuals or hospitals.

The court upheld the state’s decision 
to withhold the information, saying it is 
not on public record and that the Aamodts 
cannot be considered “collaborating re
searchers" with the health department.
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TMI fungus: It’s not expected to mushroom into a monster
By Michael Sullivan
Patriot-News________________________________

One-celled organisms have been discovered liv
ing in water covering the highly radioactive core 
rubble at Three Mile Island’s damaged Unit 2 reac
tor.

The organisms, believed to be several varieties 
of fungus, bacteria and algae-like creatures, are 
clouding the 20 feet of water that covers the reac
tor core. The cloudiness has hampered GPU Nucle
ar Corp.’s efforts to remove the fuel, fuel rods and 
other parts.

“The microorganisms are living in It and thriv
ing,” said Gordon Tomb, spokesman for GPU. The 
warmth of the water and photosynthesis near un
derwater lights apparently have encouraged 
growth, he said. “It’s something like getting a sam
ple of pond water."

Workers stand on a platform above the water 
and use long-handled tools to load debris into canis
ters for removal.

Because of the water’s cloudiness, workers 
must use underwater cameras to see the ends of the 
tools. The organisms also clog a filtration system 
used to remove small particles. Tomb said.

Radioactivity near the core where microscopic 
life has been discovered measures in the hundreds 
of rems an hour. Tomb said. That level of radioac
tivity is hundreds of thousands of times higher than 
the workers on the platform are exposed to, Tomb 
said.

He said that because the core is under water, 
exact levels of radioactivity around it are difficult 
to determine.

Ann Overton, public affairs officer for the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in King of Prussia. 

said microorganisms have not been discovered in
side any working reactors, where heat can reach 
hundreds of degrees. However, she said,’simple life 
forms have been found in a few “radioactive envi
ronments." including experimental reactors that 
are regularly shut down.

“What the core is like is a swimming pool that 
hasn’t been cleaned," Overton said.

John Leutzelschwab, professor of physics at 
Dickinson College in Carlisle, said some microorga
nisms can withstand very high levels of radioactivi
ty before dying.

“To kill an amoeba takes about 150,000 rems, a 
paramecium 300,000 rems," he said, citing two 
common microscopic animals. “That way they 
could survive several hours before receiving a fatal 
dose, and meanwhile they may have reproduced 
several times.”

A fatal dose for humans is about 500 ’■•ms, and 
sickness would be induced with about 100 rems. 
Tomb said.

Meanwhile, GPU has hired microbiologists and 
chemists to take a look at ways to kill the organ
isms.

"We are checking It out for compatibility of our 
chemical processing system," Tomb said.

Both Leutzelschwab and Overton said there is 
little chance of some new radiation-immune muta
tion arising from the radiated microorganisms.

“It might be possible, but I wouldn’t expect it," 
Leutzelschwab said, adding that any genetic 
change in such simple species probably would be 
fatal.

“No, we will not have any monster,” Overton 
said.
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2 feet of water made difference at TMI, scientist says
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau_____________________________

WASHINGTON — Two feet of water in the bot
tom of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor core 
vessel prevented containment from being breached 
during the March 1979 accident, a government scien
tist said yesterday.

G.D. McPherson, who is overseeing the cleanup of 
the crippled reactor for the U.S. Department of Ener
gy, fold the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission evi
dence now suggests that three hours into the Unit 2 
accident only two feet of water remained.

As much as 70 percent of the material in the core 
melted down, McPherson estimated.

The material included fuel, parts of the core struc
ture and the tubes in which the fuel is contained, 
McPherson said.

He said 5 percent to 10 percent of the fuel itself 
melted, after reaching 5,100 degrees. Much more — 
perhaps 60 percent — began to liquify after reaching 
3,050 degrees.

McPherson said the 70 percent estimate, the high
est figure yet on damage inside the core, is subject to 
further research at TMI.

McPherson’s estimate came 13 months after the 
first public disclosure that uranium fuel had melted 
during the accident. Previous studies had indicated 
only that some metal parts in the core had melted.

Industry critics and opponents of the nuclear in

dustry said the finding last year meant the accident 
was more severe than had been believed.

Officials of GPU Nuclear Corp., which operates 
the plant, contest the 70 percent estimate, at least as it 
applies to the uranium fuel. Executive Vice President 
Ed Kintner said the estimate more likely applies to 
"core material," such as the fuel rods in the reactor.

While much of the molten mass of material was 
settling to the bottom of the vessel, the two feet of 
water helped keep the stainless steel liner of the con
tainment at below melting temperatures.

McPherson said that although the bottom of the 
vessel has yet to be fully examined, there is no evi
dence of serious damage to the structure.

NRC member Frederick Bemthal summarized 
that the two feet of water cooled the liner enough “to 

prevent breach.”
“It is remarkable the core kept its integrity with 

no added water for such a long period of time," said 
Commissioner James Asselstine.

McPherson said the water likely would have 
stayed for some time, since pressure inside the vessel 
kept it from boiling off. It was three hours and 47 
minutes into the accident before the core again was 
covered with coolant by the reactivated High Pres
sure Injection System.

U5. Energy Department officials also told the 
NRC the government would fund TMI research at SI2 
million next year and another $8 million in 1988, 
enough to help complete the cleanup.

Associated Press accounts are contained in this 
story.
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TMI cleanup
Feds may back down from responsibility
THE federal government’s role in the 

1979 accident at Three Mile Island and its 
aftermath is remarkable only as an example 
of bureaucratic sloth and inertia at its worst. 
It.soon became clear after the accident that 
though the feds had been the primary force 
behind the expansion of nuclear power in the 
.country, they were not at all inclined to as
sist in cleaning up the mess they helped cre
ate.

Eventually, and with great reluctance, 
the government responded to the pleas of 
Governor Thornburgh and agreed to allot 
some funds toward the cleanup of the dam
aged Unit-2 reactor. A commitment was 
made to provide $ 150 million over four years 
toward the $1 billion decontamination ef
fort. Now there are indications that the fed
eral funding will be reduced for 1986 and 
eliminated in 1987.

According to executives at TMI-owner 
General Public Utilities, the Department of 
Energy has advised them that it expects the 
$18 million originally promised for 1985 to 
be reduced by $5.5 million. The federal Of
fice of Management and Budget, according 
to GPU Chairman William G. Kuhns, wants 
to eliminate next year’s subsidy.

FEDERAL financial support for cleanup 
finally was provided under the guise of ob
taining information about the accident that 
possibly could be used to make nuclear 
plants safer. In our view, the federal govern

ment had a much larger responsibility. It 
should have taken control of the cleanup ef
fort at the very beginning instead of allow
ing it to flounder in a vacuum that continued 
for years while the search for funds was 
underway. Now it is about to welch on its 
commitment as a participant in the decon
tamination of the worst nuclear power plant 
accident in the nation’s history.

This appears to be another manifestation 
of the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction 
plan at work. And it has the potential to 
unravel the funding arrangement put togeth
er with great difficulty to complete the enor
mous task of removing the radioactive rub
ble and other contamination from Unit 2. 
This is not a task that can be put off until 
Washington gets its financial house in order. 
The job must go on with all deliberate speed 
until the threat to the public is removed.

IF THE CUTS in funds for cleanup are 
carried out, it will put a shameful end to an 
inept performance by the federal govern
ment. It will be very interesting to see. when 
the dust finally settles, how much money the 
Reagan administration continues to spend on 
nuclear power development while axing nu
clear power cleanup.

Instead of shipping Unit 2's radioactive 
gunk to Washington state for burial, maybe 
it should be rerouted to Washington, D.C., to 
aid the administration in reconsidering its ill- 
advised decision.

Leak-rate tests 
violated rules, 
NRC tells GPU

Unit 1 started to take shape in 1968
Here is a chronology of events 

at Three Mile Island Unit I.
v* 1968 — Ground Is broken 

for construction of 850-megawatt 
reactor. The cost of the reactor is 
$400 million.

v* Feb. 17, 1979 - Unit I is 
shut down for its fourth refueling 
after 232 days of continuous oper
ation. The Unit 2 accident In 
March 1979 occurs as the refueling 
ends, and Unit 1 is returned to cold 
shutdown.

Oct. 3. 1985 - Unit 1 is 
restarted.

Oct. 9, 1985 - Unit I in
creases power to 15 percent, goes 
on line and produces electricity for 
the first time since restart.

v Oct. 12-19, 1985 - Three 
leaks are detected in lines that 
drain steam from the turbine sys
tem. Steam with minute traces of 
radioactivity is released into the 
atmosphere. Power is cut to 6 per
cent from 40 percent while repairs 
are completed.

Oct. 24. 1985 — Unit 1 in
creases power to 48 percent of out
put.

v Oct. 25, 1985 — A Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission inspector 
finds the results of a test of a pow
er-operated relief valve in a waste
basket after two technicians failed 
to test the valve properly. The in
spector’s discovery prompted Unit 
1 personnel to retest the valve on 
the next shift. The plant personnel 
found the valve to be safe and 
determined that the disposal of 
records was not an attempted cov
er-up.

v Oct. 28, 1985 — Nine em
ployees working on a pump are 
slightly contaminated by xenon, 
crypton and argon when 150 gal
lons of radioactive water spill 
from a pressurized system into 
floor drains in the basement of the 
Unit I auxiliary building. Radioac
tive gases also are released into the 
atmosphere.

Nov. 22, 1985 — A worker 
leans over a control panel in the 
Unit I control room and his belt 
buckle catches on a toggle switch 
in the Unit 1 control room, tempo
rarily increasing reactor power 
from the federal limit of 48 per
cent, to 53 percent. The incident Is 

one of 11 disclosed by Three Mile 
Island Alert.

Nov. 23, 1985 — TMI-1 in
creases power to 75 percent.

Dec. I, 1985 — Breakdown 
in an electrical generator at Unit I 
forces an unplanned automatic 
shutdown of the reactor. Slightly 
radioactive.steam is released into 
the air when the plant shuts down. 
The reactor restarts after about 12 
hours.

v Dec. 2,1985 — In restarting 
after the unplanned shutdown. 
Unit I achieves only 71 percent of 
total output, although officials had 
planned to reach 75 percent. GPU 
Nuclear officials blame deposits 
inside two steam generators for 
the decreased output. Unit 1 final
ly. reaches 75 percent output on 
Dec. 5 after operators raise the 
water level In the steam genera
tors.
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TMI-1 radiation monitor left off 7 hours
Associated Press__________________________________________________ ___

A radiation monitor at the undamaged Three Mile Island Unit 1 
reactor was out of service for more than seven hours because an operator 
didn’t reopen a valve, the plant’s operator said yesterday.

The radiation monitor was out of service from 6:05 p.m. Thursday to 
1:29 a.m., said Doug Bedell, spokesman for GPU Nuclear Corp, the plant’s 
operator.

The monitor at the plant's condenser, used to detect radiation leaks, 
was "inadvertently” put out of service after an auxiliary operator 
checked and drained it but didn’t reopen a valve, he said.

Another monitor nearby showed no increase in radiation during the 
time the monitor was out of service, Bedell said.

Unit 1, restarted last October, operated at full power for 23 of 27 days 
in February, Bedell said.

Unit 2 still contains 140 tons of debris
More than 13 tons of molten nuclear fuel 

and core components have been removed 
from Three Mile Island’s Unit 2 reactor.

Spokesmen for TMI plant operator GPU 
Nuclear Corp, say an additional 140 tons of 
debris caused by the March 28. 1979, acci
dent must be removed before the $1 billion 
cleanup operation is finished in 1988.

Unit 2 has been idle since the accident, 
during which the reactor lost vital cooling 
water after a combination of human and 
machine failure. Unit I. which was shut 
down for scheduled refueling and mainte
nance at the time of the accident, was re
started last Oct. 3.

GORDON TOMB, a GPU Nuclear 
spokesman, said $615 million of the cleanup

fund had been spent by the end of last year, 
and $124 million is budgeted for this year.

The $1 billion cost is being paid with 
contributions from insurance companies, 
other nuclear power plants, research 
groups, the federal government, the states 
of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and plant 
owner General Public Utilities Corp.

Tomb said removal of the debris is "a 
critical part" of the cleanup effort. The 
highly radioactive material is being stored 
underwater in concrete canisters in a build
ing adjacent to the reactor building. In late 
May or early June, the canisters will be 
loaded into shipping casks and sent to the 
Idaho Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, a 
federal facility in Idaho Falls.

WHILE TOMB said cleanup operations

are going well, workers continue to have 
problems with microscopic growth in the 
reactor water. The growths — algae, fungi 
and bacteria — have hampered cleanup op
erations for two months.

In a weekly report on the cleanup, the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission said, 
"The organic growth in the [reactor coolant 
system] has progressed to the point where a 
self-sustaining community exists.”

Workers, who stand on a platform high 
above the reactor core, are having trouble 
seeing their work through remote television 
cameras.

GPU Nuclear is continuing to study the 
problem with the assistance of outside ex
perts, and a long-term treatment plan is not 
expected for several weeks.

Dec. 2, 1985 — Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission officials 
say Unit I will not achieve 100 
percent power output because of 
the deposits inside two steam gen
erators. State officials say that un
less the plant operates frequently 
enough to compensate for the re
duced efficiency, Metropolitan 
Edisdn Co. customers may see 
rates increase.

Dec. 17, 1985 — Seven 
plant employees and an NRC in
spector are contaminated by a 
small amount of radioactive xenon 
gas when they open the seal on a 
gas chamber they thought had 
been depressurized.

v" Dec. 30,1985 — Nine work
ers are contaminated by radioac
tive gases when a seal on a pump 
leaks for 10 minutes and spills 300 
gallons of filtered water from the 
radioactive side of the plant.

By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission has issued the operator of 
Three Mile Island a notice of viola
tion for events that took place at 
Unit 1 more than seven years ago.

The violation, which concerns 
improper leak-rate tests on Unit 1 
between April 1978 and March 
1979, was issued Jan. 29 but made 
public only in a routine NRC 
weekly update of activities at Unit

An NRC spokesman said com
missioners informally reviewed 
and approved the notice before it 
was issued.

The notice does not impose a 
civil penalty on TMI operator GPU 
Nuclear Corp., nor does it require 
the utility to respond to the viola
tion notice.

Jane Axelrad, director of en
forcement for the Office of Inspec
tion and Enforcement which is
sued the violation notice, said NRC 
Region 1 officials began looking 
into leak-rate allegations at Unit 1 
in July .1983 after similar charges 
were leveled against former TMI 
operator Metropolitan Edison Co. 
concerning Unit 2.

A federal grand jury in 1983 
handed up an 11-count indictment 
against Met-Ed in connection with 
leak-rate falsifications at Unit 2 of 
the Londonderry Twp. nuclear fa
cility.

Met-Ed pleaded guilty to one 
count and no contest to several 
others, and paid a $40,000 fine and 
contributed $1 million to help 
communities prepare for a poten
tial nuclear emergency.

Axelrad said the Office of In
spection and Enforcement began 
investigating the allegations sever
al years ago but found there was 
no pattern of willful violation of 
NRC rules.

But the matter was not 
brought to a conclusion — the is

lightning never strike* twice...

suance of the notice — until last 
month because, “it was folded up 
in a lot of TMI stuff” the office 
was working on.

She said the timing of the no
tice had nothing to do with restart 
of TMI-1 four months ago. The 
unit was restarted Oct. 3 after sit
ting idle in the 6% years since the 
March 28,1979, accident at TMI-2.

TMI spokeswoman Lisa Robin
son noted investigations of Unit 1 
practices did "not support conten
tions that they [improper testings] 
were done intentionally.” She said 
the company several years ago 
took corrective measures that 
were endorsed by the NRC.

"I don’t know why it [the no
tice] is coming out seven years 
hence, but the matter has been 
thoroughly investigated by the 
NRC and by a special investigator 
that we retained. We were just as 
anxious to correct this."

She also said the NRC incor
rectly cited GPU Nuclear: "The ac
tion was against Met-Ed. GPU did 
not exist at that time.”

Axelrad said, “It probably 
should have been issued to Met- 
Ed." GPU Nuclear, a subsidiary of 
General Public Utilities, succeeded 
Met-Ed in operating the plant In 
1982 — four years after the al
leged violations.

Axelrad said NRC investiga
tors reviewed 645 tests run at Unit 
1 in 1978-79, and only about “5 
percent of them were question
able."

The notice of violation cited 
the company for lacking adequate 
testing procedures, failing to 
maintain proper records, and fail
ing to correct deficiencies once 
identified.

Axelrad said the notice was 
evaluated as being a "severity 
level three" problem, with one 
being the most severe and five 
being the least severe.
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, Designer 
defends 
reactors 
TMI also rips 
union’s report 
By Michael Sullivan 
Patriot-News

Officials of GPU Nuclear Corp, 
and Babcock & Wilcox Co. yester
day sharply criticized a report that 
the Unit 1 reactor at Three Mile 
Island and seven similar reactors 
are “extremely susceptible to se
rious accidents.”

The eight reactors, all designed 
by Babcock & Wilcox, resemble 
the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reac
tor In Londonderry Twp., accord
ing to a report by the Union of 
Concerned Scientists.

The worst accident in the his
tory of commercial nuclear plants 
occurred at TMI-2 In March 1979. 
After the accident, the U.S. Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission or
dered modi Heat Ions to 90 other 
reactors in the United States.

The union’s report, submitted 
to the NRC last week, claims that 
long-term safety measures have 
not yet been Implemented at eight 
reactors designed by Babcock & 
Wilcox.

“Eight nuclear reactors cur
rently licensed to operate are ex
tremely susceptible to serious acci
dents," the union said in a 
summary of its report. The union 
accused the NRC of failing to cor
rect safety hazards and allowing 
“a set of Band-Aid fixes.”

All short-term and most long
term modifications required by the 
NRC were completed at TMI-1 be
fore its restart, according to Lisa 
Robinson, spokeswoman for GPU 
Nuclear Corp., TMI plant operator.

“Of those [long-term modifica
tions] that remain, all the NRC has 
required has been completed, and 
the rest are being completed on a 
schedule approved by the [NRC]," 
she said. "We are confident the 
plant is safe — period.”

The other seven reactors cited 
by the union are Arkansas 1 near 
Russellville, Ark.; Crystal River at 
Crystal River, Fla.; Davis-Besse at 
Toledo, Ohio; Oconee 1, 2 and 3 at 
Greenville, S.C.; and Rancho Seco 
at Sacramento. Calif.

Robert Pollard, nuclear safety 
engineer for the union in Washing
ton, D.C., cited as an example of 
susceptibilltv to an incident the 
Rancho Seco nuclear plant, in 
which 11 malfunctions and safety 
problems occurred in less than an 
hour. The problems included fail
ure by operators to control equip
ment used to cool the reactor, he 
said.

"Accidents that pose a signifi
cant safety risk to the public still 
occur regularly at the B&W 
plants,” Pollard said. “Because of 
their unique design, events that 
would be innocuous elsewhere can 
have severe consequences at B&W 
plants,” he said.

John MacMillan, senior vice 
president for nuclear power and 
technology with Babcock & Wil
cox, said the incident at Rancho 
Seco posed "no nullification of 
safety to the general public, and 
there was no significant damage to 
the plant.”

“I have serious problems with 
what [Pollard’s] conclusions are,” 
MacMillan said.

Commitments to the NRC 
timetable for modifications are the 
responsibility of each nuclear 
plant, MacMillan said.

An NRC spokeswoman said 
her office is unfamiliar with the 
scientists’ report, but she said the 
agency last month began a year
long review of safety conditions at 
the eight plants.

The review was initiated by 
the NRC because of the sensitivity 
of the plants to "transients," or 
mishaps that are expected to occur 
from time to time, according to 
NRC officials.

"We believe the units have op
erated reliably, and we know they 
have operated safely," MacMlllen 
said. “Perhaps out of the evalua
tion that the NRC is doing, some 
continued improvements will be 
made.”

Kay Pickering, spokeswoman 
for the anti-nuclear citizens’ group 
Three Mile Island Alert, said her 
group has asked Pollard to visit 
central Pennsylvania on March 28.

Pollard will discuss his group’s 
concerns about the operation at 
Three Mile Island, she said.
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Court aid sought 
to spur TMI fund
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Members of a local citizens 
group, saying they are “extremely 
dissatisfied" with the way the 
Three Mile Island Public Health 
Fund is being handled, have asked 
a federal judge to intervene.

“We have asked for court as
sistance because this is a matter of 
extreme importance," said Kay 
Pickering of Three Mile Island 
Alert, the group that filed the re
quest with Judge Sylvia H. Ram
bo.

TMIA’s chief complaint is with 
the handling of the fund by its ad
ministrators, the Philadelphia law 
firm of David Berger.

TMIA says Berger and his sons, 
David and Jonathan, have failed 
for the most part to spend the 
money on worthwhile public 
health projects, and noted the 
money will be lost if not spent by 
November.

The $5 million fund was set up 
in 1981 with part of a $25 million 
settlement paid by the owners and 
builders of TMI for damages in 
wake of the March 1979 accident 
at TMI-2.

Under terms of the settlement, 
approved by Rambo, the fund’s 
money must be committed to re
search and public education on ra
diation by November 1986. If not, 
the money is returned unspent.

TMIA attorney Joanne 
Doroshow noted the deadline to 
spend the fund: “That's why we’re 
taking action right now.”

In its letter, TMIA asked Ram
bo for a conference or a court 
hearing “so that everybody can get 
together and work this thing out," 
Doroshow said.

“Generally, we have a lot of 
problems with the way they have 
handled both the fund and the 
community, the people they are 
supposed to be representing in this 
case," Doroshow said. “We have

TMI defendants ask September trial
By Mary Warner 
§unbny Patriot-News

The defendants in the massive Three Mile 
Island litigation are calling for a September 
trial in which a jury would decide only two 
questions: How much radiation escaped during 
the March 1979 accident and where did it go?

Those are among the questions common to 
all 1,917 claims now pending in Dauphin Coun
ty Court against the owners and designers of 
the plant in Londonderry Twp.

The plaintiffs say the accident caused them 
distress and exposed them to radiation that 
caused cancer, birth defects and other ail
ments. The defendants say not enough radia
tion escaped to have caused any illnesses

sidered separately.
He suggested a Sept. 22 trial date, and said 

it would probably take a month or two.
If the jury concluded "that the emissions 

were in fact approximately what the Presi
dent’s Commission, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, the Interagency Task Force and 
other qualified investigators found them to 
be," the claims probably would be dropped or 
dismissed, Wilcox wrote.

ALFRED WILCOX, attorney for TMI 
owner General Public Utilities Corp, and the 
other defendants, said in a report filed In court 
recently that the highly technical issues sur
rounding radioactive emissions should be con-

IF THE jury were persuaded by plaintiffs' 
experts who said the emissions were more dan
gerous, then further trials could consider indi
vidual claims, he wrote.

Most of the TMI claims have been filed in 
the past year, and most of them by attorneys 
Lee Swartz of Harrisburg, Arnold Levin of 
Philadelphia and Lewis Tarasi of Pittsburgh.

Swartz said last week that he and Levin 
would oppose Wilcox' plan, but Swartz declin
ed to discuss his rationale until he has filed his 
response in court.

Wilcox wrote that his plan would avoid the 
prospect of the same experts testifying in mul
tiple trials about the same questions.

IT WOULD also “avoid the possibility of 
irrational results" — with, for example, plain
tiffs’ experts convincing one jury the emissions 
blew one way, and other experts convincing 
another jury they blew the opposite way, he 
wrote.

The plan also would avoid "the prejudice 
that results when an emotionally charged issue 
is tried along with a technically difficult one,” 
Wilcox wrote. “The individual plaintiffs who 
require that these technical questions be an
swered, often present tragic human conditions, 
such as a life-threatening cancer or a seriously 
defective infant," he wrote.

"The possibility must be reckoned with 
that even a well-intentioned, well-instructed 
jury would award damages because they easily 
understood human loss, but found it difficult to 
understand radiation measurement and disper
sion.”

Palladino to retire from NRC in June
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — Chairman 
Nunzio Palladino, who sometimes 
ruefully led the Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission to sanction the re
start of Three Mile Island Unit 1, 
said yesterday he will retire June 
30 at the end of his five-year term.

After asking President Reagan 
not to reappoint him, Palladino, 69, 
said he would return to private 
life, probably in his home state of 
Pennsylvania, to “pursue some 
long-deferred personal projects.”

Almost from the day he was 
appointed chairman by Reagan ef
fective July 1, 1981, Palladino 
found himself buffeted between 
pro- and anti-nuclear factions. No 
case better represented what he 
called the “kind of a no-man's 
land” at the NRC than the agen
cy’s six-year proceeding to ap
prove restart of the TMI Unit I 
jiuclear reactor.

On May 29, when the NRC 
;voted to restart Unit 1 by a 4-1 
vote, Palladino was in doubt nei- 
-ther about the nuclear technology 
to which he had dedicated his ca
reer, nor about the commission 
majority’s judgment that the plant 
would be safely operated.

< An Allentown native. Palladi
no was troubled instead by the 
sentiments of fellow Pennsylva
nians opposed to the Unit I restart 
in the wake of the nation's worst 
commercial nuclear accident at the 
companion TMI Unit 2 reactor in 
.1979.

“The decision ... has not been

Nunzio Palladino
Eyes personal projects

an easy one for me," said Palladi
no, his head bent over a carefully 
prepared statement. "As a Penn
sylvanian, I know firsthand the re
action of some of the public during 
the stressful days following the ac
cident at TMI-2."

As the Unit 1 proceedings 
dragged on, Palladino implied 
along the way that the anti-restart 
sentiment of elected officials and 
the public would somehow be tak
en into account.

Palladino duly noted in his May 
29 opening statement: "Congress 
... has directed the NRC to make

Judge Sylvia H. Rambo
Approved settlement 

had problems for some time. It? 
looks like the money is not going 
to be spent."

With interest that has built up'1 
over 4 years. Doroshow estimates 
the fund now amounts to $7 mil
lion.

The Bergers were unavailable 
for comment last night

In the letter to Rambo, TMIA 
cited “misrepresentations, failures 
to fulfill promises, isolated deci
sion-making, and generally conde
scending attitudes by the Bergers” 
toward area residents.

The fund so far has committed 
more than $1 million to research 
and education projects.

Last year the fund commis
sioned Columbia University epi-, 
demiologists to conduct two 2-. 
year studies on what effects the 
TMI accident had on pregnancy 
outcomes and on cancer cases. The 
cancer study will cost about 
$243,000 and the pregnancy re
search will cost about S400.000.
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Fine on GPU to be enforced
Washington Bureau____________

WASHINGTON — The Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission decided 
yesterday to fine GPU Nuclear 
Corp. $64,000 based on 3-year-old 
charges by a Three Mile Island 
Unit 2 senior engineer that he was 
harassed and intimidated.

The NRC Inspection and En
forcement Office announced the 
fine last August, but delayed its 
imposition until GPU Nuclear 
appeals could be evaluated. The 
company now has 30 days to pay 
the fine or request a formal hear
ing- .

Richard D. Parks claimed that 
GPU Nuclear and its chief accident 
cleanup contractor at TMI-2, Be
chtel North American Power

TMI-1 leak called 
wof no consequence’
United Press International_______

A small amount of radioactive 
gas escaped into the atmosphere at 
the Three Mile Island nuclear pow
er plant yesterday during an “unu
sual event" at the Unit I reactor, 
the plant's operator said.

Douglas Bedell, a spokesman 
for GPU Nuclear Corp., said the 
plant was being gradually shut 
down for testing and was in a 
“cool-down mode" when the inci
dent occurred. No one was injured.

Bedell said the "unusual 
event." which is the lowest emer
gency classification in the nuclear 
industry, occurred shortly after 3 
a.m. when a relief valve released 
radioactive gas and tripped an 
alarm at the plant.

A TECHNICIAN was routinely 
drawing a water sample from the 
reactor’s coolant system at a sink 
when the relief valve, on the pres
surized sample line, released the 
radioactive gas, Bedel) said.

The line had more than the 

decisions regarding the licensing 
of nuclear reactors, such as this 
one, on the basis of its own expert 
health and safety judgment and 
analysis of whether the detailed 
regulatory requirements of the 
commission have been satisfied.

“Thus, while we are aware of 
the sentiment of many members of 
the public, the commission must 
base its decision to authorize re
start on its conclusion that there is 
reasonable assurance that this 
plant will be safely operated."

On three or four occasions af
ter Palladino became NRC chair
man. a commission majority 
appeared ready to vote in favor of 
restarting Unit 1. But as Palladino 
said many times, “things kept 
coming up” to cast doubt on TMI 
operator GPU Nuclear Corp.

By May, however, Palladino’s 
argument held sway — that GPU 
Nuclear was a new company vast
ly improved over Metropolitan 
Edison Co., plant operator at the 
time of the Unit 2 accident. GPU 
Nuclear had segregated itself from 
the questionable personnel and 
shoddy procedures of the past.

Palladino’s drive to get a pro
restart vote was smoothed when 
President Reagan appointed re
tired Navy Vice Adm. Lando W. 
Zech Jr. to,the NRC in July 1984. 
Zech was once a nuclear subma
rine commander and gave Palladi
no three solid restart votes along 
with Commissioner Thomas Rob
erts.

Zech has tended to side with 
the nuclear industry on key com
mission votes more than Palladino,

Corp., were short-cutting safe pro
cedures in violation of NRC regu
lations. After he held a national 
news conference here. Parks con
tended that his superiors retaliated 
by, among other things, subjecting 
him to intensive questioning and 
suspending him from his job.

GPU Nuclear denied both the 
harassment charges and the claim 
that serious violations of safety 
procedures occurred.

The NRC is still reconsidering 
whether or not to upgrade a non
fine reprimand it imposed on GPU 
Nuclear for the apparent viola
tions. NRC General Counsel Herzel 
H.E. Plaine had indicated the NRC 
would reconsider the original cita
tion more than a year ago.

normal pressure at the time be
cause plant operators were remov
ing gases from the cooling system 
as part of the normal shutdown 
procedure, he said.

"The release into the sample 
sink area caused a radiation moni
tor alarm to go off in the Unit No. 
I auxiliary building," Bedell said. 
“The radioactive gas then passed 
through a series of filters before 
being vented from the plant.”

BEDELL SAID the amount of 
radioactivity released was so small 
that It was undetected by environ
mental monitors outside the plant. 
He estimated the release outside 
the plant at a fraction of 1 percent 
of the quarterly limit for airborne 
releases set by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.

"It was really of no conse
quence,” Bedell said, adding it was 
“nowhere at all near any kind of 
limit."

The Unit 1 reactor was at zero 
power when the incident occurred. 
Bedell said.

and speculation is that Zech may 
be the Reagan adminstration's 
choice to succeed Palladino next 
June.

While 25 new nuclear plants 
have been licensed during Palladi
no’s tenure, he occasionally has 
drawn fire from both White House 
and nuclear industry officials. 
They viewed as dilatory the com
mission's pace at easing safety reg
ulations.

Palladino has not hesitated to 
publicly scold the industry for 
careless plant designs, sloppy con
struction practices, harassment of 
quality assurance inspectors and 
poor record keeping.

On the other hand, nuclear 
power critics complained that Pal
ladino was too close to the indus
try. They contended the chair
man’s primary interest was 
reviving the nuclear option that 
was nearly dealt a fatal blow by 
the TMI Unit 2 accident.

Before his appointment to the 
NRC, Palladino had been dean of 
the Pennsylvania State University 
College of Engineering. He served 
both as a private consultant and on 
public committees overseeing nu
clear power.

Before that, as a nuclear engi
neer for Westinghouse. Palladino, 
headed teams that designed reac-l 
tor cores of the USS Nautilus andi 
the first commercial nuclear plant 
at Shippingport.

Associated Press reports were 
used in the preparation of this sto
ry-
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TMI plant 
a shoddy job
EDITOR:

THIS IS in response to the 
article by Vermont Royster 
about "Antl-TMI hysteria” 
which appeared in the Patriot on 
Oct. 29. In it, he cites a book by 
Bernard L. Cohen, which in turn 
was endorsed by two Nobel 
laureates.

Please note that I am not a 
knee-jerk antl-nuke. My con
cerns about Three Mile Island 
stem from a profound distrust of 
the craftsmanship of the people 
who build nuclear plants, and of 
the competence and integrity of 
the owners, managers and oper
ators of the plant. None of the 
gentlemen mentioned in the first 
paragraph Ilves in the Harris
burg area, so they most likely 
have not read the numerous lo-_ 
cal press reports about leaking 
coolant pipes, control panel 
fires, etc., in the few short 
weeks since Unit I was allowed 
to restart.

American pride of crafts
manship, corporate responsibili
ty, and quality consciousness 
seem to have gone down the 
drain. I’m sorry, but I’d feel 
more comfortable with TMI if it 
had been designed by French en
gineers, built by Japanese work
ers, and were being run by Ger
man operators.

—S. Eckardt, 
Dauphin
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TMI incidents
EDITOR:

TMIA reported that the pub
lic is not being informed about 
the many problems at TMI Unit 
1. Add these to the problems 
which are reported, and the fact 
that, contrary to public belief, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission is no longer on a 24-hour 
surveillance program, we most 
definitely have cause for deep 
concern.

Listed below are just some of 
the problems listed In the NRC's 
weekly status reports:

I) Damaged drain lines; 2) 
faulty steam generator tubes; 3) 
radioactive releases into our en
vironment; and 4) a leak of 150 
gallons of primary water from 
the makeup and purification sys
tem which was not reported by 
General Public Utilities to the 
NRC until the following day.

As many times as Doug 
Bedell, spokesperson for GPU 
Nuclear, wishes to say that these 
problems are typical of opera
ting nuclear power plants, I will 
say that TMI is not a typical nu
clear power plant, and never 
will be because of the accident 
there in 1979.

Furthermore, another nucle
ar power plant’s management 
would be slow to admit to simi
larities with GPU and TMI, 
where management Integrity 
and competency are still a ques
tion in the minds of the people.

I am anxious that the NRC's 
present tolerance level for mis
takes on the part of GPU and its 
employees is much too high, for 
our well being. Even if they do 
decide that the licensee should 
cease to operate, does Mr. Kane, 
director of operations of restart 
staff at Unit 1, for the NRC. have 
the power to stop operations Im
mediately? I believe not. It ap
pears that he is too bogged down 
by his own bureaucracy and by 
the present dBminlstration’s pol
icy to promote nuclear power at 
all costs.

GPU Nuclear must still 
receive authorization from the 
NRC to proceed with operations 
once It reaches 100 percent pow
er. I sincerely hope, for our 
sakes, that the commissioners in 
Washington are abreast of 
events. We hold them totally re
sponsible for any negative out
come of oeprations at TMI.

—Frances Skolnlck, 
Lancaster

TMI 'events'
EDITOR:

In my opinion, TMI stands 
for-terror,” “mismanagement,” 
and “irresponsibility."

Voters had the chance to 
voice their desires concerning 
the restart of Unit 1. Money 
must speak louder than votes, 
since good ol0 Unit 1 is back to 
full power.

The word “unusual” Is de
fined as uncommon or rare. 
However, the people behind 
TMI have given a new meaning 
to the word. Calling the almost- 
daily malfunctions of the plant 
“unusual events” seems rather 
audacious and Ironic from my 
little corner of the world.

Whatever they call them, 
these events are all too common, 
and most people’s attitudes 
about them are, unfortunately, 
complacent. The release of ra
dioactive elements into the envi
ronment, if only considered on a 
daily basis, may not be harmful. 
On the other hand, the cumula
tive result is a contaminated en
vironment.

If only the people at TMI 
would take some responsibility 
for their actions. They might 
start learning from their mis
takes. Instead, they fail to see 
the health risks Involved and 
continue to “play God" with the 
people of Pennsylvania.

Nuclear, energy may be the 
energy of the future, but it cer
tainly is not the answer to to
day’s energy problems until the 
technology exists to run it safe
ly. We should take some advice 
from Orson Wells and start no 
nuclear plants before their time.

—Cindy Weaver, 
Harrisburg
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TMI Unit 1 shutdown slated
Three Mlle blend’s Unit 1 will 

be shut down Friday for six weeks 
of maintenance and testing of 
plant systems, officials said.

The outage was scheduled a 
year ago as part of the TMI-1 re
start program. The unit was re
started Oct. 3. 1985, after being 
idle for 6^ years since the acci
dent at Its sister reactor, Unit 2.

Unit 1 was running at 100 per
cent power yesterday, generating 
about 850 megawatts of electricity

an hour. Unit 1 has produced 
2.128,767 megawatt hours of elec
tricity between restart and March 
12, officials said.

During the outage, engineers 
will examine electronically the 
heat-exchange tubes in Unit l's 
two steam generators. The pro
cess, known as eddy current test
ing, is a followup to repairs done 
on the generators in 1983. Other 
maintenance and testing also will 
be done.

TMI employees aid 
Scouts’ badge quest

For a fifth year, employees of 
the Three Mile Island nulcear sta
tion will help Boy Scouts from 
nearby counties earn the Atomic 
Energy Merit Badge.

Eight-hour programs of In
struction for the badge will be held 
at TMI’s training center March 15 
and Oct. 18.

Twelve TMI employees have 
volunteered to teach the Scouts 
about reactor operation, radiation 
and other aspects of nuclear ener
gy. The daylong session will in
clude lectures by representatives 
of various departments at TMI, 
slide programs and videotapes and 
practical exercises.

Last year 112 Scouts and 20 
leaders attended the merit badge 
classes, and 85 successfully com
pleted the requirements. Since the 
program began In 1982,279 Scouts 
have earned the badge.

Scouts from the Lancaster- 
Lebanon. York-Adams, Keystone 
and Hawk Mountain councils are 
Invited to contact Mary Ann Wil
liams at the TMI Visitors Center.
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Unit 1 foes 
attack GPU, 
Rickover tie
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News_______________

Opponents of Three Mile Is
land Unit l's restart want an in
vestigation into an arrangement in 
which General Public Utilities 
Capp, paid $380,000 for a report 
that recommended restart.

The November 1983 report, 
written by Adm. Hyman G. Ricko
ver and generally praising Unit I's 
management, was a major compo
nent of GPU’s successful 6’/2-year 
campaign for permission to restart 
the undamaged reactor.

The Washington Post reported 
yesterday that GPU made monthly 
payments to the Hyman G. Ricko
ver Foundation after Rickover 
agreed to study the ability of a 
GPU subsidiary, GPU Nuclear 
Corp., to run Unit I. Payments 
made during 2'/2 years totaled 
$380,000, GPU confirmed yester
day.

The Post story also quoted the 
admiral’s son, Robert M. Rickover 
of Toronto, as saying his father 
suffered “rapidly developing clini
cal senility" when he was asked to 
assess TMI management in 1983. 
The admiral died Tuesday at age 
86.

Robert Rickover was unavaila
ble for further comment yester
day. .

“I find it absolutely astonish
ing. I'm anpnlled that they would 
so flagrantly buy his support," 
said Ellyn Weiss, general counsel 
for the Union of Concerned Scien
tists, an intervenor in the TMt Unit 
1 restart case. “How much more 
flagrant could it be?”

Joanne Doroshow, an attorney 
with Ralph Nader’s Center for the 
Study of Responsive Law, in 
Washington, who also represents 
the anti-nuclear group Three Mile 
Island Alert, said. “They knew 
what Rickover’s conclusion was 
going to be. I think it requires a 
criminal investigation."

GPU Chairman William G. 
Kuhns, who asked Rickover to 
write the report, said the remark 
\about Rickover senility “is an out
rageous statement. He didn’t ap
pear senile to us. He did occasion
ally have short lapses in memory."

Based on his meeting with 
Rickover during a tour of the plant 
in 1983, and on his report, Kuhns 
said. "These were not the actions, 
conclusions or recommendations 
of a senile old man. They simply 
weren’t."

Kuhns also said he did not 
know in advance what Rickover 
would conclude about plant man
agement: “Absolutely not. Any
body who knows Adm. Rickover 
would chuckle at that, really. In 
his fine and distinguished career 
he proved that he couldn't be com
promised.”

Kuhns added that he gambled 
in asking for Rickover’s observa
tions: “I had a lot of people tell me

"He didn’t appear 
senile to us. He did 
occasionally have 
short lapses in 
memory.”

—GPU Chairman Kuhns

I was crazy to do this because he is 
such a critical fellow; he didn’t 
pull any punches.”

Spokesmen for the foundation, 
now called the Center for Excel
lence in Education, in Leesburg, 
Va.. were unavailable for com
ment yesterday.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission cited Rickover’s re
port in its May 1985 decision al
lowing the restart. After court 
appeals, Unit 1 was restarted last 
October and is now operating at 
full power.

Rickover’s son said he dis
closed terms of the agreement 
with GPU to “clarify” his father’s 
views on the dangers of nuclear 
energy and weaponry, The Post 
account said.

“Some time after his retire
ment. and with signs of his rapidly 
developing clinical senility becom
ing clearly evident, he fell under 
the influence of someone ... who 
convinced him that by agreeing to 
support the restart of the Three 
Mile Island nuclear power plant he 
would regain some of his lost pres
tige," the younger Rickover told 
the newspaper.

GPU spokesman Gary 
Plummer said monthly payments 
of $25,000 were given to the foun
dation between September 1983, 
when the report was commis
sioned, and September 1984. 
Plummer said several $5,000 pay
ments were made between Octo
ber 1984 and March.

Plummer said the safety as
sessment was requested by Kuhns, 
but that the foundation contribu
tions were Rickover’s idea.

When GPU announced that 
Rickover consented to do the 
study, company officials refused 
to disclose financial terms of the 
agreement. Kuhns said yesterday, 
“There was nothing sinister about 
that. We just don’t publish all con
sulting arrangements we enter 
into routinely.”

News of the arrangement has 
incensed, parties to the TMI restart 
hearings.

Weiss said Robert Pollard, the 
union's nuclear engineering expert 
who served in Rickover’s nuclear 
Navy, "always had the greatest re
spect for Adm. Rickover."

“But the man was senile, ev
erybody knew that [by 1983]. It 
was our assumption when the 
thing came out, that he had noth
ing to do with it. We thought it 
was sad. The man was past it. 
Now it turns out it was worse than 
we thought.

“It just gives a lie to all these 
claims that there’s a new GPU,” 
Weiss said, adding, “$25,000 per 
month tied to the restart? How fla
grant can you get?"

Doroshow said TMI Alert may 
pursue legal action. “The only ave
nue we have open to us is to ask 
the NRC to suspend the license 
again. I think the Justice Depart
ment should look into it. The 
[state] Public Utility Commission 
should investigate. Who paid for 
this? The ratepayers?

“The NRC, if they were doing 
their job, would take their own in
vestigatory action,” Doroshow 
said.

But in Washington, NRC 
spokesman Frank Ingram said he 
did not know of any response the 
NRC should make.

Doroshow said GPU “used this 
report to convince elected offi
cials. We knew it was a white
wash, but because of Rickover’s 
name it was difficult to show 
that.”

She said the governor should 
be “taking the lead on this.”

Roland Page, spokesman for 
Gov. Dick Thornburgh, said, “It 
was well known at the time that 
the admiral was being paid by 
GPU to do this."

He added, “There was nothing 
we ever did during the restart pro
ceedings that was influenced by 
Adm. Rickover’s report. It had no 
impact on us."

Rickover’s 
report gave 
restart push 
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau_____________

WASHINGTON — Retired 
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover’s No
vember 1983 report endorsing 
GPU Nuclear Corp, was cited as 
favorable evidence in the decision 
to restart Three Mile Island’s Unit 
I reactor.

In its order of May 29, 1985, a 
4-1 majority of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission defined 
the central restart question:

“The issue before the commis
sion is not whether GPU Nuclear 
has made mistakes, but whether 
GPU Nuclear as presently consti
tuted and staffed has the necessary 
integrity to provide reasonable as
surance that it will safely operate 
TMI-1. The commission finds that 
it has.”

In that regard, the commission 
spoke of the company’s “willing

ness to seek the views of independ
ent evaluators.”

The NRC noted that GPU Nu
clear contracted for four outside 
evaluations, including Rickover’s 
report. All the reports were "gen
erally favorable to the licensee,’’ 
the commission majority said in 
the order.

The Rickover report concluded 
that GPU Nuclear had "the man
agement competence and integrity 
to safely operate TMI-1.”

Rickover also did an April 1984 
follow-up report in which he con
cluded GPU Nuclear should be al
lowed to run Unit 1 "without de
lay.” It was restarted last Oct. 3.

The original Rickover report 
was released at a crucial time for 
GPU Nuclear. The company's 
predecessor, Metropolitan Edison 
Co., had just been indicted on 
charges of criminal misconduct for 
leak rate falsification at Unit 2 pri
or to the 1979 accident.

In a few days, the company 
was to appear before the NRC to 
explain improvements it had made 
to merit the restart of Unit 1, 
which was down for refueling 
when the Unit 2 accident occurred, 
and was kept out of operation aft
erward.
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Cracks found in TMI-1 generator nozzles
GPU Nuclear Corp, has discovered hairline cracks in welds holding 

several of the 12 nozzles that direct emergency feedwater into the two 
steam generators at Three Mile Island Unit I.

Repairs are under way at the Londonderry Twp. nuclear facility, but 
the extent and causes of weld cracks has not yet been determined, GPU 
Nuclear spokesman Gordon Tomb said yesterday.

The cracks were found this week, Tomb and Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission inspector Randy Blough confirmed. Blough said the NRC has 
a specialist on site to determine the significance of the flaws and assess 
the adequacy of repairs, which consist of grinding out the weld cracks.

Unit I was taken out of service March 21, primarily to test for 
another potential defect in the steam generator system — cracks that 
have turned up periodically in the 31,000 tubes in the, generators.
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TMI law 
action set 
by county 
Emission curb 
would be aim
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Dauphin County commission
ers say they will decide next week 
whether to consider a law de
signed to control radioactive emis
sions from the Three Mlle Island 
nuclear power plant.

Commissioner Lawrence J. 
Hochendoner supports passage of 
a “clean-air ordinance” that would 
limit the amount of radioactivity 
the plant may release, and impose 
fines If those limits are exceeded.

The county also would have 
the legal right to shut down the 
Londonderry Twp. plant if TMI 
operator GPU Nuclear Corp, failed 
to abide by terms of the law, 
Hochendoner said.

Hochendoner brought up the 
proposed law at a commissioners’ 
meeting yesterday. Commission 
Chairman Frederick S. Rice said he 
wants another week to study the 
proposal.

The commissioners in 1983 ap
pointed a task force to study the 
feasibility of a clean-air law. The 
group in. 1984 voted 5-4 against 
adopting such a law, and the com
missioners, by a 2-1 vote, went 
along with that recommendation.

Minority members of the task 
force, however, drafted a proposed 
clean-air law. Hochendoner said 
he plans to submit that proposal 
for approval by the commissioners 
next week.

The law would be enacted only 
if the county received funding to 
hire a person to monitor radioac
tive releases and install a more 
complete radiation monitoring 
system around the plant, he said.

Hochendoner suggests that the 
money could come from the TMI 
Public Health Fund, which was es
tablished in 1981 with $5 million 
paid by TMI Insurers to settle liti
gation against the company after 
the March 1979 accident at the 
Unit 2 reactor. With Interest built 
over the years, the fund balance 
now is $6.8 million, and the money 
must be committed to projects by 
November.

“This [law] is important to as
sure the people that their health is 
intact, that they’re not being in
vaded by radiation," Hochendoner 
said.

TMI spokesman Douglas H. 
Bedell said, “We don’t have a copy 
of the [proposed] ordinance, and 
we can't comment on something 
we haven’t seen."

He noted that plant emissions 
already are closely monitored by 
the utility and state and federal 
agencies.

MY VIEW one reader’s 
opinion
__ i

LAWRENCE HOCHENDONER

Lawrence J. Hochendoner is 
minority member of the Dauphin 
County Board of Commissioners.

Monitoring TMI is county concern
THE PROPOSED Dauphin County Clean Air Ordi

nance is more important now that it was when origi
nally suggested in 1984. This is true for any number 
of reasons:

1. Former commissioners have delayed taking ac
tion on this issue for several years. Now we are facing 
the deadline on using TMI Health Funds for a compre
hensive, state-of-the-art monitoring system.

2. While TMI is the most heavily monitored of 
-nuclear plants, this does not mean that it is the best 
monitored. There is a heavy body of scientific evi
dence which suggests that the current monitoring is 
not adequate, accurate, nor does it provide reasonable 
assurances and guarantees for public and environ
mental health.

3. Just as in ’1984, today Dauphin County will not 
incur any attorneys’ fees. Our community is fortunate 
to have a commitment, both orally and in writing, 
from a prestigious group of attorneys who are willing 
to volunteer their legal time should any challenge 
occur. These are the same attorneys who successfully 
won the much-publicized Karen Silkwood case.

4. Unlike 1984, Dauphin County would not be 
setting an unprecedented action by enacting an ordi
nance today. The reason is that a small, rural town
ship in Western Pennsylvania (Parks Township, Arm
strong County) used our 1984 proposal as a model for 
passing its own Clean Air Ordinance.

5. In 1984, Unit One was not operating; it is now.

All the more reason with trips and shutdowns, radia
tion releases and steam generator difficulties at Unit 
One. and technological and biological obstacles to the 
Unit Two clean up that Dauphin County act as an 
advocate for its residents in providing a direct role in 
controlling radiation releases from the plant.

6. TODAY, at 10 a.m. In the Commissioners’ Hear
ing Room, the Board of Commissioners will not be 
voting on an ordinance, rather they will take action 
on a resolution which would make future passage of 
an ordinance completely dependent and contingent 
upon receiving sufficient monies from the Health 
Fund.

These are just some of the reasons why we should 
not fear to tread where most have not gone. For other 
communities do not live daily with TMI in their back
yard.

It is not only a proper function but a basic respon
sibility for any level of government, certainly county 
government, to ensure the protection of health and 
safety of its citizens.

One can argue whether TMI Unit One should have 
been opened, but one cannot argue that maximum 
safety is a bare necessity for the future of our fami
lies. Our community should be applauded for its lead
ership in asking the commissioners to take decisive 
action that will finally result in local control and 
accountability.
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County votes against monitoring TMI emissions
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Dauphin County will not police 
radioactive emissions from the 
Three Mile Island nuclear power 
plant.

In a 2-1 vote, commissioners 
yesterday decided against a clean
air ordinance In which the county

Inside:
• TMI may use filter, 
pressure pump to kill 
reactor organisms—A15

would require radioactive gas re
leases from the Londonderry Twp. 
plant to be below certain limits.

Majority Commissioners Fred
erick S. Rice and Norman P. He
trick voted against a resolution 
that would have supported such 
monitoring. Commissioner Law
rence J. Hochendoner, who has ad

vocated the merits of the ordi
nance over the last few weeks, 
voted for it.

Hochendoner said the resolu
tion was simply a “policy state
ment” favoring the county’s in
volvement in enforcing radiation
release standards. Commissioners 
would not have voted on enacting 
such a policy until funds for an 
Improved monitoring system were 
pledged by the Three Mile Island 
Public Health Fund.

Rice said TMI is “one of the 
most heavily monitored places on 
earth," and added he finds a clean
air ordinance “to be unsupportable 
either by logic or by the limited 
economies afforded the county 
government.”

Hetrick said he is "all in favor 
of" better monitoring equipment 
around TMI, but doesn't think it's 
the county's duty to enforce emis
sion standards. Noting that three 
federal and state agencies already 
monitor releases, the clean‘air or

’’In my opinion, with due respect to my 
colleagues, this constitutes an abdication 
of responsibility that cannot be justified.” 

—Commissioner Hochendoner

dinance would have added "anoth
er layer of government," he said.

Hochendoner said he was "sor
ry, saddened" by the vote.

"In*my opinion, with due re
spect to my colleagues, this consti
tutes an abdication of responsibili
ty that cannot be Justified," he 
said.

Before commissioners voted on 
the proposal, several citizens 
voiced their support.

Harrisburg City Councilman 
Earl F. Gohl Jr. presented a letter 
signed by four other council mem
bers urging adoption of the resolu
tion.

Harrisburg attorney Eugene 
Dice, who in 1984 was on a Clean 

Air Task Force appointed by com
missioners to study the feasibility 
of such an ordinance, said the 
county probably could withstand 
legal challenges to the proposed 
ordinance.

But county Solicitor Robert 
Knupp questioned the county's au
thority to pass such an ordinance. 
He said he suspects state law 
would "pre-empt” the county's 
ability to enforce the law, and he 
wondered “whether we can single 
out a facility without regard to 
dangers [of radioactive emissions] 
that may exist at other facilities."

Joanne Doroshow, an attorney 
who with other attorneys offered 
the county free legal help in any 

litigation arising from enactment 
of a clean-air law, called yester
day's vote "a travesty."

Yesterday was the second time 
commissioners have considered a 
clean-air policy. Two years ago 
the board voted down the idea, 
basing the decision on the findings 
of the task force, which by a 4-3 
vote recommended the proposal 
not be enacted.

Hochendoner resurrected the 
clean-air ordinance about a month 
ago. He has said passage of the or
dinance would be timely because 
funds for a beefed-up monitoring 
system around TMI could be pro
vided by the TMI Public Health 
Fund.

The fund was set up in 1981 
with money paid by TMl’s Insur
ance companies resulting from liti
gation after the March 1979 acci
dent at Unit 2. Under terms of the 
agreement creating the fund, mon
ies must be committed to public
health projects by November.

Better TMI monitoring equipment urged
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News________________________

An anti-nuclear group wants local . 
elected officials to sound the call for im
proved radiation monitoring equipment 
around the Three Mile Island nuclear 
power plant in Londonderry Twp.

Joanne Doroshow, lawyer for Three 
Mile Island Alert, yesterday asked Dau
phin County commissioners to “take the 
lead” in efforts to fund the equipment.

A petition she presented to the board 
calls for the county to administer 
$600,000 from the TMI Public Health 
Fund for the monitors. The petition also 
asks for a public hearing for the fund’s 

administrators to “justify their handling” 
of the money.

Commissioners Norman P. Hetrick 
and Lawrence J. Hochendoner indicated 
they will support the petition at next 
week’s meeting. Chairman Frederick S. 
Rice said he wants more time to study the 
proposal.

Should the county approve the peti
tion, Doroshow said, she will ask public 
officials in county and municipal govern
ments within 25 miles of the plant to en
dorse it. The petition then would be pre
sented to federal Judge Sylvia Rambo for 
consideration.

Rambo oversees expenditures from 
the Public Health Fund, set up in 1981 

with $5 million paid by TMl’s insurers as 
a result of a class-action suit after the 
March 1979 accident at the plant.

Money from the fund, now $6 million 
with interest accrued over the years, must 
be committed by November, according to 
the 1981 agreement.

TMI Alert members have criticized 
the way fund administrators, Philadelphia 
lawyer David Berger and his son, 
Jonathan, have handled the money. 
Among other complaints, they claim there 
have been “incredible delays” in the allo
cation of funds and said the Bergers ex
ercise “tight control of information over 
fund activities.”

Doroshow said she will circulate the 

petition among municipal officials “so the 
court can understand this is not a TMI 
Alert concern, but a community concern." 

Jonathan Berger refused to discuss the 
petition specifically, on grounds that he 
has not read it. However, Berger called all 
of the complaints TMI Alert has made 
against the Bergers "preposterous."

He insisted fund money will be spent 
by the November deadline, and that the 
administrators are following a schedule of 
disbursements spelled out in the agree
ment that created the fund.

Two studies of the current TMI moni
toring system — commissioned at a cost 
of $800,000 — are nearly complete, and 

recommendations for more equipment 
will be considered, he said. But Berger 
said it would be premature to purchase 
equipment before the studies are done.

“Until those studies are complete, I 
don’t see how anyone could bv in a posi
tion to buy monitoring equipment," he 
said. “If you do, then you have to answer 
charges that [new equipment] is a duplica
tion.”

TMI operator GPU Nuclear Corp, and 
three government agencies monitor radio
active releases from the plant.

Doroshow predicted it will take about 
a month before she presents the petition 
to other local officials.
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Judge denies county bid for TMI monitoring funds
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News_______________________

A request that $600,000 be set aside 
for improved radiation monitoring equip
ment around the Three Mile Island nucle
ar plant is “premature," a federal judge 
says.

In an order issued yesterday, U.S. Mid
dle District Court Judge Sylvia H. Rambo 
denied a request filed with her Monday by 
Dauphin County commissioners. Terming 
their motion "deficient," she noted that 
studies on the adequacy of the existing 
monitoring system at the plant have not 
been completed.

With those studies pending, "it would 
appear that any request at this time for 
the purchase of equipment is premature," 
she said.

Commissioners, at the urging of citi
zens and the anti-nuclear group TMI 
Alert, asked that the money be set aside 
from the TMI Public Health Fund only if 
studies show there is a need for the equip

ment. They noted that the money must be 
committed to projects by November, as 
specified in the 1981 agreement creating 
the fund.

The petition also asked the judge to set 
a public hearing in which the activities of 
David Berger and his sons, who are ad
ministrators of the Health Fund, would be 
scrutinized.

Rambo must approve expenditures 
from the fund, set up in 1981 with $5 
million after an out-of-court settlement 
between area residents and the owners of 
TMI after the March 1979 accident at Unit 
2. Use of the fund is to include sponsor
ship of studies and public awareness pro
grams on the health effects of radiation 
end nuclear power.

Rambo said of the commissioners’ re
quest, "As a funding proposal, it is lacking 
in every respect. Certainly petitioners in 
their official capacities are not novices in 
making or reviewing funding proposals 
and are well aware of the detailed re
quirements and documentation necessary 

to support such a request."
Rambo said she does not know how 

the $600,000 figure was reached, who 
would administer the money, how much 
equipment is required, who would main
tain it, "or, for that matter, whether addi
tional monitoring is even necessary."

In her order, she advises commission
ers to wait until monitoring studies are 
done. Two studies, commissioned by the 
fund at a cost of $800,000, are nearly com
plete.

Concerning complaints about the fund 
administrators, the Bergers. Rambo said, 
“This court is not clear what relief the 
petitioners seek."

If the commissioners want a justifica
tion of the health studies funded to date, 
such requests should be directed to her. 
since she must approve all expenditures, 
she said.

Commissioner Lawrence J. Hochen
doner. who had asked his fellow board 
members to petition the judge, said the 
judge is “right”,on most points.

2

"I agree with the judge to the extent 
that we did not include the detail that 
would normally accompany such a pro
posal. But it was important to register 
with the judge that this is something im
portant to take into account, not knowing 
when the studies would be forthcoming,' 
he said. "If we had the benefit of the study 
we would have been more precise.”

Joanne Doroshow. principal author of 
the motion and a former attorney for TMI 
Alert, said. “I don't think this is at all a 
bad decision.

"The most difficult legal obstacle was 
in getting the judge to even consider the 
commissioners’ stance." she said. When 
the equipment studies are complete, she 
said. Rambo has left open the door for the 
commissioners to file an amended com
plaint.

“I think maybe ground has been bro
ken with the judge." she said.

TMI Alert and Hochendoner frequent
ly have attacked the Bergers, accusing 
them of dragging their feet in funding 
projects, of funding projects not beneficial 

to the community, and of not maintaining 
open communication with the communi- 
ty. They also have said that at the Bergers' 
current spending pace, not all the money 
in the fund will be spent by the deadline. 
Under terms of the agreement, uncommit
ted money will revert to TMI owners to 
be spent at their discretion.

Harrisburg City Council In February 
approved a resolution — most of it draft
ed by TMI Alert members — censuring 
the Bergers on essentially the same 
counts.

The Bergers have denied the claims. 
Jonathan Berger said spending is “right 
on track” with a schedule approved by 
Rambo.

He noted that council adopted the res
olution without hearing from the Bergers. 
This week he mailed to City Council a 
model resolution that would rescind the 
original, and generally praising the fund 
management.

He said he has asked to appear before 
council to defend the way the fund has 
been handled.
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Soviet disaster jogs 
of fears about TMI
By Cal Turner
Patriot-News

Time, distance and memory.
Standing in Riverfront Park 

you can juggle all three and think 
of what was and is and could have 
been.

The nuclear fires said to be 
raging near the big city of Kiev in 
the Soviet Union are, going east or 
coming west, some 4,500 miles 
away, while 10 miles downriver is 
Middletown, Its International no
toriety symbolically linked to the 
four cooling towers of the nuclear 
power plant three miles offshore.

All the wars and horror movies 
make just a thin footnote to what 
the Imagination can do with nucle
ar devastation. The reality of it 
would turn any fantasy off like a 
faucet.

Yesterday, Riverfront Park 
was sitting as pretty as ever. The 
oak, maple and buttonwood really 
have dressed up, and mustard 
weed and peony and grass make 
the banks look like high-class car
pet.

Joggers, strollers, brown 
baggers and those who just want
ed to see the water move slowly 
along or watch the traffic on the 
bridges or gaze at the spires of 
Marysville were out in number. 
There wera those who just wanted

to catch the full force of the limp 
breeze from the west, and those 
who wanted to get as far away as 
possible from work. It was a nice 
day to do some deep breathing, 
sigh and let go.

The bad news from the Soviet 
Union, though, was not too easy to 
get away from. One step back
ward in memory and turn around 
and you get nose-to-nose with 
March 28, 1979, the date of the 
Three Mile Island accident.

Friends of nuclear power were 
hard to find at Riverfront Park.

Putting away a ham sandwich 
on the riverbank, Dr. Geoffrey 
Corson, a physician who lives in 
Dauphin, shook his head slowly 
when asked about his reaction to 
the Soviet disaster.

“I don’t really know what has 
happened,” he said. “It could be a 
disaster of monumental propor
tions, not only for the present, but 
for a long time. It’s a warning that 
It could happen here. I feel very 
strongly that nuclear energy as a 
source of power has more hazards 
than benefits. If we reap the bene
fits, future generations for some 
250,000 years will have to live 
with the waste. It will be their 
burden.”

Heather Dickson, who lives on 
Derry Street, had brought her son, 
Scott, to the park to ride his bike.
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Sympathetic with Soviets

CHERNOBYL
thoughts 
in 1979

"I’m really sorry for the peo
ple," she said. "It could happen 
here. I was really upset during the 
Three Mlle Island thing. I was 
pregnant with Scott then, and I 
can remember that siren going off 
in Harrisburg. I was walking 
across the Mulberry Street Bridge 
then.”

Julia Nace of Elizabethville 
and her daughter, Dawn, had fin
ished lunch and were reading on 
the concrete steps leading down to 
the river.

"It’s a terrible' thing,” Mrs. 
Nace said. “We just don’t know 
what the truth is. Certainly, Three 
Mile Island has crossed my mind 
since that happened in Russia."

"It’s scary,” said daughter 
Dawn. "Very scary."

Traffic along Front Street was 
Its usual go, stop, start and go. 
Lunch hour was In full bloom. 
From the way It looked, the Cher
nobyl nuclear plant and the city of 
Kiev could’ve been light years 
away. Yet, all you had to do was 
ask....

Still huffing and puffing from 
jogging, Gail Drunsic, a nurse at 
Harrisburg Hospital, said, “Well, I 
lived 2*^ miles from Three Mlle 
Island when the accident hap
pened there, so this does strike a 
chord of remembrance. I’m cynical 
about nuclear power. An accident

like that could happen wherever 
there’s a plant."

Looking out over the water as 
he listened to his radio, Money P. 
Smith of Harrisburg, a musician, 
turned off the radio and said, "I 
feel It was inevitable. Basically, 
nuclear energy Is something that 
hasn't been understood yet. I think 
this country has more safeguards. 
But it needs more exploring."

"It's a shame the people over 
there haven’t been told what hap
pened," snapped Joe Lucia of Low
er Paxton Twp., a state worker. 
"The accident maybe can’t be 
helped, but they should let the peo
ple know. Yes, I was here when 
Three Mile Island happened, and I 
left.”

Dave Oblich of Hampden 
Twp., an attorney, said, "I feel 
sympathy for the people and anger 
at their government for not being 
forthright with them.

"I have mixed feelings about 
nuclear power. There is some need 
for it, at least temporarily, but I'm 
wondering If It’s worth the risk.”
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Soviet disaster
puts TMI figure 
back in spotlight
By Mick Rood
Sunday Pntriot-Nrun_____

WASHINGTON — There was 
Harold R. Denton, answering 
questions about a nuclear disaster 
again in a seemingly unflappable 
and reassuring way, even though, 
again, few of the facts were at 
hand.

The director of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Com
mission’s Nuclear 
Reactor Regula
tion Office, Den
ton was an Import
ant member of a 
federal interagen
cy task group 
formed last week 
to interpret the 
Soviet nuclear 
plant accident at 
Chernobyl.

The physicist, now 50, became 
a familiar national figure seven 
years earlier as the government’s 
chief spokesman In the uncertain 
days after the Three Mile Island 
Unit 2 accident.

*'I NEVER Intended to get In
volved with this again," Denton 
said in an interview last week af
ter briefing the national press on 
Chernobyl.

"I’d rather be down In North 
Carolina, selling shrimp for fish 
bait,” said Denton, who spends 
most of his leisure time on the Out-

Denton

Denton still does not know the 
"initiating event," but much of 
what apparently followed was 
eerily the same as at Three Mile 
Island. Something caused a loss- 
of-coolant accident. Partially un
protected by coolant water, the 
uranium fuel overheated, creating 
steam that attacked the zirconium 
around the fuel.

All this was followed at TMI 
by a partial meltdown of fuel that 
was apparently contained by the 
reactor vessel and certainly con
tained by the containment build
ing. Mostly shorter-lived, less vir
ulent fission products escaped, but 
nothing like that at Chernobyl. 
There, the melting fuel and steam 
set off combustible gases that re
acted with graphite — not present 
at TMI — surrounding them. What 
is thought to be a lesser Soviet 
containment could not restrain the 
resulting nuclear fire.

Denton said the mix of more 
lethal, longer-lived radioactivity 
already traced in Norway suggests 
the kind of severe core damage at 
Chernobyl caused by an explosion 
and breach of the core. It appar
ently was a different version of the 
hydrogen bubble crisis at TMI, 
where officials feared there would 
be an explosion during the week
end after the Unit 2 accident.

Farmers felt the impact of TMI
By Mike Klingaman
Baltimore Evening Sun

We had a frost the weekend 
before last, but I kept my cool. 
This Is abnormal. Usually during 
May, a sharp temperatdre drop 
drives my blood pressure up. I 
blunder about the yard, cursing 
the Impending cold front, turning 
the vegetable garden into Tin Can 
Alley and bundling the magnolia 
the way a mother wraps a show
bound toddler.

This time I stayed calm. I had 
dinner, read the newspaper, lit the 
woodstove and invited a few pott
ed friends inside for the night. The 
front page changed my perspec
tive. The Red Scare at Chernobyl 
dwarfed my concern for a few ten
der plants. How serious is the 
chance of light frost next to the 
threat of a nuclear winter? My 
land would thaw; Russian farmers 
may have lost theirs forever.

I grieved for that contaminated 
Soviet landscape and felt a twinge 
of deja vu. Baltimore is a little clos
er to Three Mile Island than Kiev is 
to Chernobyl. Seven years ago, on 
a sly, warm day In March, I sowed 
lettuce and waited for the sky to

fall. It seemed the height of garden 
therapy.

The Soviet meltdown rekin
dled that hell for those growers 
nearer to TMI. Throughout the 
summer of 1979, farmers like Er
nest Retherford had difficulty ped
dling their produce at roadside 
stands outside of Harrisburg, Pa. 
—- even though the crops were 
"cleared" by state and federal 
monitoring agencies.

Many area homeowners de
clined to plant gardens that year. 
Some of those who grew vegeta
bles changed their minds at the 
table and wound up trashing their, 
own tomatoes and cucumbers.

“It was terrible for several 
days until we got some reports 
back, but we found no evidence of 
any damage," says Harold Stew
art, who was then the agricultural 
agent and extension director for 
Dauphin County, Pa. "Of course, 
everything that happened that 
summer — from Insect problems 
to plant diseases — was blamed on 
radiation.

"As I remember, we had a 
problem with pear psylla, which 
causes a black, sooty fungus. Some

backyard growers were sure it 
was radiation. We got calls about 
lilac branches that wilted from 
borers, It turned out, and even 
houseplants. The New York Times 
ran a story that all the barn flies 
had died. It was completely false, 
but I had to go out and inspect 
them all anyway."

A dairy farmer in Lancaster 
County swore his cows had been 
tainted bv the reactor leak. "We 
found It was malnutrition,” says 
Stewart. "You heard wild rumors. 
A man called and said a fish he'd 
caught in the Susquehanna started 
to glow in the dark when he put it 
In his freezer. We told him to take 
it to the Department of Agricul
ture lab. It turned out to be OK. 
But TMI more than doubled our 
workload that year.”

Retherford’s 100-acre vegeta
ble farm in Middletown grows 
some of the sweetest watermelons 
in the county. It also sits In the 
shadow of Three Mile Island, not a 
mile from the site. He feels a pecu
liar empathy with the people of 
Chernobyl.

"I think of the Russian people, 
and how the Soviet government
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Views differ on effect 
on U.S. nuclear power

has been downgraded for not tell
ing the people what was happen
ing. And then I remember, and I 
feel that maybe we weren't really 
advised of it soon enough here, 
says Retherford. ‘

"?hat day of Che TMI accident, 
my wife and I were out In the field, 
clearing away last year’s plastic 
mulch. It happened in the morning, 
but we didn’t find out until late 
afternoon when my son came by 
and <id us. Everyone said it was 
on the radio, but who has a radio in 
the field? Maybe I’m not smart 
enough to really understand It all.” 

The Retherfords left their farm 
for several days, commuting daily 
to tend their greenhouse plants. 
They were permitted to return In 
time to plow and plant the river
front land they've had for the last 
32 years.

Retherford is 52 now. He 
planted his corn last week. He has 
developed skin cancer, "but I’m* 
out in the sun and you can pick 
that up anywhere," he says.

He may never move. The land 
is kind, TMI is quiet, and "real es
tate took a beating in the area," he 
says. At a recent public auction, he 
adds, the 48-acre farm next door 
sold for a price Identical to what It 
brought "just before the accident.

“We’re still not really over It,” 
he says.

er Banks of his native state.
After a week of intense effort 

to gather facts on the accident, and 
seeing a number of familiar faces 
In the press corps and the federal 
bureaucrats around him, Denton 
"almost had the feeling that I was 
dreaming this, that it can't be hap
pening again.”

"Throughout, I have been both 
apprehensive and relaxed. Ap- 

‘ prehensive because of the serious
ness of the Chernobyl accident, 
and relaxed because I'm not the 
lead spokesman. Still, it's a drill 
I've been through before.”

ALTHOUGH LEE Thomas, ad
ministrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency, Is the Intera
gency task group’s chief, Denton 
has answered about half of the 
questions at the group's first brief
ings. Most of the queries went to 
his area of expertise — how the 
Chernobyl reactor could have ex
ploded, causing a breach in Its con
tainment.

WITH THE TMI accident as a 
backdrop, but with little data on 
the new accident, Denton provided 
few variations from this bare
boned scenario of the Chernobyl 
disaster.

"It’s the facts, not being able to 
get facts in this situation. We can’t 
respond to the same degree as we 
did at TMI." he said.

(Despite Denton’s complaints 
about lack of facts from Cherno
byl, considerable information indi
cating core damage during the 
TMI accident was either neglected 
or misinterpreted for two days af
ter the original "transient.")

"THIS PLANT is overseas, and 
we are a domestic agency, you 
know," Denton said.

*Tm just very grateful It’s not 
here. 1 thought this could only hap
pen once In my lifetime," he said.
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Americans to honor Soviet firefighters
Associated Press

By Frank Lynch 
gunbay Patriot-News

Few argue that the accident at 
the Chernobyl nuclear power plant 
in the Soviet Union is a tragedy.

But opinions begin to differ 
when the question turns to the ac
cident’s implications for nuclear 
power In the United States.

Joanne Doroshow, attorney for 
the anti-nuclear group Three Mile 
Island Alert, said: "We are sad
dened by the tragic loss of life, in
juries and emotional trauma suf
fered by the Soviet people.”

BUT, "I think it legitimizes the 
position of people who have been 
saying nuclear power is unsafe," 
she said. "The nuclear plants there 
[in the Soviet Union] may be dif
ferent, but it’s still nuclear power, 
an inherently unsafe technology."

- "I don't agree with that at all. 
Ypu have to put into perspective 
the way the Russians do business," 
said Earl Peters of Middletown. 
Peters is vice president of Friends 
and Family of TMI, a group that 
supports nuclear power.

"It’s tragic, but I know from 
folks I’ve spoken to that it’s com
mon practice [in the Soviet Union] 
to build a reactor without a con
tainment building. When you do 
that, you’re asking for trouble," he 
said.

LISA ROBINSON, a spokes
woman for TMI operator GPU Nu
clear, said the company would not 
comment on the Chernobyl acci
dent.

She said, “As far as TMI goes, 
we had a serious accident here [at 
Unit 2] in 1979. But it demonstrat
ed a lot of things, the most signifi
cant is that the way they [U.S. 
plants] are designed is that they 
are designed for safety. Our con
tainment building acted as it was 
designed to do.”

Dauphin County Commissioner 
Lawrence J. Hochendoner said the 
Chernobyl accident shows that nu
clear power is unsafe.

"I think it makes very clear 
that the technology is extremely 
dangerous, and that you can never 
be too safe in the precautions you 

, take,” he said. "For Dauphin 
County, that means we need a 
comprehensive monitoring system 
and a clean-air ordinance."

SCHENECTADY, N.Y. — 
Some American firefighters seek
ing to salute the courage of their 
Soviet counterparts killed in the 
Chernobyl nuclear accident will 
present a plaque this week to Sovi
et officials in memory of the six 
men.

“We felt that the firefighters at 
Chernobyl were pretty much over
looked because everybody was so 
upset about fallout." said Capt. Jay 
Campano, a firefighter for 16 
years.

Campano and others from

Schenectady’s City Fire Fighters 
Union Local 28 are scheduled to 
present a plaque Tuesday at the 
Soviet mission to the United Na
tions in New York.

The April 26 explosion and fire 
at the No. 4 reactor at the power 
plant resulted in at least<26 deaths.

Soviet newspapers praised the 
heroism of the firefighters, espe
cially Viktor Klbenok, 23. who 
was said to have worked for hours 
on the roof of the reactor to con
tain flames. Kibenok was the first 
of the firemen to die, 15 days after 
the accident.

HOCHENDONER LAST month 
proposed that the county adopt a 
law requiring that radioactive em
issions from TMI be below certain 
limits. His fellow commissioners, 
Norman P. Hetrick and Frederick 
S. Rice, voted the proposal down.

Hochendoner and TMI Alert 
are urging that an improved moni
toring system be placed around 
TMI.
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Nuclear 
worker 
injured 
Accident at TMI 
not publicly told 
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

A 100-pound trolley being used 
in the cleanup of Three Mile Is
land's Unit 2 reactor fell 15 feet 
from its track above the reactor 
nearly three weeks ago, struck a 
worker on the head and plunged 
Into the reactor vessel water.

The worker suffered a head cut 
that required several stitches, but 
both plant operator GPU Nuclear 
Corp, and a Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission spokesman termed 
the May 12 accident "Insignifi
cant."

GPU Nuclear had not publicly 
reported the Incident. The Patriot- 
Newa Warned of it through a list
ing In the NRC’s May 19 status 
report on the cleanup of Unit 2.

"Our position as far as report
ing is that we intend to, and we do, 
report things of some significance 
to the public and the workers. This 
incident had zero significance as 
far as nuclear safety is con
cerned," said Gordon Tomb, a 
plant spokesman

Dr. William Travers, director 
of the NRC’s TM1-2 Cleanup 
Project, which prepared the status 
report, said his office is following 
GPU Nuclear's Investigation of the 
accident and is not conducting an 
independent review. He said he 
doubted the utility would be cited 
for It.

"It looks as though it had 
something to do with a machine 
failure, as opposed to something 
that is extraordinarily wrong pro
cedurally," Travers said.

"It was serious In the context 
that that person was Injured. But 
was It serious from a radiological 
context? Not really," he added.

The equipment involved was a 
hoist-and-trolley device that 
moves horizontally along an I- 
beam. The device Is one of two 
that workers use to manipulate 
long-handled tools employed in re
moving rubble from the reactor 
vessel.

Tomb said that, on the evening 
of May 12, a pin that kept the 
wheels in place fell out, causing 
the 100-pound trolley to disengage 
from the I-beam. The trolley fell 
and struck the worker who was 
standing on a work platform 
above the reactor. It then dropped 
through a slot In the platform and 
Into the reactor water.

The 200-pound hoist mecha
nism separated from the trolley 
during the fall, but was held aioft 
by a chain connected to a tool, 
Tomb said.
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50 TMI foes mark anniversary
United Press International_______________

“Battle weary” but unwilling to 
surrender, about 50 opponents of Three Mile 
Island gathered on the Capitol steps 
yesterday to mark the seventh anniversary 
of the nation’s worst commercial nuclear 
power accident.

The rally was the smallest of the 
anniversary protests since the near
meltdown at TMI’s Unit 2 nuclear reactor 
on the morning of March 28, 1979.

Organizers said the size of the crowd 
was due largely to the failed legal effort to 
prevent restart of the undamaged Unit 1 
reactor at the Londonderry Twp. plant.

Unit 1 was restarted Oct. 3 for the first 
time since the accident.

“We believe the community is 
exhausted," Joanne Doroshow, a lawyer for

the citizens group TMI Alert Inc., said at a 
pre-rally news conference in the Capitol 
Rotunda.

"After banging their heads up against a 
wall for seven years, no one can blame 
anyone here for accepting that TMI Unit 1 is 
going to run, and getting on with their 
lives," Doroshow said.

“The March 28,1979, accident marked 
the beginning of a series of events that have 
not yet ended," said Eric Epstein, a 
spokesman for TMI Alert. “People are battle 
weary, both physically and emotionally, but 
still determined."

"We are smaller this year but the danger 
is greater.” said Ray Martin, a site 
protection officer at TMI at the time of the 
accident, and a speaker at the rally on the 
Capitol steps.

The Rev. Greg Harbaugh, a Lutheran

minister, said: “We’re here. We’re ready. 
We’re still willing to fight.... The story 
goes on because we go on."

"The idea that the crowds are small 
doesn’t bother me." said Robert Pollard, a 
nuclear engineer for the Union of Concerned \ 
Scientists, which is pushing for safety 
modifications at TMI and five other nuclear 
power plants designed by Babcock & 
Wilcox Co.

“The B&W plants like TMI are clearly 
not safe and should be shut down," Pollard 
said.

At the rally, a woman carried a sign 
reading: “The Philippines have more 
democracy than we do. We voted no on 
TMI." The sign was a reference to 2-1 
approval by local voters of a public 
referendum in 1982 against restart of Unit 
I.

The trolley was recovered 
from the reactor waters several 
days later and refitted with a bolt 
to replace the faulty wheel-pin, 
Tomb said. The second trolley was 
likewise modified, he said.

Tomb said the Incident posed 
no danger to the reactor vessel, 
which has been determined to be 
able to withstand blows of thou
sands of pounds. “So having some
thing about 100 pounds drop Into 
the vessel is insignificant,” he said.

The worker, who suffered a 
"glancing blow," was not contam
inated, Tomb said. He was treated 
at Harrisburg Hospital for the cut, 
Tomb said.

Earlier In the week. The Patri
ot-News reported — from another 
NRC document detailing cleanup 
work — that nine fuel canisters 
containing the highly radioactive 
debris from the damaged reactor 
were leaking argon gas.

The gas leaks from the canis
ters — containing solid debris — 
were described by the NRC and 
GPU as a minor problem that could 
be corrected later. The canisters 
are being stored under water in 
the fuel handling area adjacent to 
the reactor.

Tomb had said It was unlikely 
any radioactive particles would be 
released. The inert argon gas is 
used to remove water from the 
canisters.
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TMI citizens group alarmed
by variance for faulty tubes
By Wendi Taylor
Sunday patriot-Xrius

Members of Three Mile Island Alert Inc. are 
alarmed over a variance granted GPU Nuclear Corp, 
when it tested Three Mile Island's Unit No. I reactor 
for structural defects.

The testing and plugging of cracked tubes in the 
steam generator, completed Friday, took 25 tubes out 
of service. Another six tubes would have been 
plugged if the Nuclear Regulatory Commission had 
not granted GPU the variance in its regulations.

Without the variance. GPU would have been re
quired to plug tubes with inside walls that had cracks 
deeper than 40 percent of their thickness.

Under the variance, GPU’s margin was increased 
to 50 percent if the crack was less than one-fifth the 
circumference of the tube, GPU spokesman Doug 
Bedell said.

The 56-foot long metal alloy tubes are about as 
thick as a penny and carry highly radioactive water. 
When the tubes are found to be damaged beyond 
established standards, they are left in place and 
plugged at both ends.

Joanne Doroshow, a lawyer for TMI-Alert said 
she is worried an undetected crack could cause a tube 
to rupture.

"You want to avoid that at all costs," she said.
The GPU tests were required by the NRC as pan 

of the restart agreement for the Unit 1 reactor, re
sulted Oct. 3. The reactor had been down before the

March 28, 1979, nuclear accident at its twin reactor. 
Unit 2.

“Big legal issues have been raised by [the vari
ance],'* Doroshow said.

She said that, according to the federal Atomic 
Energy Law, the NRC must hold a hearing before it 
grants any variance to an operator’s license unless 
there is "no significant hazard consideration."

TMI-Alert contends there are safety hazards in
volved with the Unit 1 reactor. The citizens group has 
opposed any relaxation of restrictions on the plant.

Lisa Robinson, a GPU spokeswoman, said the 
plant was granted the "one-time variance" by the 
NRCon Friday.

Earlier this year. GPU Nuclear asked for a vari
ance to keep tubes in operation that were cracked to 
50 percent of their wall’s thickness. At the same time, 
it asked for an exemption for tubes that were cracked 
up to 70 percent with a corresponding reduction in 
the length requirement. Robinson said.

The NRC found there was no significant hazard in 
granting the 50 percent variance “for this time 
around only," Robinson said.

The 40 percent rule was made in the 1970s before 
the sensitive equipment now available was used. 
"New technology gives us a better reading of what's 
there." Robinson said.

However. Doroshow said GPU underestimated 
the length of cracks in the past. “This new criteria 
adds to the safety problems," she said.
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Radioactive 
canisters 
leak argon 
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News_________________

Leaks of argon gas have been 
found in nine fuel canisters con
taining the highly radioactive 
debris removed from the damaged 
Unit 2 reactor at Three Mlle Is
land.

Curtis Cowgill, chief of the 
TMI-2 Projects Section for the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission's 
Region 1, attributes the leaks to 
faulty metal gaskets near the top 
of the canisters.

The leaks were found after 
molten nuclear fuel from the reac
tor already had been sealed in the 
canisters, he said. The metal gask
ets will be replaced with synthetic 
ones, he said.

Both NRC and TMI spokesmen 
said that because the material in 
the casks is solid, there was little 
chance radioactive particles would 
escape.

“It clearly Is something they 
had to fix, but I don't think it's a 
big deal," Cowgill said yesterday.

Gordon Tomb, spokesman for 
»erator GPU Nuclear Corp., 

canisters loaded after the 
leaks were detected have been fit
ted with the synthetic gaskets and 
do not leak.

He .J!d he didn’t know when 
the leaky vessels would be fixed.

Plant personnel first noticed 
the leaks “In January or February, 
when we first began capping," 
Tomb said.

Although the leaks werd found 
while the canisters still were in
side the reactor being loaded with 
rubble, he said the canisters were 
transferred to a fuel pool in the 
adjacent fuel handling building 
"knowing we would correct It, 
once we determined [the] solution 
to it.”

Asked why the problem hadn't 
been publicly reported, Tomb said 
"it’s not a major problem. But It’s 
something that needs to be dealt 
with."

The problem was noticed 
When argon, an inert gas used in 
removing waler from the canis
ters, began seeping from the 
drums. Workers first tried tighten
ing the canister caps, then decided 
to replace the gaskets, Tomb said.

He said workers will take the 
Caps off canisters with metal gask
ets, put a temporary metal cover 
over to minimize waste leakage to 
the fuel pool water, replace the 
gasket and put back the heads. 
•' The NRC, in a letter to GPU 
Nuclear, approved the procedure. 
But the NRC wants assurances 
that wastes leaking from the can
isters into the spent fuel pool "can 
be properly disposed of," the letter 
said.

The March 1979 accident at 
Unit 2 of the Londonderry Twp. 
nuclear plant melted nuclear fuel 

and reactor core parts. Cleanup 
personnel working 20 feet above 
the water-covered reactor rubble 
use long-handled tools to scoop the 
(lebris into the canisters.

Defueling began in November, 
and to date workers have filled 42 
Of the canisters with 25 tons of 
core debris — 16 percent of the 
estimated 154 tons of rubble in the 
reactor vessel.

GPU Nuclear ordered 250 can
isters at a cost of $4.3 million, or 
about $17,200 a drum.

The canisters will be loaded 
into two shipping casks, which 
will be shipped by rail to a gdvern- 
ment research lab in Idaho for 
study and disposal. The first ship
ment from TMI Is planned In July.

Meanwhile, after a month-long 
delay cleanup workers have re
sumed removal of the fuel and 
debris.

Colonies of microorganisms 
had clouded reactor water, reduc
ing workers’ visibility to several 
inches and prompting plant offi
cials to halt defueling April 21.

Plant spokesman Gordon 
Tomb said visibility In the reactor 
water had improved enough to al
low defueling to begin again Fri
day night. Defueling work also 
was done Sunday and yesterday.

Early this month officials suc
cessfully used a combination of 
hydrogen peroxide, a high-pres
sure pump and a swimming pool 
filter to kill the organisms. Tomb 
said visibility has improved from 
several inches to more than a foot.

60 ingest' 
radioactive 
substance
Small levels found 
in TMI workers
By David Stellfox
Patriot-News__________________

About 60 TMI Unit 1 workers 
ingested "very small" but detect
able levels of radioactive iodine 
during an incident at the plant 
Monday, a GPU Nuclear Corp, 
spokesman said last night.

The contamination levels 
found in half of the 120 workers 
tested ranged from 2 nanocuries 
(billionths of a curie) to 120 nano
curies — all fractions of federal 
limits, said GPU Nuclear Corp, 
spokesman Doug Bedell.

"The bulk of those [showing 
detectable concentrations] are in 
the order of 10 nanocuries," Bedell 
said.

The lowest detectable level of 
the radiation the "whole bodv 
count” machine can detect is ~ 
nanocuries, he said.

Bedell said all 120 workers giv
en the whole body count tests are 
presumed to have ingested some 
amount of radioactive Iodine when 
the radiation built up in the con
tainment building Monday after
noon and night.

The workers were exposed to 
the iodine and radioactive xenon 
and krypton Monday when the 
gases were released from the 
plant's two steam generators in
side the containment building. 
Plates were removed from the tops 
of the generators in preparation 
for planned testing.

Bedell said it will take several 
days to determine precisely how 
the contamination which the 
workers received relates propor
tionally to federal limits.

The whole-body-count ma
chine measures in nanocuries — a 
quantitative measure of radioac
tive material — while federal lim
its are stated in millirem doses.

"We can’t compare the nano
curie numbers to the limits stated 
in rems because we don't have the 
millirem doses [figured out],” 
Bedell said.

"It will take several days to 
work up the dose numbers for 
each worker," he said. Those dose 
numbers will vary according to 
the physiology of each worker and 
his activity in the building, Bedell 
said.

"We can say without any ques
tion at all that even at 120 nanocu
ries, the highest levels of these 
quantities [detected in the work
ers) is still a fraction of federal 
limits," he said.

All but essential work inside 
the containment building was 
stopped for about 12 hours Mon
day when the radiation buildup be
came apparent.

The gases were being filtered 
through a .ventilation system lor 
release to the environment, but 
Gordon Tomb, another GPU 
spokesman, said the gases were 
being pulled out of the steam gen
erators more quickly than the ven
tilation system could process 
them.

The radiation releases to the 
environment were within federal 
limits and were not detected by 
radiation monitors outside the 
plant, according to Richard J. 
Conte, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission’s senior on-site resi
dent inspector.

Conte said yesterday NRC per
sonnel are Investigating the inci
dent and overseeing the worker 
testing program, which GPU offi
cials have stressed was a strictly 
precautionary measure.
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State agency to rule on portion of TMI cancer claim
By Mary Warner
Patriot-News______________________________________

A judge has refused to dismiss a suit filed by the family 
of a Three Mile Island worker who died of cancer.

But he sent part of the case to the state Bureau of 
Workers’ Compensation.

Senior Dauphin County Judge William W. Lipsitt yes
terday denied motions for summary judgment by Metro
politan Edison Co., which employed James Rogers in the 
cleanup following the 1979 accident at the nuclear plant, 
and by seven other defendants.

However, the judge agreed with Met-Ed attorney 
James Sweet that the claim against the utility should have 
been filed with the Workers’ Compensation Board, from 
which compensation is significantly lower than a poten
tial jury award.

The motions Lipsitt decided yesterday turned on legal 

points rather than the central issue of the suit: whether 
radiation exposure suffered by Rogers in October 1979 
during an accident in a contaminated area caused his 
cancer.

The judge ordered a halt to all proceedings in the suit 
until the board has ruled whether the case against Met-Ed 
is covered by workers’ compensation laws. Sweet had 
argued it was: Louis Tarasi, attorney for the Rogers' es
tate, argued it wasn't.

If the board decides it has jurisdiction, the judge ruled, 
the court case against Met-Ed is ended. That’s because 
employers are immune from suits for injuries covered by 
workers’ compensation.

If not, the case could proceed to a trial of Met-Ed and 
the other defendants.

Those other defendants — including General Public 
Utilities Corp., owner of the Londonderry Twp. nuclear 
plant, and related companies — had argued they had noth

ing to do with any injury to Rogers. But the judge said 
that's an issue for a jury to decide.

"The necessity of mopping up after a nuclear accident 
was foreseeable by all defendants," the judge wrote.

All the defendants deny the disease was caused by 
radiation.

According to the suit, Rogers was using a harness and 
pulley to work in the contaminated Unit 2 reactor on Oct. 
15, 1979, when the harness became tangled and the pulley 
failed to work properly. He was unable to leave the con
taminated area "for a considerable length of time" beyond 
his radiation exposure limit, the suit said.

Three months later, he was diagnosed as having 
leukemia. He died in July 1982 at age 3o, leaving a 5-year- 
old son and a 7-year-old daughter.

The suit was filed by Hyland Rogers of Marietta, Rog
ers’ mother and executor of his estate.
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Supreme Court rejects request for TMI hearings
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News________________________

The U.S. Supreme Court again has 
refused to consider a request for more 
hearings on the health effects of the 1979 
accident at Three Mile Island.

The high court Monday rejected for 
the second time an appeal by Norman and 
Marjorie Aamodt. The Aamodts, who live 
in Lake Placid. N.Y.. have argued the con
tinued operation of TMI-1 should be con
tingent on full scrutiny of the health ef
fects of the March 28, 1979, accident at 
TMI Unit 2.

The decision could be the last legal 

attempt to halt operation of the Unit I 
reactor. The Aamodts were the last party 
fighting in court to close the plant.

Two months ago. the U.S. 3rd Circuit 
Court of Appeals refused to revoke the 
operating license of TMI operator GPU 
Nuclear Corp. The attorney for the anti
nuclear group TMI Alert, which was 
among those filing the claim, said at the 
time, “This ends [our] litigation to get the 
plant shut down.”

Marjorie Aamodt yesterday said, “I 
don’t know what we will do. I don’t know 
what else can be done. Right now we are 
just writing thank-you notes to the large 
number of people who have supported our

position."
Plant spokesman Lisa Robinson said 

only, "We think it’s an appropriate rul
ing." She said Unit 1 was running at 100 
percent power.

Last summer the Aamodts, who lived 
in Coatesville at the time of the accident 
at the Londonderry Twp. plant, asked the 
circuit court to block the restart of Unit 1. 
The appeal was denied, clearing the way 
for the Oct. 3 restart.

The Aamodts then asked the Supreme 
Court for relief, but the court on March 24 
refused to hear the request.

In their May 2 bid for another consid
eration, the Aamodts said they had new 

evidence of adverse health effects. They 
also charged that the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and former plant operator 
Metropolitan Edison Co. "knowingly 
made false statements" to the court in 
response to the couple’s original claims.

Specifically, the Aamodts claimed the 
NRC and Met-Ed said hearings on the 
health effects of the accident were unnec
essary, supporting their case with a health 
study released in September by the state 
Health Department. The department con
cluded the accident resulted in no signifi
cant health effects to area residents.

But the study was flawed, the 
Aamodts charged, and those parties knew 

it was flawed.
"We were quite shocked at this deci

sion because the NRC lied and [Met-Ed] 
lied, and they did it knowingly," Mrs. 
Aamodt said. “All things are not fair, 
that's all I can say."

She said she and her husband will seek 
to publish their 1984 study that found 
above-normal numbers of cancers and 
deaths in some West Shore communities.

She also said the couple is considering 
filing civil suits against parties who have 
“denigrated" them in the last few years. 
“We’ve been denigrated all over the na
tion" for their stance on the health effects 
of the TMI-2 accident, she said.
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Ex-staffer 
at TMI airs 
test actions
By Frank Lynch
Patriot- News__________________

r A former Three Mile Island 
training instructor denies that he 
cheated on a 1981 Nuclear Regula- 
atory Commission exam.

Robert Husted, who is using a 
hearing before an NRC adminis
trative law judge in an attempt to 
•clear his name and regain his job, 
said an incident in which he al
legedly sought the answer to a 

■question was simply "a rhetorical 
•Statement" he made during the 
test.
1, Husted, now a special projects 
assistant for TMI operator GPU 
•Nuclear; is barred from operating 
rTMI’s Unit I or training other op
erators.
f In a 1983 settlement with the 
state, GPU Nuclear agreed not to 
use Husted in those capacities. 
Also, an NRC appeals board in 
1984 ruled that Husted could not 
operate TMI-1 or train operators, 
as a condition for TMI-l’s restart. 

<•<, Gary Milhollin, an NRC-ap- 
.pointed "special master" who 
probed 1981 Incidents of exam
cheating, reported that Husted dis
played "lack of forthrightness" 
and a “poor attitude toward the 
hearing process" during Milhol- 
lln’s investigation. He did not 
accuse Husted of cheating, and 
.recommended no punitive action.

Husted s hearing, being held 
this week in the South Office 
Building, was granted by the NRC 
last September. Should Husted 
prevail, the appeals board condi
tion barring him from administra
tive or training duties would be 
vacated.

► Husted cannot get his old job 
back unless GPU Nuclear and the 
commonwealth dissolve their 1983 
agreement. A spokesman said Gov. 
Dick Thornburgh favors keeping 
the agreement intact.

On Monday, an NRC investiga
tor testified he was told by another 
operator that Husted “had solicit
ed" an answer to an exam on April 
I, 1981. The investigator said be
cause of other information he had, 
he "didn’t attach much importance 
to’.’ the allegation, and added he 
‘'didn’t mean to Infer that Husted 
had cheated."

<• - .Under questioning yesterday, 
Hiisted said that during the test he 
’came across an answer that he had 
’not prepared for, and said aloud, 
"What the hell is this?" He termed 
It“a rhetorical statement” and not 

•an attempt to get the answer.
Also yesterday, presiding NRC 

administrative law Judge Morton 
•’B. Margulies barred Milhollin from 
testifying on Husted’s attitude dur- 

’ Ing Milhollin’s investigation.
The request for the testimony 

rwas by TMI Alert, an anti-nuclear 
group.

•ehe Patriot, h- Wednesday. March 26.1986
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2 violations found
at TMI-1 by agency

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission has accused Three 
Mile Island's operating company 
Of allowing a buildup of radioac
tive Iodine in the Unit 1 reactor 
building in March.

The NRC, in a TMI-1 inspec
tion report Issued June 6, also said 
GPU Nuclear Corp, failed to prop
erly post a radiation area.

Karl Abraham, spokesman for 
the NRC's Region 1, said both no
tices are classified as Category 4. 
The NRC rates violations on a I -to- 
5 scale, with 1 being the most se
vere and 5 being the least severe. 
He said the utility probably would 
not be fined.

The company has 30 days In 
which to respond to the two viola
tion notices.

TMI spokeswoman Lisa Robin
son said the company has Installed 
improved iodine filters in the reac
tor building that will allow work
ers to sample air at a faster pace. 
She also said workers have been 
counseled on ways to improve 
communication with each other.

But she said the Incident did 
not pose a health risk to workers: 
"Nobody was exposed to anything 
that was significant."

The Inspection report refers to 
a March 24 Incident in which lev
els of radioactive gases, mostly io
dine, were allowed to concentrate 
in the reactor building. Officials 
said 126 people, Including an NRC 
inspector, were checked for expo
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Drilling of bad TMI reactor core planned
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News_____________________ ____ _________

A procedure set to begin late this week will 
provide the first look at the inside of the acci
dent-damaged nuclear core of Three Mile Is
land Unit 2.

Trained cleanup workers will use drills and 
specially designed equipment to conduct the 
“core boring."

The process, expected to last four or five 
weeks, will give nuclear researchers more in
formation about what happens to molten nu
clear fuel.

It also will give plant operator GPU Nucle
ar Corp, more information about the composi
tion of the rubble, and what tools will be need
ed to remove it from the crippled reactor.

About SI billion is being spent on cleanup 
of Unit 2 in Londonderry Twp.. which was 
damaged in the March 28, 1979, accident.

“We'll have to see what kind of data it 
produces, how useful it is. But potentially, it 
will be a very big help," GPU Nuclear spokes
man Gordon Tomb said.

Tomb said GPU Nuclear workers recently

Inside:
• TMI worker’s hearing slated—A8

completed several weeks of training to conduct 
the core boring. A drilling rig set up for prac
tice In the Unit 2 turbine building is being 
moved atop the reactor. Borings should begin 
later this week, he said.

The drill will enable workers to obtain 
samples of the core measuring 3 inches in di
ameter.

Dr. William Travers, director of the Unit 2 
cleanup project for the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, said samples will be taken from 
the top to the bottom of the rubble, estimated 
to be about 6 feet high.

Studies of the samples will provide “valu
able” information on what happened during 
the accident, and what happens when nuclear 
fuel melts, he said.

The samples will be packed into canisters 
and sent along with other core debris to a gov
ernment research laboratory in Idaho. Ship
ments are planned to begin next month. The

core-boring process is being funded by the U.S. 
Department of Energy.

Tomb said core cleanup work will resume 
after the borings. So far, workers have filled 43 
canisters with 25 tons of rubble. About 125 
tons remain. GPU Nuclear officials have said 
the cleanup project will be completed in 1988.

Meanwhile, GPU Nuclear announced that 
new tools and procedures have been introduced 
to cleanup workers to help them handle radio
active debris that falls on a work platform 
above the reactor.

The measures were taken. Tomb said, be
cause twice last week technicians wearing pro
tective gloves picked up debris particles on the 
platform and dropped them back into the reac
tor vessel.

On June 15. a piece of debris was picked up 
without a technician obtaining an accurate 
measurement of its radiation level. Two days 
later, a piece of debris was picked up after an 
accurate reading was obtained.

Both times. GPU Nuclear says, radiation 
doses received by the two technicians who 
briefly handled the particles showed the doses 
were minimal and of no danger to the workers.

sure.
TMI spokesmen said 60 work

ers showed "very small" but de
tectable levels of radioactive io
dine. Readings on the 60 ranged 
from 8 nanocuries (billionths of a 
curie) to 120 nanocuries — all 
fractions of federal limits.

Readings on the other 66 were 
too small to be detected, company 
spokesmen said.

The gas buildup occurred dur
ing a planned plant outage to test 
Unit I s steam generators.

After workers removed a cov
er from the unit's steam genera
tors, gases from the reactor sys
tem built up faster than the 
building s ventilation system could 
handle. All but essential entries 
Into the building were suspended 
from midnight March 24 to noon 
March 25.

Regarding the second viola
tion. the NRC said the company 
failed to post a sign indicating an 
area where radioactive materials 
are used or handled. Robinson said 
the area is a machine shop and the 
NRC noticed the violation April 1.

Robinson said signs were post
ed, but double doors to the shop 
were opened and the signs could 
not be seen. If the signs cannot be 
viewed, regulations require that a 
technician stand by.

Robinson said the technician 
left his post “for two minutes," 
during which time the NRC in
spector noted he was not there.

Moadiy, lone 23, 1986

100 undergo tests 
in TMI gas buildup

Three 
being

, About 100 workers at 
Mile Island Unit I were 
checked last night for internal ex
posure to radiation after a buildup 
of radioactive gases in the unit’s 
containment building.

Gordon Tomb, a spokesman for 
plant operator GPU Nuclear Corp., 
said it was unclear what radiation 
doses workers received from the 
gases, but "indications are that in
ternal exposure will be a small 
fraction of the federal limits."

In an unrelated incident Mon
day, five workers were slightly 
contaminated while working in
side Unit 1, Tomb said. “It was 
skin contamination of the kind we 
deal with from time to time," he 
said.

In the gas buildup incident, lev
els of radioactive iodine, xenon 
and krypton rose in the contain
ment building after plates on the 
tops of the plant’s two steam gen
erators were removed so testing 
could begin. Tomb said.

Doug Bedell, another GPU Nu
clear spokesman, said no emergen
cy was declared and work in the 
building was stopped as a precau
tion. “It wasn't a case of extreme
ly high levels that would have re
quired an evacuation," he said.

Work inside the containment 
building, which houses the reactor 
and its two steam generators, was 
halted between midnight Monday 
and noon yesterday. By noon the 
excess gases had passed through a 
series of filters and outside to the 
environment, he said.

Richard Conte, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission’s senior 
on-site inspector, said the releases 
were within federal limits. Bedell 
added the releases were not de
tected by monitors set around the 
outside of the Londonderry Twp. 
plant.

Workers removed covers on 
the unit's two steam generators 
Monday afternoon and the gas 
buildup became apparent by Mon
day evening. Tomb said the build
up occurred because "the gases 
were being released faster than 
the ventilation system could han
dle.”

The releases came from the 
primary, or nuclear, side of the 
system. “The workers could have 
continued working," Tomb 
stressed.

Work could have continued in
side the building if workers used 
respirators to guard against inter
nal exposure, the chief threat of 
which was iodine. Conte said. 
When inhaled, iodine can concen
trate in the thyroid.

In the skin-contamination inci
dent Monday, Tomb said a routine 
check for radiation revealed five 
plant employees had been slightly 
contaminated.

Preliminary tests showed that 
the five did not receive exposures 
to radiation above limits set by the 
NRC, Conte said.

Tomb said two of the employ
ees were working at the top of 
steam generators when they 
reached into a pool of contaminat
ed water, which slopped over the 
top of their protective gloves.

TMI Unit 1 was closed over the 
weekend for a series of tests on 
steam generator tubes, which 
were repaired several years ago 
after they were inadvertently con
taminated by sulfur. The outage is 
expected to last about six weeks.

An unusual event was declared 
at the plant early Saturday morn
ing when a relief valve released 
radioactive gas inside the plant. A 
small amount of gas escaped Into 
the atmosphere.
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TMI to begin shipping core debris to Idaho
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Pieces of Three Mile Island’s Unit 2 nu
clear core, damaged in the March 1979 acci
dent, will be shipped to an Idaho research 
laboratory beginning this month.

At a news conference yesterday on the 
island. TMI and U.S. Department of Energy 
officials displayed one of two dumbbell
shaped casks that will transport 150 tons of 
core material, and outlined the shipping pro
gram that will last at least two years.

For security reasons officials yesterday 
would not disclose the date of the first ship
ment, which they called an important mile
stone in the cleanup of the accident.

Removal of damaged core parts from the 
island "is at the heart of the cleanup pro
gram," said Philip R. Clark, president and 
chief executive officer of TMI operator GPU 
Nuclear. He said the first shipment will be 
"a convincing demonstration that the entire 
process of cleanup can and will be done 
safely and on schedule.”

Delbert F. Bunch, deputy assistant DOE 
secretary for reactor deployment, said the 

shipments mark “a big step" for the depart
ment.

"Shipment of the core materials to a 
DOE laboratory where they can be exa
mined and prepared for disposal is a key 
step in the DOE program at TMI-2,” said 
Bunch. “The TMI-2 program has already 
provided valuable information to the United 
States and the world on accident preven
tion. control and improved reactor design.”

Another milestone in the cleanup, ex
pected to last through 1988 and cost SI bil
lion, occurred in November when Unit 2 
workers began loading reactor debris into 
specially made. 12-foot-long canisters. To 
date. 43 canisters have been filled, and they 
are being stored underwater in the fuel han
dling building adjacent to the reactor build
ing.

Officials said yesterday that canisters al
ready have been loaded into one shipping 
cask. The other will be loaded after the first 
is on its 1,600-mile. 10-state trip to Idaho.

Each cask carries seven canisters and 
will weigh 90 tons when fully loaded. At 
least 40 trips will be made between TMI and 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, 
where the debris will be studied and ulti

mately disposed of.
Willis Bixby, TMI program manager for 

DOE, said shipment of the highly radioac
tive material across the country will be safe.

The casks have been tested to withstand 
accident conditions, he said, and less than 4 
millirems an hour of radioactivity will be 
able to be detected six feet away from the 
cask. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
requires that radioactivity readings not ex- 
teed 20 millirems an hour at a distance of 
six feet.

Troy E. Wade of DOE said, "In my view, 
this will be much less hazardous than the 
kind of things that are routinely shipped by 
rail. I’d be more concerned about it falling 
off and crushing somebody. I’m not con
cerned about radiation.”

Conrail will carry the shipping casks 
from TMI to St. Louis. There they will be 
picked up by Union Pacific for the last leg to 
Idaho. The railroads will be responsible for 
security, Wade said, but DOE will constant
ly monitor the progress of the journeys.

When the first cask leaves the island 
later this month. Wade said an emergency 
preparedness official in each state along the 
train route wHl be notified. Casks for TMI debris on display
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To: All our friends
From: Updates Editor

Due to lack of funding, we regret to inform you that 
Island Updates will no longer be published on a regular basis.

TMIA will publish future Updates as money allows. TMIA 
continues to operate a full-time office and work on the following 
issues: radiological monitoring; Unit 2 clean-up as well as
Unit 1 (court case still pending); health concerns; emergency 
planning; and public information and education.

You can help by sending an immediate contribution earmarked 
for Island Updates.
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Enclosed is a check for $5.00 for 12 months of UPDATES.
Make check payable to: Three Mile Island Alert

315 Peffer Street, Harrisburg, Pa., 17102
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'Clean Air' 
vote ahead

Time and time again, the 
community has been assured by 
GPU that TMI Is operating safe
ly, and that radioactive emis
sions are within allowable Fed
eral limits. Therefore, it seems 
that GPU should welcome In
creased on-site monitoring that 
would ensure public safety, in
crease trust and reassure area 
residents who are concerned 
about health effects, that TMI is 
Indeed operating safely.

—Vera L. Stuchinski, 
' Harrisburg

The writer is chairperson of 
TMI Alert.

EDITOR:
The Dauphin County Com

missioners will consider 
whether or not to enact a law 
enabling the county to set stand
ards limiting the amount of ra
dioactive emissions that could be 
released from Three Mile Island. 
The county would be em
powered to take action against 
the utility If those standards 
were exceeded. Local govern-' 
ments were given this authority1 
In 1977 when Congress passed 
the Clean Air Act Amendments.

The proposed clean-air ordi
nance will be submitted for ap
proval by Commissioner 
Hochendoner this week. The or
dinance requires the installation 
of a more complete radiation 
monitoring system at TMI. 
Funding for equipment and per
sonnel Is available. One source Is 
the TMI Public Health Fund. 
(The Health Fund was created In 
1981 to administer the $5 mil
lion settlement paid by Insurers 
of TMI for damages caused by 
the 1979 accident. The fund is to 
serve citizens living within 25 
miles of TMI by allocationg 
money for "...Improving the 
monitoring of radiation releases 
at TMI, including the purchase 
of monitoring equipment, fund
ing existing monitoring pro
grams, or funding new govern
mental monitoring programs.’’)

This Is plearly a rational plan 
that gives local government a re
sponsible way to protect the 
health and safety of area resi
dents by establishing local con
trol and accountability over op
erations at TMI. To date, 
Commissioner Hochendoner 
supports the ordinance, Com
missioner Hetrick has voiced op
position, and Commissioner Rice 
is undecided. ,
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Clean Air Act
EDITOR:

I urge Dauphin County Com
missioners Hetrick, Hochendon
er and Rice to pass a Clean Air 
Ordinance. We need the Ordi
nance to protect the local citi
zens, to regulate the nuclear In
dustry whose TMI is In our back 
yard, and to insure meaningful 
research Into nuclear accidents 
and their effects.

If Institute, W. Va., had had 
a clean air ordinance, residents 
may have learned years ago that 
Union Carbide was leaking dan
gerous fumes. Perhaps some 
lives In India could have been 
saved by that knowledge.

GPU Nuclear claims they can 
operate TMI safely. If they are 
as dedicated to safety as they 
say they certainly wouldn't 
mind us letting them know 
when they need to Improve in 
that area.

The TMI Public Health fund 
should be dedicated to not only 
learning the effects of TMl-2’s 
accident on the local citizens, 
but to monitoring TMI's ongoing 
effects.

—Nancy B. Wenger, 
Harrisburg
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TMI monitor
EDITOR:

Congratulations to Dauphin 
County Commissioner Law
rence J. Hochendoner for stay
ing on the radiation monitoring 
system.

He evidently is one of the

few p^lic officials who care 
about bur health and very life, 
enough to stand up for what he 
believes in.

You say that TMI is one of 
the most-heavily monitored 
placed on earth. I reply, maybe, 
but can they be trusted, or will 
they give us any numbers that 
make things look good?

You say Hochendoner would 
be doing everyone a favor if he 
dropped this ill-conceived Idea 
instead of stirring up unwar
ranted fears about the reliability 
and trustworthiness of the mon
itoring system.

I say, “Wrong!’’ I do not feel 
they are unwarranted. If you 
had sat with the federal grand 
jury for eight months, you might 
feel differently.

Keep up the good work, Lar
ry Hochendoner, TMI does need 
a watchdog.

—Mrs. Joyce M. Barry, 
Millersburg
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Nuclear accident
EDITOR:

It Is hard to comprehend that 
on a beautiful spring day In Har
risburg that the most awful of 
nuclear accidents is happening 
on the other side of the world. 
But people should think about 
this long and hard because there 
but for the grace of God go the 
people of this area. We’ve got to 
stop believing that this can’t 
happen here. It can happen in 
America, it can happen in Har
risburg.

We had our first warning on 
March 28, 1979, and now we’ve 
had our biggest warning of all. 
Let’s not close our eyes. Try to 
imagine our city with a cloud of 
radiation over head Instead of 
bright sunshine. Try to Imagine 
the fear, the agony that the peo
ple of the Ukraine are feeling. 
Nothing in the world is worth 
the chance we are taking with 
our lives and our children’s lives 
for the sake of nuclear energy.

Chances are that someday 
we won’t have to wonder what 
it was like at Chernobyl — we'll 
know firsthand. Let’s stop the 
risk before our luck runs out.

—Fran Bryan, 
Piketown

■
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Nuclear mishaps 
EDITOR:

The obvious reluctance of 
TMI spokespersons to discuss 
publicly the Russian nuclear- 
power-plant disaster is under
standable. The general tendency 
of the nuclear-power Industry In 
the U.S. to distance Itself as far 
as possible from any ack
nowledgement of similarity be
tween the Russian disaster and 
the string of major accidents at 
U.S. "nukes" over the years is 
evident.

Nuclear-industry represent
atives are quick to tell us that — 
In contrast to a good many Rus
sian reactors — U.S. commercial 
reactors are protected by con
tainment vessels that (we are 
supposed to believe) would give 
us almost absolute protection 
against any malfunctioning of 
the reactor core. These same 
persons tell us that Russian reac
tor builders favor graphite for 
control purposes whereas Amer
ican commercial reactors utilize 
pressurized water. So what?

What is not being said by 
these nuclear-power-lndustry 
apologists is that the strontium, 
the cesium, the radioactive io
dine and the dozens of other 
deadly ingredients in the con
taminated outpourings that 
might come from any U.S. reac
tor suffering a similar disaster 
would be indistinguishable from 
those coming from the Cherno
byl plant.

Not the least of the similari
ties between Chernobyl and TMI 
is the fact that the American 
news media In both cases Is 
accused of fomenting fear and 
generating disasters where none 
supposedly otherwise would ex
ist.

Our representatives In 
Washington are now being 
asked to rubberstamp reprehen
sible administration efforts to 
short-circuit the licensing pro
cess for new nuclear power 
plants, and to bar the public 
from Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission hearings. Those repre
sentatives must be told that such 
arrogance, in the face of the 
Russian disaster, Is intolerable.

In the midst of all our under
standable concern and sympathy 
for the Russian people who have 
died and those who are yet to die 
because of the bullheaded atti
tude of the Russian leaders In

pushing nuclear power while 
saying "the public be damned," 
let us make certain that our own 
leaders are not allowed to ride 
roughshod over the legitimate 
concerns about nuclear power 
on the part of you and I, the very 
persons whose servants they 
are’ —John H. Murdoch,

Camp Hill
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Recall coverup 
of TMI mishap 
EDITOR:

Widespread criticism of the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lic's reporting of the accident at 
the Chernobyl Nuclear Powe- 
Station deserves comment. 
There are many of us who can 
recall the conflicting and inaccu
rate reporting of the accident 
which occurred at the Three 
Mlle Island Nuclear Power Sta
tion In 1979.

One of the few things that 
individual experts and commit
tees appointed to investigate 
"our" accident agree upon was 
that neither the industry nor the 
government provided timely or 
accurate information. This con
tributed enormously to the prob
lems experienced by the public 
in Southcentral Pennsylvania.

It is the be hoped that many 
lessons will be learned from 
these terrible accidents. We 
should certainly be reminded 
that "those who live In glass 
houses should not throw 
stones."

—George L. Jackson, M.D., 
Harrisburg
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Two setbacks dealt to group 
when judge OKs TMI study
Funds for better radiation monitoring rejected
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Over the objections of several 
locally elected officials and a citi
zens' group, a federal Judge has ap
proved a $600,000 study of the 
emergency planning system for 
Three Mile Island.

In a memorandum signed yes
terday, U.S. District Judge Sylvia 
H. Rambo also said money won't 
be set aside from the Three Mile 
Island Public Health Fund for a 
better radiation monitoring sys
tem around the Londonderry Twp. 
nuclear power plant.

The judge s order is a double 
setback to the citizens’ group, 
Three Mile Island Alert, and seven 
local officials, all of whom had- 
asked Rambo to commit fund mon
ey to the monitoring system in
stead of the emergency plans.

Kay Pickering, office coordina
tor for TM1 Alert, said Rambo's 
decision “is horrendous. I’m shout
ing. I’m really upset.

“Why have another evacuation 
plan? It doesn't make any sense. 
She dld’t listen to the people.’’

Dauphin County Commissioner 
Lawrence J. Hochendoner. who 
with six other officials petitioned 
Rambo to disallow the emergency 
plan project, said, “I'm very sad 
about that decision. It flies in the 
face of what the elected represent
atives have asked for."

Rambo oversees all expendi
tures from the Public Health Fund, 
set up In 1981 with $5 million paid 
by TMI insurers to stop litigation 
resulting from the March 19/9 ac
cident at Unit 2.

The administrators of the fund, 
Philadelphia attorney David Ber
ger and his sons, Daniel and 
Jonathan, say about $4.5 million 
has been committed so far to 
health programs or studies. Sever
al million dollars remain In the 
bank because of accrued interest.

In July. Rambo welcomed re
sponse to the p/oposal to study 
emergency plans. She said none of 
them “raise any serious doubts as 
to the validity of the proposed 
project."

The study will be conducted 
over 18 or 20 months by the Cen
ter for Environment, Technology 
and Development (CENTED) at 
Clarke University in Massachu
setts.

The researchers want to exam- 
Jne the characteristics of nuclear 
reactor accidents, the emergency 
decision structure now in place 
around TMI. and the current emer
gency response system. The team 
will make recommendations to 
federal, state and local govern
ments. all of which have emergen
cy evacuation plans.

The Bergers recommended the 
emergency planning study, citing 
recent scientific advances in ana
lyzing nuclear accidents, th^ "sen
sitivity" of area residents to nucle
ar power issues, the need to update 
emergency plans, and the impact 
of the April disaster at the Cherno
byl reactor in the Sosiet Union.

The local elected officials, in a 
petition they filed with Rambo in 
August, say the project is a "futile 
endeavor" and a "waste" of health 
fund money because emergency 
plans already exist.

They added that the value of 
any plan (T.N I ED develops could 
be negated by the “whim" of fed
eral officials, whose cooperation is 
essential.

Rambo, noting the the Penn
sylvania Emergency Managerr* rt 
Agency has agreed to cocpeiat'' 
with the study, said, "the appro al 
of the federal government and of 
other political bodies Is not a fac
tor within the courts control. 
Therefore, the distrust tha» the | lo
cal] officials have of the entitles 
will not prevent approval."

The officials also asked that 
the $600,(MX) be spent on the moni
toring equipment around I Ml. 
But, Rambo wrote, the Bergers ar
gue “that radiation monitoring is 
the focus of a separate study, 
which does not appear to recom 
mend the purchase of monitoring 
equipment by the fund."

In addition to Hochendoner, 
the officials who asked Rmibo not 
to allow the project were Dauphin 
County Commission Chait man 
Frederick S. Rice; Cumberland 
County Commissioner Marcia My
ers; state Son. John Shumaker, lb 
Grantville; state Rep. Mor C. 
Wamhach Jr., D-Harrisbutg; state 
Rep. Bruce Smith, R-Nrwbniy 
Twp.; and Harrisburg City Council 
President Reizdan B. Moore.
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TMI health fund
Why were local interests ignored?
THE ONLY problem we have with the 

petition filed by local officials with the U.S. 
Middle District Court to gain control of the 

.Three Mile Island Public Health Fund is that 
it comes five years too late.

We have never understood why this $5 
million fund, gained in a suit growing out of 
the TMI accident and’intended to be used to 
support research and public education on ra
diation, has been permitted to be spent with- 

’’out even consulting local officials and citi
zens. These decisions have been left in the 
hands of the court-appointed administrators, 
David Berger, a Philadelphia lawyer, and his 
sons. Daniel and Jonathan, who brought the 
■original lawsuit against the owners of TMI. 

"U.S. District Judge Sylvia II. Rambo over- 
‘sees the fund and has the final word on all 
^expenditures.
,'. The petition, submitted by a bipartisan 
cross-section of elected city, county and 
'state officials from the area, asks for a full 
'public accounting of all money spent from 
'the fund and the removal of the Bergers as 
administrators. It was prompted by the lat
est incident in which local views on how 
■money remaining in the fund can best be 
spent were rejected by the court.

In that instance, TMI Alert and a group 
of local officials opposed the expenditure of 
$600,000 from the fund for a study of the 
emergency-planning system at TMI pro
posed by the Bergers and urged that the 
.money be used to upgrade the radiation mon
itoring system around the nuclear plant. 
Judge Rambo ruled in favor of the Bergers, 
i I The study of emergency planning is one

of several that have been funded with the $5 
million. Not one of the costly studies, how
ever. has been widely available to the public 
in any form, nor is there the slightest indica
tion that any of them have materially in
creased knowledge of the accident and its 
consequences to the benefit of the public.

Indeed, the fund is one of the more bi
zarre outgrowths of the TMI accident. Ils 
ostensible purpose is to benefit the “public 
health,” yet after five years of management 
by Berger and sons local officials and people 
are totally at a loss to identify a single pub
lic-health benefit resulting from it.

THE FUND never should have been al
lowed to function totally detached from 
those it was intended to benefit. For years its 
expenditures have been irrelevant to the 
needs and concerns of the people who have 
had to adjust to the worst accident in the 
history of American commercial nuclear 
power. While it is bad enough that area resi
dents have no control over the operation of 
the nuclear plants in their midst, it is a fur
ther travesty that they cannot dictate or 
even influence the expenditure of funds in
tended for their benefit.

Most of the fund already has been spent 
but it isn't too late to demand that the 
Bergers tell the public what the $5 million 
bought that was spent in their name. We 
support the petition brought by our local 
officials and urge them to persist in their 
efforts until they obtain the control over the 
fund they should have had from the very 
beginning.

Ouster of TMI • •

SOU
By Denise Laffan
Patriot-News

A coalition of local elected officials 
wants to remove the TMI Public Healths 
Fund's administrators, contending they 
are incompetent and fail to work in the 
public interest.

An ad hoc group — which includes 
county commissioners, state legislators 
and City Council members — is expected 
to file a petition in U.S. Middle District 
Court today, requesting a ftull public ac
counting of all the money spent from the 
Three Mile Island fund and petitioning for 
the removal of court-appointed adminis
trators David Berger, a Philadelphia law
yer, and his sons. Daniel and Jonathan.

"The suppression of information is 
critical in this issue,” Dauphin County 
Commissioner Lawrence J. Hochendoner 
said at a news conference called yester
day to announce the action.

State Rep. Peter C. Wambach Jr.. D- 
Harrisburg, said the petition also will reg
ister an objection to a recent decision by 
U.S. District Judge Sylvia H. Rambo in 
which Rambo approved spending 
$600,000 to study an emergency planning 
system for TMI.

"As local officials, I think we have an 
obligation ... to say we don't agree with 
this decision," Wambach said.

The officials contend the money 
would be better spent on a state-of-the-art 
radiation monitoring system for the plant, 
and that an emergency plan would dupli
cate plans already on the books.

Daniel Berger, counsel to the TMI 
fund, called the charges "preposterous."

He said the group s failure to win its 
point in court has created a "case of sour 
grapes."

The petitions began in May when Dau
phin County commissioners asked the 
court to have $600,000 of the fund spent 

on installing a new radiation monitoring 
system. Rambo denied the request.

The commissioners, along with other 
elected officials, placed the petition be
fore Rambo again in August in a slightly 
different form. The group asked Rambo to 
disallow a request to spend $600,000, sub
mitted by the Bergers, for a study on an 
emergency-response plan.

The officials again said they would 
prefer the money be spent on an improved 
monitoring system.

Earlier this week, Rambo rejected the 
arguments made in the August petition 
and granted the Bergers’ request for an 
emergency plan study.

The local officials argue the need for 
such a plan pales in comparison to the 
need for an up-to-date monitoring system.

Berger said he believed the politicians 
were acting on the advice of TMI-Alert, a 
watchdog group that he called "extrem
ist."

“[The elected officials) are acting in a 
personal, individual capacity and not in 
the capacity of the bodies they serve on," 
Berger said.

The proposed emergency plan would 
be the first specifically compiled for the 
TMI site, he added.

Dauphin County Commission Chair
man Frederick S. Rice said he wanted his 
name included on the petition because he 
had tired of the foot-dragging. Studies 
that he was told would be completed by 
September never appeared, he said.

Rice said he also would like to see the 
fund audited because no one locally has 
been told how the money has been spent 
or how much remains in the fund.

The fund was established in 1981 with 
$5 million resulting from litigation 
against TMI companies. Its purpose is to 

support research and public education 
programs on radiation.

Along with replacing the Bergers, the 
new petition requests an audit of the fund 
and an extension of time to spend its re
maining money. At the moment, all the 
money in the fund must be either spent or 
committed to projects within the next 
month.

The petition also raises the issue of 
health studies contracted (or by the TMI 
fund which have never been released to 
the public.

In addition to Rice and Hochendoner, 
the petitioners are Dauphin County Com
missioner Norman P. Hetrick; Cumber
land County Commissioner Marcia Myers; 
state Sen. John Shumaker, R-Grantville; 
state Rep. Bruce Smith, R-Newberry 
Twp.. and Harrisburg City Council mem
bers Harriet Braxton and Earl Gohl.
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Court orders unlock hospital files for TMI study
By David Stellfox
Patriot-New9________________________

Hundreds of central Pennsylvanians 
may become part of a major study of can
cer without their knowledge or consent.

Several area hospitals have opened 
their patients’ records to researchers from 
Columbia University in New York City.

The researchers are conducting a mas
sive study of cancer cases to determine 
whether and how they may be related to 
the 1979 accident at Three Mile Island. 
They want medical diagnoses on cancer 
patients and their names and addresses.

U.S. Middle District Judge Sylvia 
Rambo last week ordered two local hospi
tals to give the researchers access to pa
tient records.

Spokesmen at Carlisle Hospital and 
Community General Osteopathic Hospital 
said they previously declined to open their 
records because that action would violate 
patient confidentiality and state Health 
Department regulations on the release of 
medical information.

Earlier this year, Rambo also ordered 
Columbia Hospital in Lancaster County to 
open its records to the reseachers.

The scientific study is being paid for 
by the Three Mile Island Public Health 
Fund, a corporation established to admin
ister S5 million in legal settlements that 
resulted from the accident at Three Mile 
Island Unit 2 in Londonderry Twp.

A spokesman for the fund last week 
said fund administrators are negotiating 
with six more local hospitals for access to 
their records.

Ultimately, the spokesman said, feder
al court orders could be used to gain ac
cess to records at other hospitals that have 
refused the researchers’ requests for in
formation.

Aware of regulations and ethical con
siderations hospitals follow, researchers 
rarely request information, such as names 
and addresses, that will identify patients. 
The health fund study, by its nature, re
quires such information.

The study, covering the years 1975 to 
1985, is designed to determine if an in

crease in cancer has occurred in a 10-mile 
radius of the TMI plant, and to determine 
whether any cancer increase was caused 
by radiation releases from the plant or by 
increases of stress associated with the 
March 28, 1979, accident.

Names and addresses are needed to 
assign each cancer case to a geographical 
coordinate within the 10-mile zone for the 
purpose of statistical analysis.

The researchers will consider factors 
such as distance from the plant, the path 
of the radioactive plume released and 
weather conditions and types of cancer in 
attempting to determine whether any in
crease in cancer rates is attributable to the 
radiation or stress.

The study is being conducted by epi
demiological expens at Columbia Univer
sity's Sergievskv Center.

What brought the study into conflict 
with the hospitals — ethical and privacy 
considerations aside — is state Health De
partment regulations that require consent 
from patients in writing before the re

lease of their medical records outside the 
hospital.

However, those regulations are ex
cepted "for court purposes."

Hospitals that have not refused the re
searchers' requests for information appar
ently have decided that the Three Mile 
Island Public Health Fund, set up by the 
court and operating under its auspices, 
makes the study a "court purpose." That 
is the position fund administrators take.

Officials at Community General Os
teopathic Hospital, however, believe 
releasing the records would violate the 
privacy regulations unless it is done under 
direct court order.

"The legal position of Community 
General Osteopathic Hospital is that, to 
provide information on patients without 
an appropriate court order would be in 
violation of hospital-patient confidentiali
ty and also current state laws governing 
confidentiality," said hospital President 
George R. Strohl Jr.

Neither the researchers nor adminis

trators of the fund will say which hospi
tals have or have not cooperated with 
them, except as it becomes a matter of 
public record when court orders are Is
sued.

The researchers originally targeted 19 
“local" hospitals — those within a 30- 
mile radius of the plant — and 18 "refer
ral" hospitals in major metropolitan areas 
such as Philadelphia and Baltimore.

With the two court orders last week, 
the researchers will have access to 
records at 22 hospitals.

The researchers assume mostmidstate 
cancer patients from 1975 to 1985 would 
be picked up through at least one of the 
targeted hospitals.

"Patient confidentiality is a very criti
cal issue." said David Hutton, executive 
vice president of Carlisle Hospital. "We’re 
always very concerned and work very 
closely with our lawyers to make sure 
we re in compliance with the relevant
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Thornburgh urges TMI-integrity hearing
Associated Press

Gov. Dick Thornburgh yester
day said he has ordered the state to 
seek a federal hearing Into man
agement integrity at the Three 
Mile Island nuclear plant.

Pennsylvania is appealing a de
cision by administrative law judge 
Ivan Smith not to hold a hearing 
requested by Edward Wallace, for
mer licensing manager for Metro
politan Edison Co.

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission had ordered the hearing 
last year after Wallace sought to 
clear his name of allegations that 
he submitted false Information to 
the NRC In 1979 regarding the 
TMI accident.

Smith denied the hearing after 
the NRC staff, which previously 

said there was a reasonable basis 
to conclude Wallace made a "will
ful. knowing and reckless material 
false statement,” decided it would 
not press a case against him at a 
new hearing.

Smith based his decision on an 
earlier NRC ruling that If no one 
would make a case against Wal
lace, no hearing would be held.

The NRC said If evidence was 
not presented against Wallace, it 
would lift a requirement In the 
TMI Unit 1 operating license that 
the NRC be notified before Wal
lace could again work at the Lon
donderry Twp. plant.

"The commonwealth believes 
that this matter deserves a com
mission adjudication on the merits, 
since it involves the management 

Integrity of the corporate operator 
of TMI-2.” the state said in its ap
peal to the Atomic Safety and Li
censing Board.

Wallace is now employed by 
GPU Nuclear Corp., which re
placed Met-Ed as the TMI operator 
about two years after the March 
1979 accident at Unit 2. The acci
dent, In which cooling water was 
lost from the reactor and nuclear 
fuel began to melt, was the worst 
ever at a U.S. commercial nuclear 
power plant.

In its petition, the state said the 
NRC previously said it could not 
clear Wallace s name without ad
ditional evidence, and It was illogi
cal for Smith in his Aug. 19 order 
to dispense with a hearing and lift 
the notice requirement In the Unit

1 license.
Not affected by the Unit 2 acci

dent, Unit I was returned to ser
vice on Oct. 3,1985.

The alleged false statement 
dealt with why operators did not 
recognize that a valve had stuck 
open and allowed cooling water to 
escape from the Unit 2 reactor.

Wallace told the NRC that re
peated high temperature readings 
in a drain line below the valve be
fore the accident had nothing to do 
with operators not detecting the 
leaking high-temperature coolant 
through the line at the time of the 
accident.

Later Investigations by NRC 
staff said the response was con
trary to information in Met-Ed s 
possession. 

state regulations," he said.
Daniel Berger, a lawyer with 

the Philadelphia law firm adminis
tering the public health fund at the 
direction of the court, said last 
week that all the hospitals are in
terested in "cooperating with le
gitimate scientific research," but 
most are or were concerned about 
"problems with confidentiality 
rules of the state Health Depart
ment."

Berger said that the research
ers, Dr. Mervvn Susser and Dr. 
Maureen Hatch, "are taking very 
careful action to preserve the con
fidentiality."

The study does not involve any 
direct contact with patients by 
telephone or in person during the 
study preparation or in any fol
low-up to the study, Berger said.

JudRe Rambo, in her orders, 
has directed the researchers to 
maintain the records "for a limited 
period of time after publication of 
the results of the study to permit 
scientific comment or facilitate 
further research activity ... and 
thereafter [be] destroyed."

Records from all the hospitals 
will be destroyed at that unspeci
fied time, Berger said.

No hospitals, with or without a 
court order, are violating confi
dentiality, Berger said. "1 believe 
that either way — with or without 
a court order — is a legitimate 
way to proceed, particularly In 
those cases where a court order 
would be issued," he said.

Berger *aid court orders could 
be obtained to open the records of 
the remaining six hospitals not 
participating in the study.

Court asked to block mailin
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News 

1 A tersely worded court filing 
accuses the Three Mile Island op
erator of "insufferable arrogance 
and egocentricity," and asks a 
judge to forbid the mass-mailing of 
a "prejudicial” summary of health 
effects caused by the 1979 acci
dent.

The memo, submitted yester
day to a Dauphin County judge by 
attorneys for some 2,000 people 
claiming health damages from ra
diation released during the acci
dent. is the the most recent volley 
in a legal pingpong match with 
GPU Nuclear Corp.

At issue is whether GPU Nu
clear should be allowed to mass
mail summaries of "Radiation and 
Health Effects: A Report on the 
TMI-2 Accident and Related 
Health Studies.”

The report, which GPU Nucle
ar commissioned and released this 
summer, cites various independent 
studies concluding that radioactive 

releases from the March 28, 1979, 
accident at TMI Unit 2 were such 
that nobody could have been hurt.

Attorneys for the plaintiffs in 
the suits against GPU Nuclear last 
month asked county Senior Judge 
William W. Lipsitt for an injunc
tion preventing a mailing. The re
quest claimed the mailing would 
prejudice Dauphin County resi
dents, potential jurors in an up
coming test trial.

GPU Nuclear countered that 
such an injunction would amount 
to prior restraint of the company’s 
First Amendment right to freedom 
of speech.

Company lawyers also argued 
that a mailing of the report 
wouldn't sabotage an impartial tri
al. and that the report would only 
serve to balance the "sometimes 
wholly sensational" attention the 
Londonderry Twp. plant has 
received since the accident.

The company also complained 
that the only harm resulting from 
the accident was “its monetary 
and operational effects on [plant

8
The memo, submitted by attorneys for some 
2,000 people claiming health damages from 
radiation released during the TMI accident, 
Is the the most recent volley in a legal ping- 
pong match with GPU Nuclear Corp. At issue 
is whether GPU Nuclear should be allowed to 
mass-mail summaries of "Radiation and 
Health Effects: A Report on the TMI-2 Acci
dent and Related Health Studies."

owner] GPU."
The plaintiff attorneys, Lee C. 

Swartz of Harrisburg and Arnold 
Levin of Philadelphia, state in their 
response that GPU "persists with 
its insufferable arrogance and ego
centricity" by proclaiming “that 
this nuclear disaster turned out to 
be benign to all the communities

of ‘prejudicial’ TMI report

surrounding the plant."
They also say that the plain

tiffs' right to a fair trial by an im
partial jury outweighs GPU’s right 
to free speech, and add that "It 
taints the trial atmosphere not be
cause it is a report on TMI, but 
because it is a report produced by a 
defendant."

Swartz and Levin also say the 
proposed injunction doesn't pro
hibit distribution to other audienc
es or prohibit other means of dis
semination of ideas: “It prohibits 
only the direct contacting of Dau
phin County [residents! by deliver
ing GPU’s report directly into their 
homes."

They also attack a report on 
which GPU’s summary relied, the 
"Report of the President's Com
mission on the Accident at Three 
Mile Island." That report, released 
in 1979. concluded that the most 
important effect of the accident 
was mental stress.

But Swartz and Levin say the 
report "was deliberately 
adultered." and portions sup
pressed, at the pleading of the late 
Adm. Hyman G. Rickover.

The attorneys include a sworn 
affidavit from Jane Rickover, 
daughter-in-law of the admiral. It 
says the admiral had asked that 
the report be “diluted" because the 
full findings “would have de

stroyed the civilian nuclear power 
industry" in the United States.

She said Rickover told her 
months before he died that he 
“deeply regretted his action in per
suading President [Jimmy] Carter 
to suppress the most alarming as
pects of that report."

GPU officials have admitted to 
paying S38O.OOO to a foundation 
Rickover started in return for his 
consulting services to GPU, but 
deny any Impropriety in the rela
tionship.

A GPU Nuclear spokesman 
said company attorneys are re
viewing the plaintiffs' filing. He 
didn't know if the company would 
offer a rebuttal.

The trial of 12 test cases has 
been set for May 4 before Lipsitt. 
Each side will select six of their 
best cases to present,to the jury.

The cases are part of some 
2,000 filed in county court. The 
suits state that a variety of 
illnesses — from cancer to head
aches — were caused by the TMI 
accident.

Foes ridicule 
report by GPU 
on TMI, health

By Jo Griffiths
Patriot-News

Three Mile Island opposition 
groups scoffed at a GPU Nuclear 
Corp, report that no ill health ef
fects have resulted from the 19'9 
accident at TMI.

"We could write their script 
for them." said Helen Hocker, co- 
chairman of the Newberry Area 
TMI Coalition. “That's their stan
dard reply: there are no prob
lems."

Patricia Smith. Newberry co- 
chairman. and Joyce Corradi of 
Concerned Mothers and Women of 
Middletown, said they do not be
lieve the report will have much 
credibility with the general public.

“I certainly think it’s foolish if 
they believe the public is going to 
believe their analysis." Smith said. 
"I have a problem with the use of 
statistics. It takes years to get re
sults. and we re still waiting for 
the results of some of the state 
health studies that arc long over
due."

Said Corradi. "They [GPU] 
have such an integrity problem. 
The average citizen isn't going to 
buy it."

Mary Osborn of TMI Alert 
said. "It's only a rehash of old 
stuff. Some of it shouldn't have 
even been printed because it’s been 
disproved.- Anyone well informed 
on the issue will not believe it."

GPU on Wednesday released a 
48-page report stating that not 
enough radiation was released 
during the accident at the London
derry Twp. nuclear plant to have 
caused any acute health problems.

Long-term health problems 
also are not expected because of 
the small amount of radiation in
volved. the report said.

Among the report’s chief find
ings was that the largest dose any
one living in the area would have 
received was 100 millirems. far 
less than the 100.000 millirems 
generally required before miid 
symptoms of radiation-induced 
illnesses start to appear.

The report noted the average 
American receives about 190 mil- 
lirems of radiation each year, 
about half from natural back
ground radiation and the rest from 
man-made sources.

It also cited state cancer statis
tics for the five years after the ac
cident. showing fewer cancer 

deaths than predicted for that time 
period. Alleged animal and vegeta
tion problems were due to poor nu
trition. disease, drought and other 
factors, it said.

Hocker said the use of statis
tics from state studies is inap
propriate because some of the 
studies were flawed. She also 
questioned the cancer statistics 
and added that figures of any kind 
can be "played with."

She said she hears "the oppo
site from all sorts of other sourc
es."

Osborn said government stand
ards for radiation exposure are 
based on healthy people. Those 
standards might not be applicable 
to unborn babies and the infirm, 
she said.

In reply to the criticism. Doug
las H. Bedell. GPU communication 
services manager at TMI, said the 
report was a compilation of find
ings by government agencies.

"This is not our research, not 
our conclusions." Bedell said. "The 
report reflects the consensus of 
findings of official agencies on the 
accident. It summarizes what 
these agencies who are charged 
with protecting the public said."

GPU officials have said the re
port may be condensed for mass 
mailings later this summer or ear
ly in the fall.

Copies of the report may be ob
tained by writing to: Radiation and 
Health Effects Report. TMI Public 
Affairs Department. Three Mile Is
land Nuclear Station, Box 4X0. 
Middletown 1'057. _
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NRC rules out use 
of TMI consultant
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau____________

WASHINGTON — The Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission has 
ruled out use of a Newark, N.J., 
consultant In upcoming hearings 
on the leak-rate falsification case 
at Three Mlle Island Unit 2.

The consultant. Edwin H. 
Stier, conducted a 14-month Inves
tigation Into the 1978-79 leak-rate 
case In September 1985 for GPU 
Nuclear Corp., operator of TMI.

Stier, a former director of the 
New Jersey Division of Criminal 
Justice, again Is working for GPU 
Nuclear, a company spokesman 
said.

GPU Nuclear used Stier’s re
port In January 1986 as a basis to 
punish 17 of *4 TMI current em
ployees who participated In or 
should have known about the leak
rate rigging. Stier concluded the 
employees kept false records or 
threw records away when results 
showed coolant leaking in the Unit 
2 primary system In excess of fed
eral regulations.

GPU Nuclear said the offend
ing employees were reprimanded, 
deprived of one or two weeks' pay 
and excluded from TMI operating 
jobs.

A three-member NRC licens
ing board of Administrative Law 
Judges James L. Kelley, Glenn O. 
Bright and Jerry R. Kline told the 
NRC on May 30 It wanted Stier to 
be not only a witness but a con
sultant at prevailing federal wage 
rates "in the Interests of Independ
ence and objectivity."

The NRC, In a July 24 order, 
said,In part:

•'[We] disagree with the 
board's apparent belief that Mr. 
Stier will appear more independ
ent and objective if the NRC pays 
him to review [the NRC] staff’s 
work. It seems doubtful that the 
appearance of a loss of objectivity 
because of his prior association 
with GPU Nuclear will be signifi
cantly lessened by now having the 
NRC pay him.

"Finally, the commission Is 
concerned about the possible con
flict of hiring Mr. Stier to review 
staff's report, where staff’s report 
In part reviews Stier's work while 
employed by GPU Nuclear."

Opponents to the restart of 
TMl-Unlt I had contended that 
leak-rate hearings should have 
been held prior to the May 29. 
1985, NRC restart order to sec If 
existing GPU Nuclear upper man
agement was Involved. In his re
port, Stier concluded, as did the 
U.S. attorney Investigating the 
case in 1984, that no top managers 
were involved.

In a controversial decision in 
February 1985, the NRC decided 
no leak-rate hearings were neces
sary but that post-restart hearings 
should be held.

Of the antl-restart intervenors 
in the Unit I case, only Norman 
and Marjorie Aamodt are partici
pating In the post-restart hearings. 
Other Intervenors have criticized 
the hearing format because no 
cross-examination of witnesses 
will be allowed and no depositions 
will be taken of witnesses before
hand.
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Soviets cite 6 4unbelievable’ errors in
United Press International

MOSCOW — Six “unbelievable” blunders during 
safety testing — including the deliberate switching 
off of emergency shutdown systems — caused the 
Chernobyl nuclear plant disaster, Soviet scientists 
said yesterday.

Five top nuclear energy experts addressing a Mos
cow news conference also raised the official death 
toll in the April 26 disaster from 28 to 31 with at least 
another 40 people still hospitalized with acute and 
potentially fatal radiation doses.

Nearly four months after the accident, the dam

aged reactor, 600 miles southwest of Moscow, also 
still is contaminating the atmosphere with radioac
tive debris and poses a serious threat to drinking 
water supplies in the Ukraine, the scientists said dur
ing the two-hour news conference.

Meanwhile in Washington yesterday, a U.S. critic 
of nuclear power said the Soviet report describes a 
comedy of errors in a facility that could have been 
“run by the Marx Brothers.”

Kennedy Maize, senior staff member at the Union 
of Concerned Scientists, a group frequently critical of 
the U.S. nuclear industry, characterized the Soviet

Chernobyl catastrophe
report as “rather candid and frank” even though it 
left some questions unanswered.

“It kind of portrays a comedy of errors,” Maize 
said of the official Soviet analysis of what went 
wrong. “It seems to be a power plant run by the Marx 
Brothers. On the other hand, it’s not terribly different 
from what we see in this country when there’s an 
accident"

“Six mistakes were made and if only one was not 
committed, the accident would never have hap
pened." said Valery Legasov, deputy director of the 
Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute.

He said parts of the radioactive fuel dispersed in 

the accident — an explosion and fire — are still 
present as radioactive dust whose particles are car
ried by winds to areas around the station.

“Air currents are spreading this dust upwards and 
taking it beyond the territory of the station. It is still 
spreading beyond the station, unfortunately,” Lega
sov said.

"This emission will be completely contained once 
the fourth unit is completely entombed" in concrete, a 
project which is under way.

The facts disclosed yesterday by the scientists

were contained in a government 
report to be submitted to a meet
ing of the Vienna-based Interna
tional Atomic Energy Agency on 
Monday.

Andronik Petrosyants, chair
man of the State Committee on 
Atomic Energy Use, said, “The er
rors, the sequence of mistakes 
were unbelievable."

"It seems like they were trying 
to simulate an accident and then 
created one," one Western diplo
mat said.

Petrosyants said the accident, 
which the government has said 
caused S3 billion in economic los
es. was a serious blow to the Sovi
et nuclear energy program.

The ruling Politburo met yes
terday to discuss problems within 
the nuclear and conventional pow
er industries and ordered the Min
istry for Atomic Power to increase 
Its work rate to bring more units 
on line by winter, the official Tass 
news agency said.

Legasov listed the six errors in 
the accident and said they were 
committed while engineers carried 
out an experiment designed to im
prove the safety of the power 
plant by seeing how quickly a 
backup diesel generator that oper
ates the cooling system could be 

Party boots ex-Chernobyl engineer

switched on if a system broke 
down.

He said engineers first cut the 
level of the nuclear reaction inside 
the core below permissible levels. 
The reactor power capacity also 
was dropped below recommended 
levels, with technicians losing the 
ability to control the core's reac
tion and trigger emergency shut
down systems.

The third error was that all 
four water pumping systems that 
cool the reactor and help control it 
were switched on. Normally, only 
three systems operate at once, but 
with the reduced power output of 
the reactor and all four pumps 
switched on no water made it into 
the cooling system.

The fourth mistake described 
as "fatal" by Legasov was that en
gineers switched off the automatic 
shutdown mechanism that closes 
the reactor when water and steam 
levels fall below normal.

The engineers committed error 
number five when they switched 
off a second defense mechanism — 
another automatic shutdown 
mechanism triggered when steam 
pressure levels fall below normal.

The final blunder came when 
the engineers disengaged the 
emergency backup cooling sys
tem. Legasov said, adding that was 
done to allow completion of the 
experiment.

Associated Press

MOSCOW — The Communist Party exDeiled the 
former chief engineer of the Chernobyl nuclear plant 
for conducting an experiment that led to the Apnl 25 
reactor disaster, a Ukrainian newspaper reported.

In addition, a Ukrainian nuclear safety official 
was given a strict reprimand for carelessness after 
the accident, the newspaper Pravda Ukrainy said.

The partv expulsion iollowed the firing of a state 
committee cnairman. two deputy ministers and a se
ries of local officials in the Chernooyl disaster, which 
left 28 people dead and spread a cloud of radiation 
that eventually went around the world.

The July 27 edition of tne Ukrainian partv news
paper. received in Moscow yesterdav. reported that 
the chief engineer. idennfiea only ay the last r.ame 
Fomin, was expelled bv the ruling Central Committee 
■)f the Ukrainian repualic’s Communist Partv.

The newspaper said Fomin was punished for 
"grave mistakes and miscalculations at work" and for 
"conducting an experiment on the No. 4 reactor 
which led to an accident with grave consequences 
without the required preparation and agreement with 
responsible organs.”

Expulsion from the Communist Party is a serious 
form of punishment that can at feet ail facets of daily 
life.

Those expelled normally lose their jobs and are 
blocked from career advancement. Thev atso lose 
privileges ranging irom preferential housing to the 
right * *o  shop at special stores carrying goods unob
tainable eisewnere.

NEW YORK — Soviet and 
American scientists will examine 
the Chernobyl and Three Mile Is
land nuclear disasters in a satel
lite-linked teleconference next 
month.

Panels of experts in Moscow 
and San Francisco will discuss nu
clear safety, the potential for bilat
eral cooperation on nuclear fusion 
research and the problems of in
ternational monitoring and emer
gency warning systems in case of 
a castastrophe, Newsweek report
ed in its Aug. 25 issue, released 
yesterday.

The 2%-hour discussion will 
be sponsored by the American As
sociation for the Advancement of 
Science, the Soviet Academy of 
Sciences and the Esalen Institute's 
Soviet-American exchange pro
gram. Portions will be telecast by 
Cable News Network, the maga
zine said.

The date of the teleconference 
was not reported by the magazine 
and was not immediately known.

A fire in a reactor at the Cher
nobyl nuclear plant April 26 sent a 
cloud of radiation drifting across

• much of Europe and eventually 
over the United States and Japan 
in history's worst nuclear power 
disaster. The death toll from the 
accident stands at 30.

The worst commercial nuclear 
accident in the United States oc
curred March 28, 1979, in Unit No. 
2 at the Three Mile Island nuclear 
power plant in Londonderry Twp., 
Pa. The undamaged Unit No. 1 also 
was shut down following the acci
dent.

The radiation released at TMI 
was not enough to cause public 
health damage, according to a joint 
study by three federal agencies.

Party expulsion has sometimes Hoen a prelude to 
•.nminai charges. "he ruling Politburo of the Soviet 
Union aid a . Juiv '9 report -nat ’hose ceemed 
responsible for tne Chernonvi .xcicent will be pro- 
ecuted.
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Nuclear disasters
Experts will discuss TMI, Chernobyl
United Press International

(Tbr Untriot, Harrisburg. Pa.. Thursday. Sept. 4.198G

NRG hails Soviets*
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Soviet play on nuclear disaster reported
MOSCOW — The world's worst nuclear power accident, the Cher

nobyl disaster, is coming to the Soviet stage.
According to the September issue of the monthly literary and theater 

magazine Znamya, a play about Chernobyl titled “The Sarcophagus” will 
open in several Soviet cities in October.

The biting morality play reproduced in full in Znamya. was written 
by Vladimir Gubarev, a journalist assigned to cover the tragedy for the 
magazine.

He was told to produce a moving journalistic account of the Cherno
byl disaster, but wrote a play instead.

"My instructions were to write about everything that happened and 
write about it openly,” Gubarev said. “The best way to write about it was 
to produce a tragedy."

ehe Patriot. Hamstirt. Pi- Friday. July 18.1986

Gekas pushes application of lessons from Chernobvl
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — Rep. 
George Gekas. R-Harrisburg. yes
terday introduced a House resolu
tion that urges federal agencies 
and the nuclear industry to apply 
safety lessons learned from the So
viet nuclear accident at Chernobyl 
to reactors in the United States.

The joint congressional resolu
tion is advisory and would not car
ry the force of law.

“The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission. the Department of Energy 
and the American nuclear industry 
should attempt to ascertain the 
shortcomings of the Chernobyl nu
clear facility and the errors of offi-

3

ca nd or on
By Mick Rood
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission officials 
yesterday would not speculate 
about cancer deaths that may re
sult from the Soviet nuclear accl- 

z dent at Chernobyl, but praised the 
Russians’ candor in sharing Infor
mation.

An NRC staff team that attend
ed an International meeting In Vi
enna, Austria, last week to assess 
the April 26 accident briefed the 
commission for 2’,$ hours.

Harold Denton, director of the 
NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor 
Regulation, said the Chernobyl 
plant could not have been licensed 
In the United States.

The NRC staff Is preparing a 
“lessons learned" report that will 
compare the Soviet catastrophe to 
U.S. operations, but Denton said he 
“didn't want to tick off the differ
ences" between the two countries' 
safety designs.

Denton said he would “like to 
keep the door open” to Interna
tional information sharing rather 
than assert U.S. superiority In nu
clear safety.

“I'm very encouraged to see 
them interested in plant safety," 
Denton said, noting the Soviet Un
ion has shut down half of its nucle
ar capacity for safety improve
ments.

In the short run, Denton said 
he docs not "sec areas where im
mediate changes in [U.S.J reactor 
operation” need to be made.

If he has learned anything, 
Denton said, it is "the value of con
tainment" around a reactor core. 
He said it is estimated that more

cials in dealing with that accident 
to prevent such an occurrence 
from taking place at an American 
nuclear facility,” the Gekas resolu
tion says.

The proposal acknowledges 
that U.S. assessments of the Soviet 
accident on April 23 already are 
under way. But Gekas said he 
wanted to ensure that any safety

lessons from the Chernobyl disas
ter are applied to American nucle
ar plants.

NRC Chairman Lando W. Zech 
is urged in the resolution to initiate 
"immediate action" to implement 
study recommendations to prevent 
Chernobyl-type accidents in the 
United States.

Chernobyl
•

than a million times mote radioac
tive iodine escaped In the Cherno
byl explosion than during the 1979 
nuclear accident al the I hree Mile 
Island nuclear plant In Londonder
ry twp.

The Chernobyl Unit 4 ieactor 
Is said by American experts to 
have considerably less contain
ment protection than common U.S. 
reactors

Denton said the Russians chose 
the Chernobyl design 25 or 30 
years ago because the country did 
not have the industrial capability 
to produce reactor vessels similar 
to those used in the United States. 
The graphite core, which is more 
vulnerable to what he called “rn. 
dinneri\ Itv incidents." is much eas
ier to build. Denton said Ihv Sovi
ets admitted.

As Commissioner James Assel- 
stlno asked a scries of questions 
about cancer death projections. 
NRC Executive Director ol Opera
tions Victor Strllo said that s "not 
an issue to he solved heir today."

Expert projections in Vienna 
ranged from 6,5<tll cancer deaths, 
the Soviet estimate, to more than' 
40.000 deaths that will be caused 
by radiation exposure from the 
Chernobvl accident,

"II would piohablv lake anoth
er conference to figure it out." 
Denton said.

When Assetstine continued 
with attempts to get • pe< ul.ation 
on Chernobyl ramifir Minns on 
U S. safely regulations, Slcllo said 
it is "premature to shoot from the 
hi|»" before the NI’C staff n put is 
done. Any lessons learned lor (I S. 
plants will be carefully thought 
out before the report is dour some- 
time before |)r r emlwr, Stello said.
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Nuclear route opposed
Pittsburgh asks detour on TMI wastes
From staff and wire reports

Pittsburgh City Council has adopted a resolution asking federal 
authorities to reroute trains intended to carry radioactive waste 
from the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant.

The U.S. Department of Energy, however, said the route, which 
takes the trains through Pittsburgh on a 1,600-mile, 10-state trip to 
Idaho, would not be changed.

Removing the TMI debris will require 35 to 40 trips over 
several years between the Londonderry Twp. plant and the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory.

The federal agency and GPU Nuclear Corp., which operates 
TMI, said this month that the first shipments of fuel damaged in 
the March 1979 accident would be hauled to the research center 
this month.

GPU Nuclear spokesman Gordon Tomb said last night he could 
not say when shipments will be made from the plant, but added 
that none had been made yet.

"The psychological and physical health of the people of the city 
of Pittsburgh are threatened by the presence of these radioactive 
fuel fragments and debris In and around Pittsburgh," said the 
resolution adopted Monday.

Federal officials, in announcing the planned shipments, 
expressed confidence in the safety of the plan.

Officials say less than 4 millirems an hour of radioactivity will 
be detectable six feet away from the cask. The Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission requires radioactivity readings not exceed 20 
fillllirems an hour at a distance of six feet.

Patriot, Hmltbri. h Tbrtday, Wy 31,1686

U.S. rebuffs
Heinz on train

PoMst-Ntwa l.l«
Train carrying second shipment of radioactive debris leaves Three Mile Island Sunday

rerouting bid
By David Stelifox
Patriot-News

U.S. Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., 
has asked the federal Department 
of Energy to consider rerouting 
shipments of Three Mile Island ra
dioactive waste through less popu
lated areas of the state.

In a letter to DOE Secretary 
John S. Herrjngton yesterday, 
Heinz also requested the agency 
give local officials notice of such 
shipments.

Terry Smith, a spokesman for 
DOE, said the route was chosen In 
accordance with agency safety 
guidelines and will not be changed. 
Smith added the shipments pose 
"very, very minimal risk" to pub
lic health and safety.

The first of an estimated 40 
shipments of TMI’s Unit 2 reactor 
core debris left the Londonderry

Panwf.Nvw, Mm 
.,r.„ ! $en Johr> Heinz

Twp. facility before July 22. The .
rail freight was topass through 10 h Dismayed at route
states on Its way to the Idaho Na- [ town, Harrisburg and Altoona." 
tlonal Engineering Laboratory. Heinz said he was acling oul of

DOE officials before the ship- ; his own concern, not from pres- 
plng program began said they ’ sure from officials of his home- 
would not announce publicly exact town of Pittsburgh.
dates and times of the shipments, I The route through central 
although an emergency prepared- Pennsylvania as announced by 
ness official In each state was to be DOE called for trains to travel 
notified. south from the Londonderry Twp.

Some local officials along the plant to a bridge over the 
Susquehanna River near Marietta, 
then north to the Enola freight 
yards for transfer to a westbound 
freight train.

) ’ Smith said the route was cho
sen because it "utilizes the highest 
quality track available and mini
mizes transit time."

State emergency preparedness 
officials will continue to be noti
fied of shipments, Smith said, and 
they in turn may notify their local 
counterparts.

The debris from Unit 2’s core 
reactor is not the first Interstate 
shipment of radioactive waste. 
The debris is said to be less radio
active than spent fuel rods from 
normal nuclear plants.

The debris Is carried on a 
flatbed railroad car In specially de
signed lead and stainless steel 
casks.

Radioactivity six feet from the 
casks Is 8 millirems while the fed
eral limit at that distance Is 10 mil
lirems.

United Press International ac
counts are Included in this story.

route, Including a Pittsburgh coun
cilman, were upset because they 
weren’t notified of the shipment. 
Councilman Mark Pollock has said 
he objects to the train passing 
through Pittsburgh at all.

Nebraska Gov. Bob Kerrey last 
week ordered the Nebraska State 
Patrol to stop the train before It 
crossed the border from Kansas 
Into his state. The train was held 
up for 3 >4 hours because Kerrey 
said state officials had never been 
notified of the shipment.

"We’re getting reports all the 
way out to Idaho that people were 
not notified," an aide to Heinz said 
in a phone interview last night.

“In some cases, this [train] 
passed through towns and people 
found out about It the next day," 
the aide said.

Heinz wrote Herrington that 
he was "dismayed that the depart
ment has chosen to route the ship
ments on a rail line that goes 
through several densely populated 
areas of Pennsylvania, including 
the cities of Pittsburgh, Johns-

patriot, Harrisborg, Taesday, October 21,1986-

Criticism of TMI debris shipment wanes
By David Stelifox
Patriot-News

Opposition to the shipping of radioactive 
debris from Three Mile Island has waned after 
federal officials’ steadfast refusal to reconsider 
alternative routes.

U.S. Department of Energy officials expect 
to ship at least one more load of radioactive 
debris from the damaged Unit 2 reactor to Ida
ho by rail before the end of the year.

Terry Smith, spokesman for the Depart
ment of Energy and shipping contractor EG&G 
Idaho, said only one more shipment may be 
made this year because of the time involved in 
returning to TMI the casks used to hold the 
waste and the time it takes to refill them with 
debris.

Smith responded to criticism after the first 
shipment this summer by immediately ruling 
out any changes either in the shipping route or 
the notification procedure.

U.S. Sen. John Heinz. R-Pa.. is still waiting 
for a formal response from Energy Secretary 
John S. Herrington to his letter that asked the 
federal agency to reroute train shipments away 
from major cities, including Pittsburgh, Johns-

town, Altoona and Harrisburg.
A spokesman for Heinz said the senator 

received an acknowledgement letter from the 
Department of Energy, but has not received the 
promised formal response. The spokesman said 

. a period of several months for the response to 
arrive would not be unusual.

Heinz sent his letter to the Energy Depart
ment on July 30, after Pittsburgh City Council 
adopted a resolution urging federal officials to 
consider a different route.

Council members complained they were 
not notified that the shipment would be pass
ing through their jurisdiction, and Heinz asked 
the Energy Department for better notification 
of local officials.

The procedure — in which the Energy De
partment notifies the Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency, which notifies county 
emergency management directors affected — 
was followed properly on the first shipment, 
state and federal officials said.

PEMA spokesman John Comey said the 
counties are given a 12-hour time period during 
which the train could be in their county. They 
are told the information is “secured" and not

From the county emergency-management 
director, the information goes to various offi
cials. depending on the county. Some keep the 
information under wraps, while others alert 
fire companies, ambulance crews, county sher
iffs and commissioners.

are told the information is "secured’ 
for public dissemination.
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TMI cleanup 
completion 
date set___back
By David Stelifox
Patriot-News

Nuclear engineers to lecture in schools
Nuclear engineers from Westinghouse Electric Corporation will be in 

the Harrisburg intermediate schools today to encourage students to enter 
high technology fields.

LaDoris Guess and Garry Harris, part of the Westinghouse Minority 
Spokespersons and Community Ambassadors Program, will advise stu
dents about the different career twists and turns available to engineers 
and how to plan their curricula to be ready for college.

They will speak to eighth-graders at James Rowland and John Scott 
Intermediate schools today during scheduled assemblies at 10 and 11 a m. 
and 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.

GPU Nuclear Corp, has pushed 
back the date tor finishing cleanup 
of Three Mlle Island Unit 2 by 
about three months.

Officials now expect to com
plete the reactor cleanup work by 
next summer, with the entire 
cleanup program ending In 1988.

GPU Nuclear officials briefed 
the Advisory Board for the Decon
tamination of Three Mile Island , 
Unit 2 at a meeting last night in 
Holiday Inn Center City.

Frank Standerfer, vice presi
dent and director of TMI Unit 2, 
said about 56,000 pounds of reac
tor core debris have been removed 
from Unit 2 to date.

That equates to about 19 per
cent of the total 290,000 pounds of 
debris to be loaded Into canisters 
for removal to the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory, he said. 
The TMI-2 core was damaged in 
the March 1979 accident.

The new schedule takes Into 
account the results of core exami
nations completed in July, and ef
forts by GPU Nuclear to purge the 
water of miicroorganlsms that had 
clouded the reactor water and 
hampered work.

William D. Travers, NRC der 
uty program director for Unit z, 
told the advisory panel that any 
delay In the cleanup is unfor
tunate, "but has that slip or change

4

in the schedule resulted from some 
lack of diligence on the part of 
GPU? 1 don’t think so," he said.

The next stage In the cleanup 
will come when a drilling ma
chine, used last summer to take 
samples of the hardened portion of 
the core, Is used to break up the 
hardened mass to ease Its removal.

Financially, the near $1 billion 
cleanup is on schedule, Standerfer 
told the panel.

Of the total estimated $965 
million for cleanup, $694 million 

■ has been spent and $271 million 
remains.

The money is coming In as 
planned and no problems are antic
ipated, Standerfer said.

The advisory panel also dis
cussed civil penalties the U.S. Nu
clear Regulatory Commission rec
ommended against GPU Nuclear. 
Standerfer said the company Is 
paving a $40,000 fine for not noti
fying the NRC In 1984 of an ad
justment to a polar crane used in 
the cleanup.

Standerfer said GPU disagrees 
with some of the NRC’s com
plaints in that citation, but will 
pay the fine and send a letter ac
companying It, detailing the com
pany’s differences.

Travers told the panel no hear-
-P“ ’’ Ing had been set vet on GPU's ap-
2, peal of a $64,000 fine in Augustpeal of a $64,000 fine in August 

1985 for Its alleged harassment of 
former cleanup senior engineer 
Richard D. Parks.

Allegheny County Emergency Manage
ment Director Robert Kroner said he notifies 
the Pittsburgh public safety director that a 
shipment is coming through.

The first shipment went through on a Fri
day, and Pittsburgh Councilman Mark Pollock 
said the public-safety director may have been 
notified at home in the evening, but council 
members were not.

Pollock said council has no plans to follow 
up their resolution with any other action. “We 
pretty much left it there. We’re pretty much 
powerless to do anything about it," he said.

Nebraska Gov. Bob Kerrey succeeded in 
stopping the first shipment in Kansas, before it 
crossed the border into his state, because he 
said his office was not notified. The second 
shipment went through Nebraska without a 
hitch.
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TMI microbes
cause big woes
3y Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

They're back.
Tiny organisms, which had so clouded Three Mile 

Island Unit 2's reactor water that cleanun was halted 
or a month, are again slowing work at the crippled 

reactor.
“Visibility is a matter of a few inches. That's what 

ve're talking about, .riches. ’.Ve'd like to be measur
ing ;n feet," plant spokesman Gordon Tomb said yes- 
erdav.

Th" creatures, one-celled plant and animal organ- 
;ms. feed off carbon-based hydraulic fluids ieft by' 
:.a«,hinerv used to remove the 15 tons of rubble from 
he reactor ’.essel. They aiso thrive on the tepid reac- 
or water and underwater lights used in cleanup.

Plant operator GPU Nuclear Corp, has assembled 
an advisory croup of chemists and water auaiitv ex
perts "to Rive us eutdance." Tome said, In addition, he 
aid. a team of Plant engineers has seen assigned to 

work full time on t .earing the waler.
The ureature-cuu.ied water Hampers the ability 

•f cleanup workers m -re what they are doing. Stand
ing on a platform !2 r,et above the water-covered 
’uoole. thev must -• -note television cameras and 
ong-nandied toois to scoop debris into defueiing can- 
sters.

"I think it's fair *o say that we're not loading as 
uickly as we think we would be if the visibility was 

letter." Tomn said.
In May, GPU Nuclear had announced that com- 

non hydrogen peroxide, a high-pressure pumD and a 
wimmir.z pool filter ■•>rn u»ed to control the organ- 

. -ms. Cleanup was nailed :?r tour wet-xs while most 
■>f the creatures were killed, then filtered from the 
water.

The comnanv has aM tried to keep the growths in 
.-.n ■••• • Tioaic •‘•c.-mG-i'ieen'’ ■'pprct.OuS. in 
which dirty water »replaced with an equal amount 
>f c.i'jn water.

Tut • so creatures have made a comeback. Tomb 
aid. mostlv "ecause the materials clog filters, 
•lowing ’he rate rr.at tney can be remold from ’.he 
■:‘.ictor ■' isn. Even using nyarouen peroxide and 

i.er.s. ;?.c water" loesn t stay clean for very long," 
e i.aid.

The advisorv grout) and ’he TMI engineers are 
Iocusmg attention on testing filter systems that won't 
■•log o •■asiiv. Thev j..o ..re considering adding a 
coagulant to the water io bring the fine materials 
•ngether md maxe lhem more readily filterable." 
’’omo said.

I'omo said the company wants the filters to re
move me organic and inorganic materials on a contin- 
nr.g casts.
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Comments fuel speculation on restart of TMI-2
By David Stellfox
§uudai| jJatriot-Xcuis______

Recent comments by a GPU 
Nuclear Corp, official have fed 
speculation that the utility would 
like to recondition and start up the 
crippled Three Mile Island Unit 2 
nuclear reactor.

While many dismiss the pros
pects of a rejuvenated Unit 2 pro
viding nuclear power, one public 
official is convinced GPU has no 
intention of decommissioning the 
plant.

The company policy — that 
the future of the plant remains 

wide open — has failed to end the 
speculation.

Joel Roth, a Lancaster resident 
and member of the Advisory Panel 
for the Decontamination of TMI 
Unit 2. thinks the comments of a 
GPU official two weeks ago at an 
advisory panel meeting were a sig
nificant aeDarture from the com
pany's traditional stance.

At the meeting. Frank Stan
derfer. vice president and director 
of TMI-2. told Roth a decision to 
reactivate the plant was con
tingent on an analysis of the plant 
after cleanup is complete.

He said the company is able to 

buy power from other utilities for 
at least the next 10 years, so 
there's no pressure oifthe compa
ny to make a decision now.

“That’s the first time in my 
memory that anyone from the util
ity has ever even hinted about (re
start ; as a possibility," Roth said.

“It’s very obvious to me. that 
plant is not going to be permanent
ly decommissioned." Roth said.

Company spokesman Douglas 
Bedell said last week the compa
ny's position has not changed. He 
>aid rhe cleanup effort under way 
at the plant now not a decom
missioning process."

However, he added, the com
pany has never spent any cleanup 
money for the purpose of preserv
ing the option of starting up the 
plant.

“We've not been spending anv 
additional money aimed at those 
things that would restore the 
plant." Bedell said.

"It has not been decided that it 
will be decommissioned, and it has 
never been decided that it will be 
restored." he said. ,

A decision to reactivate the 
plant would depend on the techni
cal feasibility and the demand for 
and coats of energ\. Bedell said.

Bedell said that probably late 
next month, the company will be 
talking more "about the condition 
of ’the plant in the period after 
cleanup is completed in 1988."

Unit 2_ was crippled in the 
March 19"9 accident at TMI in 
Londonderry Twp. its twin reac
tor. Unit I. was not damaged in the 
accident and was restarted a year 
ago.

The advisory panel had asked 
GPU to discuss the post-cieanup 
status of Unit 2 at its meeting on 
Oct. S. GPU refused, saying it 
wasn't ready to maxe a public 
presentation on Interim Monitored 

Storage. IMS is the term that has 
recently come into use to refer to 
the post-cleanup status of TMI-2.

Bedell would say only that IMS 
is "a condition in which the plant 
would be in a safe, stable condition 
with the fuel removed, those kinds 
of things."

Even though GPU won't end 
the speculation. many people, in
cluding other advisory panel mem
bers and state and federal officials, 
say reactivation of Unit 2 is not 
■ikelv.

Court to air
GPU drug tests
By Wcndi Taylor
Patriot-News_______________ <

A union representing about 
650 employees at GPU Nuclear 
Corp.’s Three Mile Island power 
plant asked a federal judge In Phil
adelphia yesterday to halt plans 
for drug and alcohol testing until 
the issue has gone to arbitration.

A petition was filed by the In
ternational Brotherhood of Electri
cal Workers, Local System Coun
cil U-9 and Local 563, after GPU 
announced plans to begin random 
testing of employees and contrac
tor employees at dll of its facilities, 
including TMI in Londonderry 
Twp. and at Oyster Creek In 
Forked River, N.J.

U.S. District Judge Daniel 
Huyett-will hear arguments Aug. 
6.

Joseph Kivler, president of Lo
cal 563, said, "There may be a need 
for drug and alcohol programs, but 
we object to implementation with
out having any involvement in the 
decision."

While Kivler's local had filed a 
grievance with Metropolitan Edi
son, a subsidiary of GPU Nuclear, 
about the drug testing program, 
the arbitration hearing Is not 
scheduled until Sept. 11. GPU offi
cials said Thursday they planned 
to begin testing of the company’s 
3,200 employees and contractor 
employees about Sept. 1.

Kivler said the petition was 
filed because "the rank and file Is 
very concerned about this."

GPU spokesman Gordon Tomb 
said the random testing policy was 
added to the existing "fitness for 
duty" program because of a con
cern for safety.

"We don’t mean to make life 
tough for our employees," he said. 
"We value our employees."

TMI was the scene of the na
tion's worst commercial nuclear 
power accident, In 1979.

Since 1982, GPU has Issued 
regulations prohibiting the use and 
possession of drugs and alcohol at 
work Drug testing was used when 
there was reasonable suspicion of 
a drug or alcohol problem. With 
this additional step, testing will be
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TMI worker urine tests 
ruled out by arbitrator

Three Mile Island workers will 
not be subject to random testing 
for drug and alcohol use.

An arbitrator has ruled that 
random urine tests proposed by 
GPU Nuclear Corp, are not permit
ted under the company’s contract 
with the International Brother
hood of Electrical Workers, GPU 
spokesman Gordon Tomb said last 
night.

Arbitrator Jonas Aarons also 
ruled out proposed drug and alco
hol testing as part of annual com
pany physical examinations.

‘This is a major victory for 
us,” said Joseph Kivler, president 
of IBEW Local 563. He said he will 
make a formal statement today af
ter reviewing the written ruling.

GPU’s practice since 1982 of 
conducting urine tests “on the ba
sis of reasonable grounds” may 
continue. "Reasonable grounds” 
was not defined by the arbitrator, 

done on a random basis. Each 
month, 20 people at each site will 
be selected by computer for urine. 
tests.

Those who refuse tests will be 
sent home from work and could 
face dismissal.

The petition said, "Implemen
tation of the policy will allow the 
company for any reason, or for no 
reason, unrestricted license to 
search every employee’s property 
and person and to seize employees’ 
bodily fluids."

Barry Steinhardt, executive di
rector of the American Civil Liber
ties Union of Pennsylvania, said 
drug testing programs "violate 
two fundamental American no
tions" — that a person is Innocent 
until he is proven guilty, and a per
son should not be searched with
out good cause.

In addition, Steinhardt said, 
two of the most popular screening 
tests have Inaccuracy’rates of up 
to 40 percent.

"That false rate goes both 
ways," he said. "That means false 
positives and negatives.

"Business has been sold a bill 
of goods on drug testing when 
they may be no more helpful than 
common sense," Steinhardt said.

Tomb said the urine will be di- - 
vided into two samples. If a test of 
the first shows a positive result, 
the other half will be tested, he 
said. If both samples are positive, 
disciplinary action will be taken. A 
committee will review the facts, 
and recommend rehabilitation or 
dismissal, he said.

Meanwhile, GPU Nuclear offi
cials said yesterday that the pro
cess of drilling Into TMI’s crippled 
Unit 2 reactor core Is expected to 
be completed this weekend.

The drill has been used during 
the past three weeks to retrieve 
samples of debris from the core 
damaged in the 1979 accident.

Although the sampling Is being 
completed, the drill will be used to 
bore additional holes In debris in 
the reactor during the next several 
days to make the rubble easier to 
remove, GPU said in a prepared 
statement.

but would be decided on a case-by- 
case basis. Tomb said.

Tomb called the ruling disap
pointing, but said the company 
“will continue to look for ways to 
further ensure a drug-free envi
ronment for the protection of our 
workers and the public.”

U.S. District Judge Daniel 
Huyett III had issued an injunction 
Aug. 8 halting GPU’s plan to start 
random testing Sept. I until the 
arbitrator ruled on its legality.

GPU wanted urine tests every 
month on 20 employees picked 
randomly by computer at each of 
its facilities, including TMI nuclear 
power plant in Londonderry Twp.

The petitioners for the injunc
tion had said random testing 
would allow “for any reason, or 
for no reason, unrestricted license 
to search every employee's prop
erty and person and to seize em
ployees' bodily fluids.”
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Alliance 
lambastes 
GPU ‘plot’ 
Water plans hit 
on health effects
By David Stellfox
Patriot-News

Alternatives on disposing of 
radioactive water from Three Mile 
Island's damaged Unit 2 have 
raised concerns among citizens 
about the effects of exposure to 
radioactive tritium.

A spokeswoman for the 
Susquehanna Valley Alliance, a 
Lancaster-based anti-nuclear 
group, lambasted GPU Nuclear of
ficials last night for “continuing 
arrogance" in playing down health 
effects of radioactive releases.

Frances Skolnick. spokeswom
an for the alliance, cited an ad
vertisement by GPU which ran 
Aug. 1 in the Patriot-News as an 
example of a “typical plot by 
GPU" to underestimate ill effects 
of radiation.

Skolnick's comments came at a 
meeting of the Advisory Panel for 
the Decontamination of TMI Unit 
2 in Lancaster City Council cham
bers last night.

The advertisement said the 
three options being looked at for 
disposing of the contaminated wa
ter are all environmentally safe by 
meeting all federal and state stand
ards.

“To say that any of these three 
isotopes (strontium 90, cesium 137 
and tritium] is environmentally 
safe and to advertise these meth
ods as such is morally wrong and a 
typical plot mastered by GPU to 
underestimate the hazardous ef
fects of exposure to low levels of 
radiation," Skolnick said.

Members of the advisory pan
el, however, were more concerned 
about the necessary approvals 
GPU Nuclear will need for which
ever of three disposal options it ul
timately chooses and how long 
such bureaucratic red tape will 
take.

GPU’s three options are; I) 
evaporating the 2.1 million gallons 
of radioactive water and disposing 
of the radioactive residue in a low- 
level radioactive waste dump off
site; 2) solidifying the water by 
mixing it with concrete and bury
ing It in an on-site industrial land
fill or 3) diluting it and discharging 
it into the Susquehanna River.

Frank Standerfer, vice presi
dent and director of TMI 2, said 
GPU is "committed" to the evapo
ration process, but would need 
special approval, which some pan
el members felt might not come 
easily, from the federal Depart
ment of Energy to dispose of the 
residue.

ahe Patriot,

Copter pilot’s suit blames TMI radiation for cancer
HrmWf. Ft, TkwitUy My 24. 1986

A helicopter pilot hired by CBS 
to fly reporters over the Three 
Mile Island nuclear power plant 
after the 1979 accident has filed 
the latest personal injury claim 
against TMI’s owners.

James L. Webb of Leonard, 
Md.. is joined in the suit by his 
wife. Patricia.

They claim that he was ex

posed to radiation during a three- 
day period after the March 28 acci
dent while he was working as an 
independent contractor for Heli
copter & Aircraft Service Co. Inc.

Last year, the suit says, he was 
diagnosed as having cancer of the 
colon.

About 2,000 plaintiffs have 
filed suit in Dauphin County Court

since February 1985. They claim 
the accident at the Londonderry 
Twp. plant caused emotional dis
tress and exposed the plaintiffs or 
their relatives to radiation that in
creased their risk of cancer and 
other illnesses.

Twelve test cases are expected 
to be heard by a jury next spring.

Defendants in the suits are
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TMI violations 
cited by NRC

The operator of the Three Mile- 
Island nuclear power plant has 
been cited by the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission for failing to im
plement procedures and assess the 
safety of changes at Unit I.

The violations, identified dur
ing a Performance Appraisal 
Team’s inspections in March and 
July by NRC Region 1 inspectors, 
point to a failure of GPU Nuclear 
Corp, to strictly implement admin
istrative procedures concerning 
operational changes that have 
been made at the plant.

The violations, "each with 
multiple examples." deal with the

The solidification method also* 
would require special approvals,- 
from the state and Dauphin Coun
ty, which Standerfer said could 
lead to a "protracted" process. The 
third and cheapest option, dump
ing the water in the river, Is being 
avoided because of “long-standing 
public concern with disposal of' 
water to the river," Standerfer 
said.

Standerfer said most of the 
strontium 90 and cesium 137 can 
be withdrawn from the Unit 2 wa
ter through ion exchange, but that 
the tritium cannot be removed be
cause It attaches Itself to the water 
molecule.

The evaporation method would 
release 1,020 curies of tritium to 
the atmosphere over a 2 4-year 
period, which Standerfer said was 
the equivalent to one hour worth 
of natural background radiatloh 
received In the Harrisburg area.

"That's 200 times less than oc
curred from the krypton venting 
over a two-year period," he said.

Skolnick, In her remarks, said 
little is known about the health ef-. 
fects of tritium, which wasn’t dis
covered to be a fission product un
til 1959.

"The disposal of radioactive 
water at TMI cannot be seen in 
total Isolation from the rest of the 
world," Skolnick said.

She said the releases of radia
tion associated with all three op* 
tions "Is In addition to the 24 mil
lion curies released at the time of 
the accident, the 43,000 curies 
from the venting of krypton, 13 
months later, the tritium and other 
radionuclide releases during nor
mal operations of Unit 1, the re
leases from cleanup ... and the ra
dioactive contamination delivered 
to us from the errors and Incom
petencies of nuclear power plants 
and weapons facilities throughout 
the world."

William D. Travers, the Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission's on
site Inspector at TMI. said an envi
ronmental impact study will be 
performed by the NRC staff before 
NRC commissioners grant approv
al to GPU’S evaporation option 
next year.

In other business at the meet
ing. Standerfer told the panel that 
recent borings done at the London
derry Twp. nuclear power plant’s 
Unit 2 showed the area of the reac
tor vessel below a hardened sur
face at the bottom of the core is 
relatively free of debris.

conduct ot satety evaluations, 
proper implementation of design 
control requirements, proper im
plementation of modification con
trol instructions and prompt cor
rective action on known 
conditions adverse to quality, the 
NRC says.

The NRC assigned all of the 
violations a Severity Level - IV, 
with I being the most severe and V 
being the least severe. There is no 
fine involved.

The notices of violation are 
contained in a review by NRC offi
cials of the PAT's findings. The re
port doesn't deal with the PAT's 
"substantial” positive observa
tions about plant performance, 
William F. Kane, director of Re
gion l’s division of reactor proj
ects, writes in the report.
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Operator 
of TMI 
penalized
GPU Nuclear 
fined 840,000
From staff and wire reports

WASHINGTON — GPU Nu
clear Corp, has been fined S40.000 
for violating government rules 
during cleanup of the crippled 
Three Mlle Island Unit 2 reactor in 
Pennsylvania.

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission yesterday fined the TMI 
operator for installing a brake-re
lease mechanism without proper 
engineering review and documen
tation on the polar crane used in 
cleanup.

The error was categorized as 
third-level in severity. The NRC 
issues violations in five levels.

It was the second violation the 
NRC has levied against GPU Nu
clear for the work of the polar 
crane at the Londonderry Twp. 
nuclear plant. The first violation, 
which did not result in a fine, was 
issued in February 1984.

In a letter to GPU Nuclear, 
James M. Taylor, director of the 
NRC's Office of Inspection and En
forcement, said the violation "ap
pears to be another, more serious 
example of previous failures to 
fully implement NRC technical 
specifications governing the 
cleanup.’’

The citation comes four years 
after the mechanism was insulted, 
more than two years after GPU 
Nuclear reported it and more than 
a year after the NRC Office of In
vestigations probed the matter.

Gordon Tomb, a spokesman for 
GPU Nuclear, said the mechanism 
was insuiled while two engineer
ing groups at TMI were being 
merged into one for unified control 
of cleanup work.

“The crane refurbishment 
team did not recognize the brake 
release was a modification that re
quired an engineering review," 
Tomb said.

He said the fine would be paid 
by stockholders in GPU Nuclear 
and its related companies.

The polar crane became inop
erable in July 1984 during the crit
ical lifting of the 160-ton head of 
the Unit 2 reactor, damaged in the 
March 1979 accident.

General Public Utilities Co., owner 
of the plant: its subsidiaries, Met
ropolitan Edison Co., Jersey'Cen
tral Power & Light Co. and Penn
sylvania Electric Co.; plant 
designer Babcock and Wilcox Co. 
and its parent company, J. Ray 
McDermott & Co.; engineer Burns 
& Roe Inc.; and Catalytic Inc., a 
subcontractor at TMI.
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Variety of events has accompanied TMI Unit 1 restart
Three Mile Island Unit 1 was 

restarted Oct. 3, 1985, after the 
U.S. Supreme Court refused to 
hear an appeal of a lower court 
ruling to bar restart.

After a December shutdown 
following the three-month, Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission-man
dated phased-in restart, Unit 1 was 
taken to 100 percent power Jan. 6.

The following chronology of 
events is gleaned from reports 
filed by the operator of the Lon
donderry Twd. power plant, GPU 
Nuclear, and/or the NRC.

— Oct 3, Unit 1 restarts after 
U.S. Supreme Court refuses to 
hear arguments on the 3rd U.S. 
Circuit Court’s decision to allow 
restart.

— Oct. 3, during approach to 
criticality, NRC inspectors discov
er dismantled scaffolding and elec
trical cords lying next to a pump, 
constituting a tnp hazard.

— Oct. 5, 30-foot-high scaf
folding in diesel-generating room 
discovered to be unrestrained and 
on unlocked roller wheels. NRC 
later cites GPU Nuclear for viola
tion.

— Oct. 13-18. Unit 1 turbine 
taken off line several times, with 
reactor at low power, to repair 
failed welds on drain lines from 
steam inlet piping to the main tur
bine. System put back on line — at 
48 percent power — Oct. 23.

— Oct. 28, leak of 150 gallons 
of primary [radioactive] water in 
makeup pump room. Small quanti
ty of radioactive gases released to 
the environment.

— Nov. 2, unexpected steam 
leak during valve repair, lasts 20 
minutes. Two employees receive 
superficial skin burns from “rela
tively hot” water.

— Nov. 19, Unit l’s power un
expectedly surges — from 48 per
cent to 53 percent — when a tech
nician’s belt buckle catches a 
control room panel toggle switch. 
Power returned to 48 percent a 
minute later.

— Nov. 22-29, deposits — 
“crud," according to one NRC re
port — found in steam generators, 
risking that the plant won't be able 
to reach 100 percent power.

— Dec. 17, seven TMI workers 
and an NRC inspector slightly con
taminated when radioactive gas is 
released into auxiliary building 
during the replacement of waste 
gas compressor filter.

— Dec. 27, NRC allows utility 
to take reactor to full power. Max
imum power, however, isn’t 
achieved because of fouling in sec
ondary side of steam generators. 
Unit 1 reaches 88 percent power.

— Dec. 30, nine workers 
slightly contaminated during “un
usual event” when seal from a 
makeup pump breaks and leaks. 
Filtered radiation released to envi
ronment.

— Jan. 4, 1986, malfunction in 
secondary plant that caused a high 
level in a moisture separator re
sults in a turbine-to-reactor trip. 
When reactor is restarted, it reach
es 100 percent power because sedi
ment in the generators apparently 
had repositioned, allowing a more 
efficient flow of water and steam.

—- Jan. 16, GPU Nuclear said 
Unit 1 would be shut down to re
pair leak in a steam line in the sec
ondary, non-nuclear system. In
stead, company monitors leak for 
two weeks then shuts down for 
repairs Jan. 27. when pressure 
drop in device monitoring steam 
line is detected.
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— Jan. 24, portion of the 
plant’s integrated control system, 
which controls and coordinates 
major systems, loses power while 
technicians repair equipment. 
Plant is controlled manually for 90 
minutes. Notification of incident to 
NRC is made “as a courtesy."

— Jan. 27, NRC reports a 
“forced outage” to repair a leaking 
expansion bellows on a feed heater 
extraction line.

— Jan. 29, during a reactor 
coolant system cooldown, a relief 
valve in the decay heat removal 
system activates, spilling water on 
the auxiliary building floor and 
into the floor drain system.

— Feb. 2, licensee completes 
repairs to bellows and plant is 
started up. Returned to full power 
Feb. 6.

— Feb. 6, NRC reports GPU 
Nuclear fire-brigade personnel re
sponded to a fire drill without re
quired respiratory protection ap
paratus. NRC issues a notice of 
violation, a fourth-level violation 
in severity.

— March 15, plant shut down 
after malfunction is detected in a 
valve in the lubricating oil system 
of the plant’s tubine-generator. 
Plant is restarted later in the day.

— March 21, operators begin 
planned shutdown to begin elec
tronic testing of heat-exchange 
tubes in the two steam generators.

— March 22, “unusual event” 
is declared when in-plant monitor 
sounds as workers are “degass
ing" the Unit I system. A relief 
valve opened, causing a release of 
radioactive noble gases, primarily 
xenon-133. No workers are con
taminated: GPU reports small, 
filtered release to the atmosphere.

— March 24, radioactive gases 
concentrate in Unit 1 containment 
building. A cover is removed from 
the steam generator allowing ra
dioactive noble gases to build in
side containment building. All but 
essential entries into the building 
are suspended for 12 hours. GPU 
says 120 workers are tested: five 
are found to suffer external con
tamination. “Very small" but de
tectable levels of radioactive io
dine are found in 60 workers. 
Readings on the other 60 were 
"too small to be detected."

— March 24, in unrelated inci
dent, five Unit 1 workers suffer 
slight skin contamination.

— About April 12, cracks are 
found on several nozzles that di
rect emergency feed water into the 
two steam generators. They are 
repaired later during an outage.

— April 18. NRC amends TM1- 
1 license, without hearing argu
ments. to allow for cracks or pits 
in steam generators less than 50 
percent through the walls, which 
are .03-inch thick. After-the-fact 

hearings on that amendment — as 
well as a pending amendment that 
would allow cracks to be as deep 
as 70 percent of the tube walls — 
are pending before NRC panel.

— April 18, company an
nounces 25 of the 2,700 steam gen
erator tubes sampled need to be 
taken out of servtce.

— April 21, during start-up 
preparations series of breaker 
trips causes reactor coolant pumps 
to trip, triggering reactor trip. Nu
clear reaction had not yet begun.

— April 23. Unit 1 restarts 
about two weeks ahead of sched
ule, but shuts down automatically 
within an hour because operators 
did not transfer pump power 
quickly enough for the production 
of steam in the generators. No 
emergency declared, no damage to 
plant. Unit restarted later in day.

— April 23, main turbine gen
erator is placed on the regional 
electric grid. The "generator ex
citer bearing vibration monitors" 
detect high mechanical vibration 
on two journal bearings. Power 
stopped at 56 percent. Workers 
find wrong-size gasket installed in 
the turbine.

— April 24, plant shuts down 
again at 11 a.m.. because of break 
found in a secondary drain line. 
The line is one of four designed to 
draw moisture from steam and 
“dry” it before it goes to the tur

bines to generate electricity. Tur
bines are shut down, but the reac
tor continues to run at low power, 
less than 5 percent.

— April 25, Unit I ia restarted, 
reaching 100 percent power the 
next day.

— June 2, Unit 1 shuts down at 
2:11 p.m. No emergency. Opera
tors replacing a faulty breaker try 
switching power to a second 
breaker, causing turbine to shut 
down, resulting in reactor trip. 
Plant restarted about 12:30 a.m. 
June 3.

— June 6, NRC Issues inspec
tion report including two violation 
notices. Utility cited for improper
ly monitoring in-plant radiation 
levels — resulting in reactor build
ing iodine concentrations going 
undetected for up to 14 hours and 
unplanned exposures to personnel 
— and failure to properly post a 
radiation area.

— June 11-12, power cut to 
drop temperature of the main 
transformer, overheated by 
transformer oil cooling system 
problem. Other power cuts on 
June 7-8 and 13 result from prob
lems with extraction steam valves 
which provide steam for feedwa
ter heating.

— July 18, utility reports leaky 
seal trips pumps designed to main
tain water level in Unit 1 fire pro
tection system. Valve on one pump 
remains open, allowing water to 
flow back through it. Fire protec
tion system remains operable.

— July 18, NRC report on 
same incident says fire suppres
sion deluge system "actuated," 
causing pressure drop in the sta
tion’s fire-main pressure, causing 
other fire pumps to start, including 
diesel-driven fire pump. Due to ap
parent equipment malfunction, the 
diesel-driven sump was overpres
surized, causing a cover to be 
blown off and through the roof of 
the pump building. Plant can con
tinue operating with three more 
fire pumps available.

— July 28, during replacement 
of filter assembly in the makeup 
purification system, highly radio
active filter is inadvertently 
dropped. The filter, being moved 
with a long-handled tool to mini
mize personnel radiation expo
sure. slipped off the tool and fell to 
the floor. The filter was recovered 
using the tool and placed in a 
transfer casket the same day.

— Sept. 19, NRC reports in
creased radioactivity In the reactor 
building. A valve leaking through 
the seal leak-off line discharges 
into the building sump. By the end 
of the week the "seal leakoff" is 
capped, but a union in the line is 
found to have leaks. GPU Nuclear 
and NRC are monitoring reactor 
building activity.
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After 1-
By Frank Lynch •
Patriot-Newt

Three Mile Island officials, 
pleased with the performance of 
the Unit 1 reactor in Its first year 
of operation since 1979, say they 
will close the nuclear plant tomor
row for refueling.

Since yesterday the London
derry Twp. plant's power has been 
slowly decreased from 100 percent 
power. At 8 p.m. tomorrow, when 
Unit 1 is at 95 percent power, it 
will be shut down for the five- 
month outage.

year run,
While the plant Is down, 76 of 

the reactor's 177 fuel assemblies 
will be removed and replaced with 
new ones. Maintenance, repairs 
and testing of plant equipment also 
is planned.

Henry D. Hukill, vice president 
of TMI operating company GPU 
Nuclear Corp, and the director of 
Unit 1, yesterday said plant per
formance has been “outstanding" 
since it was restarted in October 
1985.

At a news conference in which 
defueling plans were outlined, 
Hukill said, "I am extremely hap-

TMI to be shut down for refueling
py to report to yob that TMI-1 has 
had an excellent, outstanding year 
of operation.”

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission ordered that Unit I 
remain shut down the summer of 
1979, pending analysis of the 
March 28,1979, accident at Unit 2. 
Unit I was down for scheduled re
fueling at the time of the accident.

Hearings and court challenges 
to restart were effectively ended 
by the U.S. Supreme Court when it 
^ave a green light to restart Otet. 2,

Since January, Hukill said the 

plant has run at its capacity 85 
percent of the time.

Hukill said the reactor will be 
packed with enough fuel to allow 
the plant to run another 18 
months, and the next refueling 
will be in 1988.

Among item* to be given atten
tion during the outage will be the 
tubes in the plant’s two steam gen
erators.

Ronald J. Tooie, operations and 
maintenance director, said 3,000 of 
the 31.000 tubes will be tested for 
cracks and pits. Those with de
fects greater than 40 percent the 

thickness of the tube wall will be 
taken out of service.

In addition, three of the tubes 
— which have the circumference 
of a pencil and walls .034 inch 
thick — will be pulled from one 
steam generator for detailed anal
ysis.

During an April outage, the 
NRC granted GPU Nuclear a one
time variance that allowed tubes 
with defects up to 50 percent the 
thickness of the wall to remain in 
service. The variance was granted 
while the NRC decided whether to 
allow a permanent change to 50 

percent.
Skip Young, NRC resident In

spector at TMI. said the decision 
on any change will be based, in 
part, on the condition of the three 
tubes that are pulled. “It really de
pends on what comes back from 
the [laboratory],” he said. —

Toole said he expected a deci
sion on the variance to be made 
during the outage.

Also 'during the outage, the 
plant's fire protection system will 
be enhanced and the turbine will 
be overhauled and inspected.

GPU’s deal for Rickover’s TMI report may be probed
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Acting U.S. Attorney Ames 
West said his office may probe an 
arrangement in which General 
Public Utilities Corp, paid 
$380,000 for a report rating the 
company’s ability to operate Three 
Mile Island Unit 1.

West said yesterday that he 
hadn’t had a chance to review a 
request by the anti-nuclear group 
Three Mile Island Alert that the 
relationship between GPU and the 
late Adm. Hyman G. Rickover be 
investigated.

"Once I’ve had a chance to re
view it there will be a decision 
made whether it merits anything 
further.” West said.

Rickover’s report, released in 
November 1983, generally praised 
plant operator GPU Nuclear as fit 

to run the plant. Rickover’s assess
ment was weighed by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission in its May 
1985 decision allowing TMI-1 to 
restart.

Rickover’s son, Robert, said in 
published reports last week that 
his father was approaching senili
ty when asked to draft the evalua
tion, and that the late admiral ac
tually thought the survival of the 
world depended on nuclear power 
plants being scrapped.

"We are delighted that he’s 
considering it," said TMI Alert 
Chairperson Vera Stuchinski. who 
asked for the probe. "We think 
there’s enough here for him to se
riously consider it.”

In requesting the investigation. 
Stuchinski said GPU’s failure to 
disclose the payment of S38O.OOO 
to a foundation Rickover founded 

constitutes "a material omission of 
fact," violating the Atomic Energy 
Act and the federal criminal code.

TMI Alert also alleges that 
GPU submitted the report to the 
NRC for consideration "knowing 
it was fraudulent, in that GPU un
derstood that Rickover’s report 
would support restart before the 
investigation was conducted."

GPU spokesman Gary D. 
Plummer said there was nothing 
Improper about the consulting ar
rangement with Rickover.

"We can only say what we 
have said before, and that which 
has been exhaustively examined 
by the media since the admiral’s 
death," Plummer said. “We did 
make payments to the fund, but 
there is absolutely no truth to the 
assertion by some that we bought 
a favorable report on TMI. We had 
no idea what the admiral would 

say about TMI."
GPU Chairman William G. 

Kuhns in September 1983 asked 
Rickover to assess the company's 
ability to manage the plant. Kuhns 
said last week that Rickover 
agreed to do the study, asking that 
in lieu of payment GPU make con
tributions to the Hyman G. Ricko
ver Foundation in Leesburg, Va.

GPU paid the foundation 
monthly installments of $25,000 
for a year, Plummer said. Pay
ments of $5,000 were made inter
mittently between October 1984 
and last March, he said.

Kuhns said last week that GPU 
Intended "nothing sinister" by not 
previously disclosing financial 
terms of the agreement with 
Rickover, adding that the compa
ny does not always report its con
sulting arrangements.

Rickover, who died July 8 at 
age 86, is known as “the father of 
the nuclear Navy” because he in
troduced nuclear submarines to 
the nation’s defense forces. He was 
also known for his brusque, hard
hitting personality.

Kuhns said he gambled in ask
ing Rickover to study TMI man

agement while the company was 
vying for approval to restart Uhtt 
1, undamaged in the March* 28r 
1979 accident .•.**

After several court appeals of 
the NRC’s decision. Unit 1 restart
ed last October. It is now running 
at full power. :

Rickover’s son said his father 
was suffering "rapidly developing 
clinical senility" when someone 
“convinced him that by agreeing 
to support the restart of the Three 
Mile Island nuclear power plant he 
would regain some of his lost pres
tige.”
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TMI-1
Concern shrouds reactor
despite operating record

By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

• After a 6V2 year struggle, the 
operator of Three Mile Island’s 
Unit 1 has prevailed in its attempt 
to restart the reactor.
' However, despite a clean oper

ating record in which the plant has 
run at full power more often than 
not since January, there are still 
areas of concern.

. Among them are the tubes in 
the reactor's twin steam genera
tors. the vulnerability of TMI-type 
reactors to problems, and the use 
of drugs of employees.
' TMI-1 was down for routine 

refueling and maintenance at the 
time of the world-famous accident 
at its twin reactor. TMI-2. on 
March 28, 1979. That summer the 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion ordered Unit 1 be kept idle 
until safety and management in
tegrity issues were resolved.

Only after a long hearing pro
cess. involving dozens of proceed
ings with a cast of hundreds, did 
the NRC reverse its order in May 
1985.

Court appeals led to the U.S. 
Supreme Court, where justices on 
Oct. 2, 1985 voted 8-1 not to con
tinue a stay of restart ordered by a 
lower court. The vote cleared the 
way for an Oct. 3 restart.

On that day. Philip R. Clark, 
president of the plant operating 
company, GPU Nuclear Corp., told 
reporters the utility was commit
ted to produce power "carefully, 
placing primary assurance on 
doing things safely."

At the end of last month, TMI-

I reached the equivalent of 200 
days of full-power operation. 
From restart through July 21, the 
plant kicked out about 4 million 
megawatt-hours of electricity and 
operated at 100 percent power for 
145 calendar days.

TMI's capacity factor has been 
77 percent, meaning that it gener
ated 77 percent of the electricity it 
could have produced had it been 
running constantly at full power.

Despite the performance 
record TMI-1 has compiled, plant 
and federal officials — and some 
public interest groups — still have 
concerns. Some of them are listed 
below:

Steam generator tubes — In 
1981, while Unit 1 was closed 
down after the accident at Unit 2. 
a "small quantity of sulfur" inad
vertently made its way into the 
reactor’s primary system. As a re
sult. more than half the tubes in 
the system's two steam generators 
were damaged by a form of “cor
rosive attack." ‘

Thus began an ongoing debate 
over whether the tubes would be 
safe with a working plant. The 
long, slender tubes carry super
hot. radioactive water through 
"secondary'" water to make steam, 
which powers the turbines to 
make electricity.

GPU Nuclear determined that 
the tubes were cracked mostly in 
their upper few inches, where 
they are anchored in a two-foot- 
thick block of steel known as a 
tube sheet.

Tubes cracked below the tube 
sheets were plugged and taken out

of service. In all, 1,541 tubes had 
been plugged.

The remaining tubes were re
paired in 1982 by a process known 
as kinetic expansion. Using that 
technique, explosive charges were 
inserted into the tops of the tubes 
and detonated to reseal the tubes 
against the tube sheets. The NRC 
in October 1984 ruled that the pro
cess made the tubes safe for re
start.

In April, when the plant was 
down for inspection, GPU Nuclear 
sampled 2,700 of the 31,062 56- 
foot-long tubes in the two genera
tors. Workers found 31 to have 
pits or cracks more than 40 per
cent the thickness of the tube 
walls, which are .034-inch thick;

But. on the company's request, 
the NRC allowed a one-time vari
ance requiring GPU Nuclear to re
move from service only those 
tubes with cracks 50 percent 
through the wail, if the defects 
were less than one-fifth the cir
cumference of the walls.

The variance, which is good 
through the next plant outage, re
quired the company to plug only 
25 tubes.

NRC hearings on the one-time 
variance, as well as a GPU Nuclear 

' request that defects be allowed to 
go through 70 percent of the tube 
walls with a reduction in the 
length of the crack, probably will 
be held early next year. The re
quirement changes are vigorously 
opposed by Three Mile Island 
Alert, a local citizens group that is 
a party to the hearings.

The steam generators caused 
another problem, at least for a

time, after restart.
Gritty deposits were detected 

on the secondary, or non-nuclear 
side of the interior of the genera
tors. While the deposits didn't pose 
a safety threat, they reduced the 
water flow through the generators 
and limited efficiency.

At one point in December, the 
reactor could reach only 85 per
cent of capacity, and one company 
official cautioned that 92 percent 
could be the top output.

But after the plant was taken 
down in January, then restarted, it 
was able to achieve 100 percent 
capacity. Officials said pressure 
fluctuations during the stoppage 
and restart apparently "redistri
buted" the deposits.

The company says it is looking 
Into ways to clean the deposits, 
and this may be done during the 
next refueling outage planned for 
November.

NRC review of TMI-type 
plants — Also of concern, to the 
NRC as well as an independent 
group of scientists, is the alleged 
"poor" performance of reactors 
made by Babcock & Wilcox Co. 
TMI-1 has a B&W reactor.

"The NRC has recognized 
since the Three Mile Island acci
dent in 1979 that Babcock & Wil
cox plants are more sensitive in 
their response to operational 
events than other pressurized wa
ter reactors." said the NRC in a 
January announcement.

The announcement went on 
that even though numerous modi
fications had been made to eight 
B&W reactors since 1979, "the 
number and complexity of events 
has not decreased as expected."

The Union of Concerned Scien
tists, a public interest group and 
self-appointed watchdog of the nu
clear industry, chipped in. "acci
dents that pose a significant safety 
risk to the public still occur regu
larly at B&W plants."

So the NRC. with representa
tives of the utilities that own B&W 
systems, in February put together 
a study group that is focusing on 
"just about every area of plant de
sign." said an NRC spokesman.

Until the study is completed by

the end of this year, NRC and plant 
spokesmen have said the plants. 
Including TMI-1, remain safe to 
operate.

In addition to TMI-1, B&W 
plants being scrutinized are: Ar
kansas Unit I, near Russellville, 
Ark.; Crystal River Unit 3, near 
Red Level, Fla.; Davls-Bcsse, To
ledo, Ohio; Oconee Units 1. 2 and 
3, near Clemson. S.C., and Rancho 
Seco, Sacramento, Calif.

Drug testing program —Use of 
drugs and alcohol by employers at 
nuclear power plants Is a concern 
to the Industry, and to the manage
ment of TMI.
_ In 1982, the NRC proposed a 
rule on "fitness for duty," requir
ing nuclear utilities to establish 
and Implement written procedures 
for ensuring that personnel In a 
nuclear power plant are fit for 
duty — not under the Influence.

But because the nuclear indus
try, under the leadership of the 
trade group Edison Electric Insti
tute, began developing Its own 
program, the NRC the same year 
postponed the effectiveness of that 
rule.

And the programs developed 
bv the Industry in the last three 
years were enough to convince the 
NRC. early this month, to with
draw the rule altogether and re
frain from further rulemaking In 
this area for the next 18 months.

In effect, the withdrawal lets 
the Industry police Its own affairs 
regarding drugs on the job. but the 
NRC reserves the right to "ex
ercise discretion in enforcement 
matters related to fitness for duty 
programs" for plant personnel.

Last month, TMI officials an
nounced that they, too, were Im
plementing a "fitness for dutv" 
program. All General Public Utili
ties employees. Including the 1, 3(X 
at TMI and 700 others employed 
by contractors at the plant, would 
be subject to random tests to deter
mine if workers are under the In
fluence of drugs or alcohol.

Workers found to be under the 
influence may be reassigned while 
they undergo rehabilitation or 
could face disciplinary action, in
cluding dismissal.

The program began tomorrow 
Monday.

But TMI-worker unions — In
ternational Brotherhood of Electri
cal Workers. Local System Coun
cil U-9 and 1BEW Local 563 - 
asked for and received a court In
junction from a federal Judge de
laying Implementation of the pro
gram pending an arbitration 
hearing on the matter.

A TMI spokeswoman said the 
program wouldn't be put In place 
until the arbiter rules on the mat
ter, perhaps sometime next month 
or October.

TMI-2 was put on hold

. Last 12 months the most dramatic
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

Cleanup has been a priority at 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 since the 
March 28, 1979 accident at the 
tondonderry Twp. reactor.
* And events In the last 12 
months have proven to be the most 
dramatic in the slx-year, $1 billion 
effort to rid the reactor of nuclear 
waste.
- In addition to removing rubble 
that once was the Unit 2 reactor 
core, workers packed some of the 
debris Into a specially designed 
shipping cask In preparation for 
removal of the debris from central 
Pennsylvania to a federal reposlto- 
ty In Idaho.

And workers are now complet
ing "core stratification," a process 
that involves drilling 3-inch holes 
Into the reactor rubble so that 
samples can be extracted. Scien
tists want to know more about the 
accident, and TMI engineers hope 
to learn how best to complete the 
jib of fuel removal.
- Spokesmen for GPU Nuclear 
Corp., the company that also oper
ates Unit 1, which has recently 
been running at full power, say the 
cleanup Job at Unit 2 is proceeding 
well and is on schedule.
< A brief description of recent 
•vents at Unit 2 follows:
< Debris removal and ship
ment—A cleanup milestone was 
reached last month when the first 
train car-load of nuclear fuel parti
cles, parts of fuel rods and other 
core debris was carted from TMI.

< The 10-state, 2,400-mile trip 
tnded at the Idaho National Engi
neering Laboratory, where the 
fubble wfll be studied by scientists 
and stored until permanent dispos
al plans are developed by the fed
eral government.
• Last month's trip was the first 
of about 40 In the next 2*4 years 
that will be needed to remove an 
estimated 150 tons of core debris. 
The rubble will be transported in 
two identical shipping casks, 
dumbbell-shaped vessels designed 
to hold seven fuel canisters.
- GPU Nuclear Is responsible for 

removing core debris from the 
reactor vessel, loading the debris 
Into defueling canisters and plac
ing them into shipping casks. The 
U.S. Department of Energy takes 
possession of the debris as it leaves 
TMI and Is responsible for Its ship
ment to Idaho.

DOE officials said the "only 
problem" with the first shipment 
came when Nebraska Gov. Bob 
Kerry ordered the train stopped, 
complaining that Nebraska hadn't 
been notified about the shipment. 
He warned he would close his 
state’s borders to future shipments 
unless officials there are notified 
In advance from now on.

« A DOE official said Nebraska 
had been Informed when the train 
was leaving TMI, but not told 
when it would approach the state 
line. DOE Terry Smith said seven 
states — Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indi
ana, Illinois, Michigan, Kansas and 
Nebraska — will be given more 
precise Information on future ship-

ments because they have since 
asked for It.

Smith said two more ship
ments will be made to Idaho by 
summer's end, but officials say 
shipping timetables won't be made 
public for security reasons.

The shipments depended on 
another cleanup milestone — de
fueling — begun last November.

Since then workers standing 
on a platform about 15 feet over 
the reactor rubble have been using 
long-handled tools to scoop debris 
into the canisters. The workers are 
shielded from hazardous radiation 
by several feet of reactor water.

Once filled, the canisters are 
hauled from the reactor building 
and stored underwater In the adja

cent fuel handling building. There 
they are loaded in the shipping 
casks.

By mid-August, 25 tons of 
debris — about 17 percent of the 
150 tons left by the accident — 
had been removed from the reac
tor vessel.

Defueling was halted for one 
month this spring, as technicians 
worked to kill off a self-sustaining 
community of microorganisms 
that began to thrive In the reactor 
water. The organic materials had 
hindered the ability of workers to 
see what they were doing.

After testing many methods, 
officials found they could control 
the microbes with a combination 
of a high-pressure pump, a swim
ming pool pump and household
variety hydrogen peroxide.

Core stratification—Normal

canister loading 
again in June so that specially 
trained GPU Nuclear workers 
could begin taking samples of the 
remainder of the TMI-2 core by 
use of a drilling machine.

TMI spokesmen said several 
samples, about three inches In di
ameter and up to six feet long, 
were obtained. The samples will 
he shipped In a package with regu
lar debris to the Idaho laboratory 
for research.

The drilling is expected to en
hance GPU Nuclear's understand
ing of the nature of the remaining 
core debris, considered Important 
for planning upcoming defueling 
activities.

The company said a prelimi
nary analysis indicates that while 
there is some "resolidified" core 
material — components that had 
melted then hardened again when 
cooled — in the rubble, the re
maining debris is no longer consid
ered as hard as it was once thought 
possible. The company also found 
that damage to reactor parts was 
less than previously expected.

The core drilling program and 
machines were developed by 
F.G&G Idaho Inc., under a contract 
with DOF..

The program was completed in 
July. After the drill rigging was 
dismantled, normal defueling re
sumed Aug. 12.

Removal of contaminated wa
ler—Although GPU Nuclear has 
rid Unit 2 of about one-fifth of the 
•olid fuel debris, It still must deal 
with 2.1 million gallons of radioac
tive water in reactor systems.

- The company last month pro
posed to the U.S. Nuclear Regula
tory Commission that the water be 
disposed of by an evaporation pro-

cess that would Involve release of 
"small" amounts of radioactivity 
to the atmosphere, but would have 
no significant Impact on the envi
ronment.

Radioactive residues left by 
the process, which the company 
•aid would be "a final, permanent 
disposal solution," would be 
•hipped to a low-level waste burial 
lite.
2 The evaporation would take 
nearly 2*4 years and cost $10 mil
lion. Plant officials hope to start 
early next year, pending a nod 
from the NRC.
• The evaporation method Is pre
ferred by the company over two 
Other methods considered. One Is 
•olldlficatlon of the water In con
crete and onsite storage, which 
would take a year and cost $6 mil
lion. The other Involves releasing 
the processed, filtered water into 
the Susquehanna River.

The utility Says none of the 
three options would have any sig
nificant environmental effects, 
Ind all would meet federal re
quirements.

The difficulties of each option, 
however, "have more to do with 
public perceptions and political 
and institutional issues than tech
nical feasibility," the company 
said In a news release. "The public 
perceives the water to be uniquely 
hazardous because it contains ra
dioactivity that Is related to the 
1979 accident at TMI-2."

The NRC is reviewing the 
evaporation proposal. The plan 
was to be discussed at a public 
meeting in Lancaster two weeks 
ago.

Accident-health ques
tions—Studies by the stale and 
federal agencies have indicated 
that the radioactivity that escaped 
during the TMI accident were too 
small to cause health problems. 
GPU Nuclear embraces those find
ings.

But in the years following the 
accident, personal Injury claims 
were filed against TMI companies 
on behalf of 276 Individuals. In set
tlement agreements announced in

February 1985 and approved by a 
Dauphin County Judge, TMI’s in
surance carriers paid the 276 a to
tal of SI4.3 million.

More claims followed. To date, 
law suits on behalf of more than 
2,(XK) people were filed in Dauphin 
County Court, and health com
plaints range from migraine head
aches and heart problems to vari
ous forms of cancer.

Two months ago. Dauphin 
County Senior Judge William W. 
Llpsitt determined that 12 test cas
es — six chosen by plaintiff attor
neys and six by lawyers for plant 
owner General Public Utilities 
Corp, and related companies — 
would be heard by a jury, probably 
next spring.

The jury will hear how much 
radiation escaped trom the plant 
during the March 28, 1979 acci
dent and about health effects of 
radiation. In addition, jurors will 
hear the health stories of the 12 
plaintiff selected.

The test-case approach was ad
vanced by the plaintiffs' attorneys, 
who said such a trial would pave 
the way for withdrawal or out-of- 
court settlement of the remaining 
cases.

Meanwhile. GPU Nuclear last 
month released a 4g.page booklet 
the company prepared on the 
health effects of the Unit 2 acci
dent

The booklet — citing the find
ings of several major, independent 
studies — concludes that there 
have been no acute health effects 
and it is unlikely that there will be 
any long-term health effects

GPU Nuclear said it intended 
to mass-mail the booklets to cen
tral Pennsylvanians.

But attorneys for the plaintiffs 
in the personal injury suits said 
such mailings would amount to 
"Jury tampering" in the upcoming 
test cases, and filed for an injunc
tion against it early this month.
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what's happening at IMI. GPU continues to have a credibility problem
Since this issue --
iiiTMI-l was shut down for 
refueling and for repairs, 
which should have been made 
during the past 7 years. 
iiiGPU requested permission 
to put IMI-2 in Post-Defueling 
Monitored Storage.
■■■The crust in the damaged 
reactor refused to crumble 
despite 400 4 1/2 inch
holes drilled in it.
iiiSlime continued to grow 
every time the IMI-2 core 
was "mined." 
i^NRC announced it will issue 
its draft Environmental 
Impact Statement this month 
on GPU plans to boil two 
million gallons of accident 
water into our atmosphere.

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES, the or
ganization that made Three Mile Island a 
household word, spends enormous sums of 
money each year to polish the corporate im
age. And each year it manages to find one 
way or another to demonstrate that, despite 
a new name and new faces, it’s the same old 
GPU with the same old problem — an inabil
ity to tell the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth.

On Dec. 4, the public relations arm of 
GPU Nuclear, operators of TMI, called a 
news conference to give an upbeat report on 
the pace of the cleanup operation at the dam
aged Unit 2 reactor. The same day the com
pany ran a full-page advertisement in this 
newspaper, called “A Report to the Commu
nity,” which stated in part that “the cleanup 
is' making good progress.” The ad outlined 
"plans for keeping TMI-2 safe, stable and 
secure” once cleanup is completed, which it 
said was expected to be in September 1988.

It turns out, however, that the most im
portant part of the cleanup — removal of the 
congealed uranium fuel inside the reactor — 
is not progressing at all. Defueling, in fact, is 
at a “dead stop,” according to William 
Travers, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion official in charge of overseeing the 
cleanup. Company officials acknowledge 
that defueling was halted on Nov. 26 when 
efforts to break up the hardened debris in
side the reactor failed. Apparently defueling

had been halted during October and most of 
November, as well, because the fuel, which 
melted and hardened into a mass of material 
during the accident, could not be broken into 
small fragments for removal.

According to Travers, the problems with 
defueling cast doubt on the company’s abili
ty to meet what he describes as an “optimis
tic schedule” to complete the task of defuel
ing in one year.

NO ONE thought that cleaning up the 
heavily damaged and highly radioactive- 
contaminated reactor was going to be easy. 
There never had been an accident on this 
scale before and it was taken for granted 
that much was going to have to be learned as 
the cleanup effort went along. If It was a 
simple task it wouldn’t be costing an expect
ed $1 billion and be taking about nine years 
to complete.

What baffles us is why the information 
managers at GPU felt compelled to present 
an unsolicited upbeat assessment of the 
progress of cleanup when they knew at that 
very moment defueling was at a dead stop. 
Why didn’t they tell us they had encountered 
problems? Why did the story have to come 
from other sources than the company itself? 
Why, in fact, did they shade the truth at the 
same time they claimed to be keeping us 
informed? Why, once again, is GPU not 
being forthright and honest with the people 
>of central Pennsylvania.
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The people's voice
NRC should acknowledge public opinion

ONE THING the people of this area are 
not likely to soon forget about the long 
ordeal surrounding the restart of the undam
aged nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island is 
how. in the final analysis, their concerns and 
fears really did not count. At various times 
during the five-year-long process, local peo
ple were told their votes didn't matter, psy
chological stress brought on by experiencing 
the nation's worst commercial nuclear pow
er accident was irrelevant and that their 
views were not pertinent to hearings consid
ering relicensing of Unit 1.

Now the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion has decided that nuclear power plants 
should pose no greater risk to the general 
public than other risks in society and that 
people should not have to worry about living 
or working near nuclear plants.

A staff member of the Union of Con
cerned Scientists quickly called the policy 
“silly" and said it was an attempt “to quanti
fy the unquantifiable.”

But we don’t think the new policy is silly 
at all if in practice it results in increased 
bureaucratic sensitivity to the public’s right 
to be treated as if its well-being is at the 
forefront of the NRC's priorities.

DEFENDERS of the NRC might argue 
that safety already is the agency’s top priori
ty, that it exists to ensure that nuclear power 
plants are safe. But the pursuit of that objec
tive has been a matter largely left to scien
tists, bureaucrats and technicians to deter
mine. The general public, though invited to 
make comments, generally has been exclud
ed from the decision-making process. If the 
technocrats believed a plant was safe it 
didn't matter what the public thought or be
lieved. To the bureaucratic mind that mav

appear to satisfy looking after the public 
interest, but from the standpoint of the peo
ple who have to live with these decisions, the 
NRC is arrogant and dictatorial.

Some would say that if this country is to 
have a nuclear industry, it cannot subject 
decisions affecting the industry to public ap
proval. But for whom are these multi-billion 
dollar investments being made if not for the 
people? In a democracy the people are sup
posed to have the right to decide what is in 
their own best interests, not a non-elected 
private corporation working in consort with 
a non-elected government agency.

THE PUBLIC, of course, cannot decide 
individual technical questions and issues. It 
can, however, look at the big picture and 
decide what it considers credible and what it 
doesn't. The American public, if anything, is 
receptive to technology and innovation. The 
Three Mile Island and Peach Bottom nuclear 
power stations were built in the Lower 
Susquehanna River Valley practically with
out a whimper of public protest. The great 
majority of the public accepted the nuclear 
behemoths as the safe, efficient and econom
ical sources of clean energy they were tout
ed to be by their corporate sponsors. When 
the accident at TMI demonstrated they were 
something else, the public responded by de
manding. not unreasonably, a larger role in 
nuclear decision-making.

Accordingly, the worth of the NRC's 
new policy will be determined by whether 
or not the public is finally granted its de
mand to exert control over a technology that 
is too dangerous and important to be left , 
entirely in the hands of bureaucrats and 
technicians.

Jom«i K. Asselstine
. Cites TMI restort

A three-minute egg

NRC scored 
by member 
of panel
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Nucle
ar Regulatory Commission some
times protects the atomic power 
Industry more than the public and 
should work harder to assure the 
safety of nuclear plants.

Those comments by Commis
sioner James K. Asselstlne came in 
an NRC memorandum made public 
yesterday by Stephen B. Com ley, a 
Rowley, Mass., businessman fight
ing the planned start-up of the 
Seabrook, N.H., nuclear power 
plant.

Comley met with Asselstlne 
last week and released a copy of a 
memo the NRC commissioner pre
pared for him, answering ques
tions raised at the meeting.

“I believe that, In some cases, 
the NRC has acted more a* the 
protector of the nuclear Industry 
than the protector of the public,” 
said Asselstine. a frequent dis
senter In NRC decisions consid
ered favorable to the Industry.

Asselstlne gave as an example 
the NRC's decision last year to al
low the restart of Three Mile Is
land Unit I. The Londonderry 
Twp. plant, closed since the 1.979 
accident at Its twin Unit 2. re
sumed operation last fall.

Asselstine also Included the 
NRC's decision to allow operation 
of the Indian Point plants In New 
York state, despite what he said 
were “continued significant defi
ciencies In emergency planning.”

Asselstine said it was the com
mission Itself, not Its staff, that has 
sometimes failed to regulate the 
nuclear power industry properly.

Asselstlne declined to com
ment directly on specifics of con
troversies concerning the 
Seabrook plant since many of the 
issues are pending before the NRC.
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TMI cleanup
GPU continues to have a credibility problem

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES, the or
ganization that made Three Mile Island a 
household word, spends enormous sums of 
money each year to polish the corporate im
age. And each year it manages to find one 
way or another to demonstrate that, despite 
a new name and new faces, it’s the same old 
GPU with the same old problem — an inabil
ity to tell the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth.

On Dec. 4, the public relations arm of 
GPU Nuclear, operators of TMI, called a 
news conference to give an upbeat report on 
the pace of the cleanup operation at the dam
aged Unit 2 reactor. The same day the com
pany ran a full-page advertisement in this 
newspaper, called “A Report to the Commu
nity,” which stated in part that “the cleanup 
is making good progress.” The ad outlined 
“plans for keeping TMI-2 safe, stable and 
secure” once cleanup is completed, which it 
said was expected to be in September 1988.

It turns out, however, that the most im
portant part of the cleanup — removal of the 
congealed uranium fuel inside the reactor — 
is not progressing at all. Defueling, in fact, is 
at a “dead stop,” according to William 
Travers, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion official in charge of overseeing the 
cleanup. Company officials acknowledge 
that defueling was halted on Nov. 26 when 
efforts to break up the hardened debris in
side the reactor failed. Apparently defueling 

had been halted during October and most of 
November, as well, because the fuel, which 
melted and hardened into a mass of material 
during the accident, could not be broken into 
small fragments for removal.

According to Travers, the problems with 
defueling cast doubt on the company’s abili
ty to meet what he describes as an “optimis
tic schedule” to complete the task of defuel
ing in one year.'

NO ONE thought that cleaning up the 
heavily damaged and highly radioactive- 
contaminated reactor was going to be easy. 
There never had been an accident on this 
scale before and it was taken for granted 
that much was going to have to be learned as 
the cleanup effort went along. If it was a 
simple task it wouldn’t be costing an expect
ed $1 billion and be taking about nine years 
to complete.

What baffles us is why the information 
managers at GPU felt compelled to present 
an unsolicited upbeat assessment of the 
progress of cleanup when they knew at that 
very moment defueling was at a dead stop. 
Why didn’t they tell us they had encountered 
problems? Why did the story have to come 
from other sources than the company itself? 
Why, in fact, did they shade the truth at the 
same time they claimed to be keeping us 
informed? Why, once again, is GPU not 
being forthright and honest with the people 
.of central Pennsylvania.
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3 at TMI 
penalized 
for drugs 
Suspensions 
given by firm
By Frank Lynch 
Patriot-News

The operator of Three Mile Is
land Nuclear Generating Station 
yesterday confirmed it imposed 
30-day "disciplinary suspensions" 
on three of its employees because 
of drug use.

Gordon Tomb, spokesman for 
GPU Nuclear Corp., said the three 
were suspended without pay Jan. 
21 ‘latter drug tests were adminis
tered to them for cause."

»The employees work off site 
ana are not involved in reactor op
eration or other safety sensitive 
areas, Tomb said. However, all 
three had access to the island on 
which the Unit 1 and 2 reactors are 
located, he said.

Tomb would not say whether 
drug use by the three while on the 
job was suspected, nor would he 
identify the drug. He said the em
ployees must complete a drug re
habilitation program and will be 
subject to random drug testing for 
an indefinite time after they return 
to work this week.

News of the suspensions was 
made public yesterday in a routine 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion update on events at TMI Unit 
1.

According to the report, GPU 
Nuclear in December informed 
NRC officials that the company 
was Investigating an "allegation 
by an employee on drug use by 
other employees.”

Tomb refused to say how the 
company came to believe the three 
were drug users. He added that 
GPU Nuclear does not typically 
publicize such actions.

"These are personnel matters 
and a certain amount of confiden
tiality Is involved," he said. “There 
is no safety question involved 
here, but it was clearly a violation 
of our policy.”

That policy forbids GPU Nu
clear employees from working 
while under the influence of alco
hol or drugs, or possessing the sub
stances on the job.

Last year, the company insti
tuted a program in which manage
rial employees are randomly test
ed for drug use. Tomb said 
workers "we have reason to be
lieve are using drugs or alcohol" 
also are subject to testing.

A company effort to randomly 
test Its unionized employees was 
struck down in October by an arbi
trator..
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Citizens rain criticism 
evaporation proposal

on GPU’s
By David Steilfox
Patriot-News

LANCASTER — The specter of GPU 
Nuclear Corp, evaporating 2.1 million gal
lons of radioactive water into the central 
Pennsylvania air prompted a strong reac
tion at a public forum here last night.

The evaporation plan and a U.S. Nu
clear Regulatory Commission study of it 
and its alternatives were attacked and 
questioned by all citizens who were per
mitted to speak at the packed meeting.

A Middletown woman, unable to con
trol her emotions during her comments, 
broke into sobs at the thought of "2% 
years” of worry during the proposed 
evaporation process.

Members of the Advisory Panel for 
the Decontamination of Three Mile Island 
Unit 2 agreed to cancel a scheduled meet
ing next month with the NRC in Washing
ton until the proposals are studied further.

Also, the panel agreed to ask the NRC 
to extend by 45 days the comment period 
on the proposed evaporation plan and its 
alternatives, which would allow until 
mid-April to register comments with the 
NRC.

Of major concern to the Susquehanna 
Valley Alliance, whose spokeswoman ad
dressed the panel, was the possibility of 
transuranic radioactive elements in the 
water and the absence of information on 
them in the NRC study.

Frances Skolnick, SVA spokeswoman, 
said the NRC environmental impact state
ment ignored these elements. The NRC 
study addressed only strontium-90, cesi
um-137, and tritium, which William 

Travers of the NRC told the panel were 
the three main radioactive elements.

Many citizens also expressed concern 
about the tritium, which attaches to the 
water molecule and cannot be removed 
prior to evaporation.

A Franklin and Marshall College phys
ics professor, Alin Bruns, told the panel he 
also was concerned about transuranic ele
ments, some highly toxic, that are formed 
as a part of the fission process when the 
reactor is operating.

Unit 2 operated for more than a month 
before the March 1979 accident.

Bruns said the dangers of these ele
ments in even minute quantities “bears 
out the request to get some definitive 
statement on what is the transuranic con
tents of the water.”

Murmurs of surprise went through the 
audience later in the meeting when panel 
member Thomas M. Gerusky asked GPU 
Nuclear Corp, to provide the panel with a 
detailed list of what elements are in the 
water “including the sensitivities of the 
instrumentation and everything that’s in 
there.”

Gerusky is director of the state De
partment of Environmental Resources’ 
Bureau of Radiation Protection and is the 
member who prompted the request for 
more information and more time to study 
it

He said he wanted to see the documen
tation behind the NRC study. “We need 
much more information before we can 
even be expected to comment,” Gerusky 
said.

Many citizens who spoke, including 
Eric Epstein of Three Mile Island Alert, 
requested an independent analysis of the 
water. The panel did not decide whether 
to seek an independent analysis.

“People in this area have been dumped 
on enough. We’re tired of being guinea 
pigs,” Epstein said.

“The impact of the disposal of this wa
ter on our health cannot be seen outside 
the context of all previous, present and 
future releases of radiation into our envi
ronment ...,” Skolnick said.

Noting the NRC refusal to seriously 
consider reusing the TMI water insjfie an
other nuclear power plant, Skolnick said. 
“We were deeply horrified and insulted 
when Dr. Travers ... informed us that 
this water was not pure enough for a nu
clear power plant's pipes. However, it is- 
considered adequate for our air and wa
ter." ;

GPU Nuclear’s preference for dispos
ing of the water calls for solidification ot 
the remains after evaporation into con
crete for burial in a low-level solid waste 
dump. . '■

However, GPU’s application for an; 
emergency allocation of space in a low- 
level dump is pending.

Also, Travers said, GPU will need to 
go through a formal license amendment 
process before it can carry out whatever 
disposal option is finally decided upon.

The NRC study examined the evapora
tion proposal and about a dozen other op
tions.
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Panel hears testimony 
on TMI-2 waste, t 
plans forum in city

TMI evaporation plan gets 
almost clean bill of health

By David Steilfox
Patriot-News

LANCASTER — Three Mile Is-' 
land Alert, the Susquehanna Val
ley Alliance and other anti-nuclear 
groups may testify at a special fo
rum next month on proposals to 
dispose of radioactive water from 
TMI Unit 2.

The Advisory Panel for the De
contamination for Three Mile Is
land Unit 2, meeting in City Coun
cil chambers here last night, 
agreed to hold another meeting on 
the subject before making its rec
ommendations. if any, to the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The advisory panel will meet 
at 6 p.m. March 25 at the Holiday 
Inn-Center City in Harrisburg and 
set aside four hours for the anti
nuclear or “safe energy” groups’ 
testimony.

At the meeting last night, the 
panel accepted more testimony, 
primarily from the same groups. 
Most speakers were opposed to 
any release of the contaminated 
water into the environment.

GPU Nuclear Corp., operator 
of the damaged Unit 2, has pro
posed to the NRC to dispose of the 
estimated 2.1 million gallons of 
water generated in the March 28, 
1979, accident by evaporating it 
into the atmosphere.

The utility on Wednesday for
mally applied for a license amend
ment required in this case to 
dispose of the water.

A preliminary environmental 
impact study performed by NRC 
staff examined about 12 options 
for disposal of the water, including 
evaporation, dumping into the 
Susquehanna River and solidifica

tion for burial.
Dr. William D. Travers, NRC’s 

deputy program director for Unit 
2, has said repeatedly that all of 
the options presented negligible 
environmental impact and none 
was considered preferable.

However, Travers said, several 
steps need to be taken. He said the 
NRC staff will address all com
ments submitted and review addi
tional water content analysis pro
vided by GPU, as well as conduct 
its own analysis and possibly hold 
public hearings before making a 
recommendation to the full com
mission, which will make the final 
decision.

Some who addressed the panel 
suggested keeping the water 
stored in tanks on the island until 
its radioactive elements decay fur
ther.

Other suggestions included 
evaporating it over the ocean, 
where it would be more greatly 
diluted and where it wouldn’t fall 
on a land mass.

Frank Standerfer, vice presi
dent and director for TMI-2, said 
the water is not safe to drink but 
could be released under current 
environmental standards if it were 
at any other plant besides TMI.

“This is not our problem," said 
Frances Skolnick, of the 
Susquehanna Valley Alliance. 
“GPU created it, so why are we 
being asked to carry it around in 
our bodies. It’s as if we were being 
asked to be human waste storage 
sites.”

One of the major elements in 
the water is tritium, a radioactive 
isotope, which attaches to the wa
ter molecule and cannot be re
moved by evaporation or any other 
known method of disposal.

By Jim Lewis
Patriot-News

If GPU Nuclear Corp, evapo
rates 2.1 million gallons of radio
active water into the air from its 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor as 
planned, it will not have a signifi
cant effect on the public’s health, a 
federal official said yesterday.

Dr. William Travers, the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
TMI cleanup director, said the wa
ter contains only small levels of 
radiation that would not signifi
cantly threaten anyone’s health.

But an anti-nuclear citizens’ 
group watching the cleanup of 
TMI wants the plant operator to 
store the contaminated water in 
the reactor instead of releasing it 
into the air or river, said Vera Stu- 
chinski. chairman of the group, 
called Three Mile Island Alert.

“We want no additional radia
tion exposure to the area,” Stu- 
chinski said after Travers present
ed details of the evaporation plan 
to the group yesterday at the 
Friends Meetinghouse, Sixth and 
Herr streets.

The group will submit a writ
ten protest to the NRC. which is 
deciding whether it should allow 
GPU Nuclear to evaporate the wa
ter into the atmosphere, Stuchin- 
ski said.

The evaporation would cost 
from $6 million to $12 million, 
Travers said. The process would 
leave a residue that GPU Nuclear 
would ship to a low-level radioac
tive waste burial site in central 
Washington state.

GPU Nuclear hopes the NRC 
will allow it to begin the evapora
tion this summer, Gordon Tomb, a 
GPU spokesman, said. The process 
would take about 2*/$ years, he 
said.

GPU Nuclear also proposed 
two alternatives — dilute the wa

ter and dump it into the 
Susquehanna River at a cost of 
about $3 million, or solidify the 
water by mixing it with cement 
and burying the slab on Three Mile 
Island at a cost of about $6 million.

Storage of the water in tanks 
would cost a maximum of $1.2 
million, but is not recommended, 
Travers said. Most of the radioac
tive water currently is stored in 
stainless-steel tanks at TMI. while 
the rest of it is used to clean walls 
and other sections of the reactor 
contaminated by a 1979 accident, 
he said.

But GPU cannot keep the wa
ter stored at TMI indefinitely be
cause the tanks eventually will de
teriorate, sending the water into 
the reactor and the ground.

“The NRC has had the policy, 
and a dam good one, that a reactor 
site ought not to be a long-term 
disposal site,” Travers said. 
“Clearly, this storing for an indefi
nite period is not a good idea."

Travers said none of GPU’s 
proposals, and other options con
sidered by his staff, would cause 
large amounts of radiation to be 
released into the area.

"Even in the case of dumping it 
into the river, we just can’t gen
erate anything technically that 
says it’s going to end with a catas
trophe," he said. “None of the al
ternatives we looked at stand head 
and shoulders above the others as 
far as safety questions are con
cerned.”

GPU Nuclear so far has been 
concerned with the public’s safety 
while it cleans up the reactor, 
Travers said.

“We’ve had a very good expe
rience with the way the company 
has done the cleanup,” he said.

Stuchinski said many area resi
dents just do not trust GPU since 
the accident happened.
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NRC publicizes
November leaks 
at TMI’s Unit 1
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

. The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission this week reported that 
“minor,” unmonitored amounts of 
radiation twice escaped from an 
equipment hatch in the Three Mile 
Island Unit 1 reactor building 
more than a month ago.

The NRC publicized what it 
called the two “non-routine” re
leases to the atmosphere in its 
biweekly status report on Unit 1 
activities. The releases, which oc
curred on Nov. 28 and 30, weren’t 
previously reported by the NRC or 
the TMI operating company, GPU 
Nuclear Corp.

TMI spokeswoman Lisa Robin
son said the releases weren’t re
ported because they were "minus
cule.”

"We do [report events] when it 
would have some significance. 
And this is well below signifi
cance,” she said. “These [releases] 
were so low they couldn’t be de
tected by monitors outside the 
building. We saw no increase at 
all.”

She said the radiation escaped 
from the building through a hatch 
that had been taken off to allow 
equipment to be moved. A tarp 
covered the hole while it was off.

Robinson said the release 
“wasn’t planned, but you could ex
pect to see it happen” with the 
hatch off. It since has been rein
stalled.

Robinson said filtered releases 
from the plant occur routinely.
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TMI violations reported
NRC rates Unit 1 deficiencies as minor
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission has issued four violation 
notices to GPU Nuclear for defi
ciencies NRC inspectors found at 
Three Mile Island Unit 1.

The violations, described in 
two inspection reports mailed to 
the TMI operating company in the 
last two weeks, involve “minor” 
infractions of NRC regulations and 
posed no threat to public safety, 
said Richard J. Conte, chief of 
reactor projects for the NRC’s Re
gion 1.

"A safety-significant issue did 
not result” from the described vio
lations, Conte said. He added that 
three of the violations are rated as 
Level 4 on a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 
being the most severe. The other 
violation carried the lowest severi
ty ranking, 5.

GPU Nuclear will not be fined 
for the violations. Conte said. The 
company has 30 days to respond to 
the notices.

Plant spokeswoman Lisa Rob
inson said company officials were 
reviewing the notices and would 
not comment on the substance of 

“The only thing different about 
this is they went through the reac
tor building hatch, which is nor
mally in place when operating,” 
she said.

Skip Young, the NRC’s senior
resident inspector at Unit 1, said 
the release did not violate NRC 
regulations and the amount of ra
diation that escaped was within 
NRC prescribed limits.

"It was not a normal release, it,, 
went out through the equipment 
hatch.” he said. “It was not a vio- , 
lation, we want to characterize it 
as non-routine.”

Normally, radiative releases 
are monitored and vented through 
filters, reducing the amount of ra
diation escaping to the environ
ment.

According to NRC estimates, 
the Nov. 28 release of Iodine 131 
and Cobalt 58 amounted to less 
than .002 thousandth of a percent 
of the quarterly limits. The Nov. 
30 release of Iodine 131, tritium 
and Xenon 133 represented about 
.005 thousandths of a percent of 
those limits.

Since Oct. 31, Unit 1 has been 
down for a scheduled refueling 
outage. Among other testing pro
cedures during the shutdown, 
6,000 of the 31,000 tubes in the 
plant’s two steam generators were 
tested for corrosion.

GPU Nuclear pulled from ser
vice, or plugged, 39 defective 
tubes. To date, 1,606 tubes have 
been plugged.

The plant is scheduled to re
start in March.

the violations. However, she point
ed to the balance of the inspection 
reports which, she said, were 
mostly favorable.

"We have had some good in
spection reports from the NRC, 
even with these violations identi
fied,” she said. "What that says is 
that we are not perfect. What 
we’re interested in is trying to be 
better by giving them (the viola
tions) the attention they need."

Conte said the violations, de
scribed in NRC inspection reports 
for September and October, in
volved failure to:

— Follow procedures during 
periodic testing of the reactor’s 
primary systems, in one case re
sulting in a valve misalignment;

— Properly protect the reactor 
building equipment hatch with a 
missile barrier, and to properly 
document radiation monitor "set
points” in the reactor building;

— Properly evaluate a modifi
cation in an electrical system;

— Provide radiation dose as
sessments for on-site personnel 
following a radiation release. The 
utility did, as required, provide 
such dose assessments for individ
uals outside the plant boundary.

Patriot, Harrisburg. Pi., Friday. Dec. 12. 1986 •

'Yes, the plant had another radioactive leak 
but it was well within government levels and we'll vouch for that!'

She Patriot, Harrisburg. Pi., Wdnesday. Dec. 17.1986

Man injured 
as rack falls 
in Unit 2

A 36-year-old man working In
side the reactor building of Three 
Mile Island’s damaged Unit 2 was 
knocked to the floor and suffered 
skin contamination yesterday 
when a rack holding a Jead-filled 
curtain toppled over on him.

The man, whose name was 
withheld by company officials, 
was taken to Hershey Medical 
Center by a GPU Nuclear Corp, 
ambulance and crew. He was re
leased from the medical center af
ter being treated for bruises 
around the neck, a medical center 
spokesman said.

Eric Epstein, spokesman for 
the anti-TMI group Three Mile Is
land Alert, criticized the utility for 
the violations.

“We think that the most recent 
NRC report indicates a failure by 
GPU Nuclear to pay attention to 
detail, and illustrates GPU Nucle
ar’s continuing problems with the 
implementation of safety and tech
nical procedures,” he said.

Meanwhile, Robinson said yes
terday that Unit I has reached the 
half-way point in its refueling 
shutdown.

Plant workers yesterday com
pleted a 10-day operation to refuel 
the reactor, replacing 76 of the 177 
fuel assemblies in the reactor's 
core. The reactor now has enough 
fuel to power the plant for the 
next 18 months.

The plant was shut down in 
early November for the planned 5- 
month outage. The reactor is ex
pected to be restarted in March, 
she said.

Maintenance, upgrading the 
plant's fire protection system and 
other repair jobs will be carried 
out for the remainder of the 
outage, she said.

The worker suffered radioac
tive contamination to his face and 
left leg, despite the protective 
clothing and respirator he was 
wearing, according to Gordon 
Tomb, a spokesman for plant oper
ator GPU Nuclear Corp.

“It’s really not clear to me how 
that [contamination] occurred," 
Tomb said. “It sometimes can hap
pen when the clothes are taken 
off."

The low level of contamina
tion, "less than a millirem," the 
man sustained can be cleaned with 
soap and water and requires no 
special procedures, Tomb said.

“The trip to the hospital was 
made because of his injury, not be
cause of the radiation,” Tomb said.

GPU declared an “unusual 
event" at 9:35 a.m. yesterday 
when the incident occurred.

Tomb said It appeared the 
worker had moved the 6-foot- 
high, 12-foot-wide rack, making it 
unstable. The semicircular lead 
curtain on the rack was being used 
to shield workers from high levels 
of radiation coming from an en
closed stairwell leading to the 
basement of the containment 
building of the Londonderry Twp. 
plant.

The worker was in a second- 
story level of the building and was 
operating controls of equipment 
that was rinsing contaminated 
walls and floors in the basement. 
Tomb said. Co-workers helped 
him up after the rack and curtain 
fell.

The “unusual event,” the low
est of four levels of emergency 
used in nuclear industry, was de
clared ended after about an hour.

The man is an employee of Ca
talytic Inc. of Philadelphia.

Tomb said the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission was notified of 
the incident and an NRC inspector 
had been present during an inter
nal review of the incident.

The worker was taking part in 
cleanup efforts resulting from the 
March 28, 1979, accident at TMI 
Unit 2. During the accident, the 
reactor core was severely dam
aged when operator errors and 
mechanical malfunctions com
bined so that the reactor core 
overheated and radioactive gas 
was released to the atmosphere.
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Proposed change in 4TMI rule’ 
evacuation plans rapped

By Peter Kelley
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — The Nuclear RegU|atorv Com. 
mission asked for it, and political heavyweiEh7s came 
out swinging. y weignts came

Four governors and more than a
of Congress yesterday lined up i„ nr0Dos^
forwarded by NRC staff member, to tcense nudear 
power plants without state and i„cal govern£’n£ 
first approving emergency evacu„uon plins

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-M«„ protested that 
using utility-written plans instead, as the staff sug
gested, would "weaken, not streitEthen” U.S. safetv 
standards in the wake of the Soviet nuclear disaster 
last year at Chernobyl.

Kennedy warned the commissioners they may be 
overruled by Congress or the Supreme Court. He said 
the court might have to decide if the federal govern
ment has authority under the Constitution to force a 
community to accept a massive hazard in its midst 
without adequate protection.

It was the first time the NRC had invited com
ments from elected officials before deciding whether 
to follow a staff recommendation and change its 
rules.

The regulation that would have to be changed is 
known as the “Three Mile Island rule," which re
quires a state-approved evacuation plan before a nu
clear plant operating license is issued.

Congress approved that regulation a year after 
the Unit 2 reactor on TMI, near Middletown, Pa- 
overheated in March 1979 and prompted thousands of 
central Pennsylvania residents to flee their homes in 
fear.

The proposed change wouid allow utility-written 
evacuation plans as “interim” substitutes for govern
ment plans, if they are “adequate” and “there are 
other compelling reasons to permit plant operation.” 
NRC Chairman Lando W. Zech Jr. said.

If approved, the change could benefit owners of 
the Seabrook reactor in southern New Hampshire and 
the Shoreham plant on Long Island, N.Y. State and 
local governments in those areas have refused to ap
prove required evacuation plans, delaying issuance of. 
the plants’operating licenses.

William C. Parler, the NRC’s top attorney, called 
the staff plan a “limited” change of existing rules 
allowing utility input. He said lo
cal help with emergency plans still 
would be “the desired course."

Zech said the NRC would not 
vote for “several days" on 
whether to submit the change for a 
60-day public comment period.

Kennedy, followed by Sen. 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-New 
York, and Gov. Mario M. Cuomo of 
New York and Gov. Michael S. Du
kakis of Massachusetts, said the 
hearing seemed like a reunion of 
past and future presidential candi
dates.

Dukakis said the proposed rule 
change would be “the nuclear 
equivalent of cutting the number 
of lifeboats for the unsinkable Ti
tanic because it would reduce the 
number of passengers and make 
the voyage unprofitable.”

Cuomo quoted from state
ments made in 1980 by members 
of Congress and the NRC, indicat
ing that states, to ensure safety in 
an emergency, in some cases may 
block a license for a nuclear plant 
by refusing to sign or cooperate 
with evacuation plans.

Several protesters from the 
area around the Seabrook plant 
were carried away by police and 
NRC security guards after they 
spoke out during the proceedings. 
Public comments were not al
lowed.
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No short cut
NRC plan would override local input

STATE AND LOCAL opposition to pro
posed emergency plans has effectively 
blocked two completed multi-billion dollar 
nuclear power plants from being operated.

The Shoreham plant on Long Island and 
the Seabrook plant in southern New Hamp
shire are two of the costliest and most con
troversial nuclear plants ever built. In each 
case, long delays in construction and cost 
estimates that were wrong by a factor of 10 
or more have placed the principal utility 
investors in financial jeopardy, a position 
which is compounded by their inability to 
operate the facilities.

The fact that nuclear plants costing bil
lions of dollars stand idle and may never in 
fact be used for the purposes intended re
flects both an unconscionable waste of re
sources and the insanity of the nation’s nu
clear policy. But none of this will be put 
right by a proposal drafted by the staff of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission which 
would permit the agency to license plants 
over the objections of state and local authori
ties.

Indeed, until quite recently it was gener
ally assumed that the federal government 
had pretty much a free hand to license nucle
ar plants as it saw fit. State and local approv
al of emergency plans, to the extent that 
they were taken seriously, was considered a 
formality.

NOT UNTIL Suffolk County, on the east
ern end of Long Island, decided — in the 
wake of the accident at Three Mile Island — 
to adamantly reject the ludicrous notion that 
the county could be evacuated in the event of 
an accident at Shoreham was this avenue of 
opposition fully exercised. The problem here 
was that no one — not the utility, not the 
NRC, not the county, not the state — really' 
appreciated the error of siting a nuclear 
plant in the middle of a congested island 
with New York City at one end and a ferry 
boat at the other until after the plant was in 
an advanced state of construction.

The problem at Seabrook was somewhat 
different. Here the opposition to the plant 

NRC asked to widen zones 
in plans for evacuation
By David Stellfox 
Patriot-News

An area anti-nuclear group has 
asked the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission to expand evacuation 
zones around nuclear plants.

In the face of increasing inter
est from utilities in reducing the 
zones, Three Mile Island Alert Inc. 
has urged the NRC in a letter to 
expand from 10 miles to a mini
mum of 20 miles the zones in evac
uation plans that are to go into ef
fect if an accident occurs.

TMIA claims its experience as 
part of the only community in the 
United States to be evacuated be
cause of a nuclear plant accident 
qualifies the organization to speak 
on the issue.

“As a result of the TMI-2 acci
dent, community residents, includ
ing TMIA members, feel strongly 
that evacuation planning needs to 
be upgraded and expanded ...," 
wrote Eric Epstein, who authored 
the letter to NRC Secretary Samu
el Chilk.

Epstein wrote that as many as 
200,000 people from as far as 50 
miles away are estimated to have 
evacuated in 1979 when then-Gov. 
Dick Thornburgh ordered only 
pregnant women residing within 
five miles of the Three Mile Island 
Nuclear Generating Station to do 
so.

The organization says of the 
TMI area:

— Evacuation plans for school
children are incomplete.

was loud and clear from the very beginning. 
But the utility, backed by the state govern
ment, decided it knew best and would build 
the plant even if It meant calling out the 
National Guard, which it did. The Achilles’ 
heel of the plan to operate Seabrook, aside 
from It being a financial disaster and possi
bly a mechanical one as well, was that a 
section of the 10-mile emergency planning 
zone around the plant dipped down into 
Massachusetts, where there was decidedly 
less enthusiasm for it. Thus Massachusetts, 
having seen what Suffolk County had done 
to Shoreham, found it had a tool to veto the 
operation of its nuclear neighbor.

If this seems like a slipshod way to build 
nuclear plants, that’s because it Is. But any
one who thinks that giving the NRC the 
power to override local objections will put 
all this silliness to rest clearly hasn't been 
paying attention. We are in this mess 
precisely because the nuclear decision-mpk- 
ing process already works from the top 
down rather than from the bottom up. The 
rules are set up so that utilities and bureau
crats, rather than the people most affected, 
decide whether nuclear plants are built or 
not.

CONSEQUENTLY, people find them
selves using whatever means are at their 
disposal to assert control over a major tech
nological intrusion into their lives. The NRC 
can eliminate state and local approval of 
emergency plans but that isn’t going to stop 
the public from finding another way to be 
heard.

The NRC compounds its failure to re
spect local public opinion by following an 
illogical two-step licensing process, one that 
separates the construction of a plant from its 
operation. If there is any doubt about a utili
ty’s competence to operate a nuclear plant, 
the time to find out is before the plant is 
built, not after.

But then, there is nothing very logical 
about the entire nuclear industry, and it may 
well turn into a dinosaur before it finally 
figures out why.

— Plans are lacking for the 
elderly, blind and handicapped.

— Farmers, who are permitted 
to stay behind as emergency 
workers, have no insurance and no 
instruction in the use of radiation 
monitors and potassium iodine.

— The communication chain of 
command, as now structured, be
gins with the utility and “area resi
dents are apprehensive about 
[GPU Nuclear Corp.’s] ability.”

Evacuation routes may not 
be adequate.

— Current evacuation plans 
exclude the cities of Harrisburg, 
Lancaster and York.

GPU Nuclear Corp, has no 
comment on the TMIA proposal or 
on other proposals to expand or 
reduce the emergency planning 
zones around nuclear plants, com
pany spokesman Gordon Tomb 
said.
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TMI fund
Judge deals setback to local concerns

GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE, by 
the people and for the people perished a little 
bit last week.

In a seemingly innocuous and minor rul
ing, U.S. District Judge Sylvia H. Rambo 
denied a' petition seeking local control over 
the $5 million Three Mile Island Public 
Health Fund. Rambo threw out the petition, 
calling it "deficient” because attorneys for 
the fund were not provided copies and be
cause the group of local officials seeking the 
ruling did not designate an attorney or 
spokesman. Nor, the judge said, did the peti
tion include supporting briefs as required by 
local federal court rules.

Local officials had asked Rambo, who 
oversees the fund, to order an accounting of 
all expenditures by the fund, the removal of 
David Berger, the Philadelphia lawyer who 
has served as the court-appointed adminis
trator of the fund, and the expenditure of 
$600,000 in new radiation monitoring equip
ment around the nuclear plant. These sub
stantive issues were not addressed by the 
judge in rejecting the petition.

IT IS ODD that Rambo would deny the 
petition on technical grounds because earlier 
petitions filed with her by Three Mile Island 
Alert containing similar “deficiencies” were 
not rejected on those grounds, though the 
petitions were denied. The deficiencies could 
have — and probably should have — been 
pointed out by the clerk of the court or the 
judge at the time of the filing of the petition 
three months ago. And certainly the judge

could have asked the petitioners to correct 
the deficiencies without denying the petition 
in its entirety.

Some of the confusion over procedure in 
the case apparently stems from the unique 
nature of the public health fund, which is all 
the more reason why local efforts to have a 
say in its administration should not be 
quashed on technicalities. Indeed, it seems to 
us the court has a legal and moral obligation 
to bend over backwards to insure that local 
voices are heard and that local concerns and 
interests are reflected in the projects under
taken with monies from the fund.

IT IS A SAD commentary on this whole 
business that the court has consistently re
jected every local effort to have a say in the 
administration of a fund that was establish
ed to benefit local people, while approving 
virtually everything requested by Berger, 
who came out of nowhere to preside over the 
distribution of millions of dollars that has 
yet to produce a single effort of distinction.

This hardly serves the interests of the 
people who were subjected to one of the 
most frightening industrial accidents in his
tory. It surely does not instill a sense that the 
government is acting in their behalf, protect
ing their rights and doing them justice.

We applaud the determination of local 
officials to refile the petition until it finally 
receives the consideration it deserves. They, 
and the people they represent, are entitled to 
a lot better treatment than they’ve been get
ting from U.S. District Court.
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Trial holds up 
report on TMI 
health effects
By Tom Dochat
Patriot-News

A GPU Nuclear Corp, report on 
the health effects of the 1979 
Three Mile Island accident will not 
be distributed until a personal inju
ry trial concludes next year.

In a joint statement issued yes
terday, lawyers for the TMI opera
tor and some 2,000 plaintiffs seek
ing damages from the company 
said a mass mailing of the report 
would be deferred until the Dau
phin County Court case is complet
ed.

The plaintiffs have sued GPU 
Nuclear and other companies for 
damages involving health prob
lems they say they have suffered 
as a result of the March 28, 1979, 
nuclear accident.

The trial of 12 test cases — six 
selected by the plaintiffs and six 
by the defendants — is scheduled 
to begin next October before Sen- > 
ior Judge William W. Lipsitt. The 
trial originally was scheduled to 
start May 4.

Yesterday’s brief statement 
said GPU Nuclear would defer 
mailing the report “so that there 
will be no basis for challenging the 
jury's verdict because of the mail
ing, and so that the issues will not 
be diminished by a tangential mat
ter."

GPU Nuclear had discussed 
mailing a condensed version of a 
48-page report called “Radiation 
and Health Effects: A Report on 
the TM1-2 Accident and Related 
Health Stiidies.’\The report, re
leased last summer, concluded 
there were no acute health prob

lems from the accident, and no 
long-term health problems are an
ticipated.

Lawyers for the plaintiffs had 
sought a court injunction to pre
vent the mailing because they felt 
it would hamper the jury selection 
for the trial. They said mailing the 
report to people within a 10-miIe 
radius of the Londonderry Twp. 
plant would create a "prejudicial 
atmosphere" that might require a 
change of venue for the trial.

They also questioned the Scien
tific accuracy of the study.

GPU Nuclear argued that an 
injunction would be an unconstitu
tional violation of its First Amend
ment, rights. The company also 
said a mailing would provide near
by residents with a fair, unbiased 
and informative analysis of the ef
fects of the Three Mile Island acci
dent.

Lawyers for GPU Nuclear also 
said the report would offset some 
stories which have appeared about 
the accident.

£hc Pntriot, Harrisburg, Pa„ Friday. Dec. 19.1986

39 additional 
tubes removed 
from Unit 1

GPU Nuclear Corp, has taken 
39 more steam generator tubes out 
of service at Three Mile Island 
Unit 1.

Company officials announced 
yesterday the completion of test
ing of approximately 6,000 heat 
exchange tubes in two steam gen
erators at Unit 1 since an Oct. 3 
refueling shutdown.

The 39 additional tubes 
plugged and taken out of service 
brings the number of plugged 
tubes in the two generators to 
1,606 of the 31,062 total tubes.

The tubes, five-eights of an 
inch in diameter, carry hot radio
active water that causes non-ra
dioactive water outside them to 
turn to steam. The steam powers 
the plant turbine to generate elec
tricity.

The tubes must be plugged ac
cording to U.S. Nuclear Regulato
ry Commission regulations when 
cracks exceed 40 percent of the 
walls of the tubes.

“The tests showed that there is 
no degradation beyond what can 
be expected in any operating nu
clear power plant," said Henry D. 
Hukill TMI-1 director.

“The steam generators contin
ue to be fully operational.” he said.

Earlier this year GPU Nuclear 
was granted a one-time variance 
from the NRC regulation requiring 
tubes to be. plugged when cracks 
exceed 40 percent of the thickness 
of the walls.

In April, GPU Nuclear took 25 
tubes out of service after testing, 
and would have had to have taken 
out six more without the NRC var
iance.

The NRC allowed GPU to leave 
the six tubes operating with 
cracks up to 50 percent of the tube 
walls if the crack was less than 
one-fifth the circumference of the 
tubes.

She Patriot, Harnshurg, Pa., Thursday, lanuary 15.1987

NRC rejects request 
to ease tube standards
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

The Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission has denied a request by 
GPU Nuclear to relax standards 
for crack penetrations on steam 
generator tubes at Three Mile Is
land Unit 1.

The NRC’s decision requires 
that the plant's operating company 
continue to remove from service 
all tubes with cracks or pits that 
exceed 40 percent the thickness of 
the tube walls. GPU Nuclear had 
sought a new standard allowing 
cracks 40 percent to 70 percent the 
thickness of the walls, depending 
on the length of the defects.

The steam generator tubes, 
about as round as a pencil with 
walls .03 inch thick, carry hot ra
dioactive water through second
ary water that turns to steam, 
powering the turbines.

The NRC’s plugging criteria 
are designed to minimize the po
tential leaking of radioactive wa
ter into 'the secondary water, 
which ultimately is exposed to the 
environment as steam. GPU Nucle
ar contends their request, if imple
mented, would have caused no 
safety hazard.

Plant spokeswoman Lisa Rob
inson said company officials were 
weighing whether to request a 
hearing on the denial, which is to 
be published in the Federal Regis
ter. A separate hearing on the mat
ter already is scheduled for March, 
and Robinson said a decision 
hadn't been made on whether to 
pursue that.

The NRC’s decision was “good 
news” for leaders of TMI Alert, a 
local citizens’ group. The group 
said GPU Nuclear’s request posed 
a safety risk.

“I think it was a wise decision 
on their [the NRC’s] part,” said 
Louis Bradford, who led litigation 
for TMIA on the steam tube issue.

GPU Nuclear began its quest to 
relax the standard in November 
1985, in a letter asking the NRC 
for the 70 percent change. The 
company also asked that tubes 
with 50 percent defects remain in 
service pending the decision on the 
70 percent request.

The NRC last April granted the 
company a one-time license vari- 

- ance to leave in service tubes with 
defects 50 percent through the 
wall. That variance ran out Nov. 1, 
when Unit 1 was shut down for 
refueling and maintenance.
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From Palriol-Nows files

More than 2,000 suits have been filed in Dauphin County Court attributing illnesses to the Three Mile Island accident

Scientist out to gauge TMI radiation
By Frank Lynch
Patriot-News

A new study has begun to estimate how 
much radioactivity escaped during the 1979 
Three Mile Island accident.

The study's coordinator, Dr. Jan Byea, 
said he hopes his findings will "narrow the 
debate” on radiation releases and any health 
problems they may have caused for area resi
dents.

The two-year, $474,700 study will be 
funded by the Three Mile Island Public 
Health Fund. U.S. District Judge Sylvia H. 
Rambo, who oversees fund activities, has ap
proved the study.

Byea, senior energy scientist for the Na
tional Audubon Society, said there is a wide 
range of estimates of radiation doses 
received by residents because of the March 
1979 accident at TMI Unit 2. A combination 

of human and machine failures resulted in an 
overheated reactor, causing releases of ra
dioactivity into the atmosphere.

Current health-risk estimates vary wide
ly, he said, because radiation monitoring data 
are missing or unreliable.

“If we are successful, we’ll eliminate 
much of the uncertainty that was left after 
the accident," Byea said.

However, he said he doubts the debate 
over the health effects of the accident ever 
will be resolved.

More than 2.000 civil suits have been 
filed in Dauphin County Court attributing a 
variety of illnesses to the accident.

Byea's study will involve 17 groups 
studying different areas of argument. It is a 
follow-up to an assessment Byea conducted 
in 1984. In that project, he studied hundreds 
of reports and computer data bases to reach 

radiation dose estimates arrived at by inde
pendent researchers.

Byea's proposal is the latest of several 
commissioned by the TMI Public Health 
Fund. The fund was set up in 1981 with $5 
million paid by TMI insurers to stop litiga
tion against the nuclear plant's owner and 
related companies.

Fund Secretary Jonathan Berger said it is 
ready to commission one additional study, on 
the long-term stress experienced by those 
living near TMI. Berger said attorneys for 
the insurers have objected to that study, and 
the matter is In the hands of an arbitrator.

To date, Rambo has approved spending 
$5,903,111 on studies, publications and In
formation programs on radiation and nuclear 
power. Although $3 million actually has 
been spent, Interest accumulated on the orig
inal $5 million has left more than $5.5 million 
in the bank.

Motions remain undecided in TMI lawsuits
By Tom Dochat
Patriot-News_______ ,__________________

A legal sparring match yesterday left un
settled disputes between lawyers represent
ing the two sides in the more than 2,000 
Three Mile Island injury claims.

Lawyers spent about an hour discussing 
a defense request to dismiss some of the 
Dauphin County Court complaints filed by 
people seeking damages as a result of the 
March 1979 TMI accident.

They spent another hour debating a re
quest by the plaintiffs for information from 
the operator of the nuclear power plant.

The issues are part of legal maneuvers 
by both sides in the TMI suits, which allege 
that people suffered mental and physical ail
ments as a result of the nuclear accident. 
Twelve test cases have been set for trial in 
October.

Attorneys for GPU Nuclear Corp., opera
tor of the plant, have asked Senior Judge 
William W. Lipsitt to grant a summary judg
ment dismissing some 30 complaints be
cause they were not filed within the two- 
year statute of limitations. The statute 
argument could affect as many as 1,200 

complaints, said A.H. Wilcox, attorney for 
the defendants.

Lawyers for the plaintiffs say GPU 
"lulled their clients to sleep” by assuring 
residents there were no harmful radiation 
releases at the time of the accident. This 
assurance prevented the plaintiffs from im
mediately connecting their ailments to the 
accident, lawyers say.

Wilcox asked Lipsitt for the summary 
judgment because the complaints were filed 
more than two years after the plaintiffs 
knew about their diseases.

Wilcox added that some 300 people sued 
the operator of the Londonderry Twp. plant 
in 1979 or 1980, soon after they sustained 
diseases but without evidence that TMI was 
the cause. Now, he said, others have sued the 
TMI operator six or seven years later, "oper
ating on no more Information than the peo
ple who sued in 1979 or 1980."

Wilcox said the plaintiffs should have 
exercised reasonable diligence once their 
diseases were detected and should not be 
allowed to bring suit more than two years 
after the ailments were discovered.

But lawyers Lee C. Swartz and Arnold 
Levin discounted GPU's argument, saying 
their clients were victimized by “fradulent 

concealment" about the amount of radiation 
released from TMI.

■ Levin argued “we’re dealing with peo- - 
pie" who believed initial statements saying 
that no radiation releases were made. “Don't 
hold this entire community hostage because 
they chose to listen to Mr. Wilcox's clients," 
who "chose to lie," Levin argued.

"GPU told them they had nothing to 
worry about" and now Wilcox is saying 
"people should have known" within a two- 
year time period that their diseases could 
have been the result of the accident, Levin 
said.

Levin said he felt the defendants were 
stonewalling efforts to obtain information 
needed for the test cases.

Levin said he wanted various records re- " 
lating to liability, causation and credibility, ■ 
including Interoffice communications before 
the publication of news releases after the 
accident.

But Wilcox said the plaintiffs have "got
ten file drawers and file drawers and boxes" 
of information.

He added he felt the plaintiffs were 
trying to compound the complexity of the 
issue the trial jury will decide.
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Hundreds of claims on TMI 
as 35 are dismissed

jeopardized
occurred and that exposure to radiation 
could cause adverse effects."

By Tom Dochat
Patriot-News

In a ruling that could affect hundreds 
of other claims, about 35 cases have been 
dismissed from Three Mile Island litiga
tion because plaintiffs failed to seek their 
injury claims within the two-year statute 
of limitations.

TMI officials said yesterday’s ruling 
by Dauphin County Senior Judge William 
W. Lipsitt could affect hundreds of other 
claims filed outside of the time limit by 
people seeking damages because of the 
TMI accident.

TMI officials have argued that not 
enough radiation was released to harm 
anyone.

GPU Nuclear Corp., operator of the 
plant, had asked Lipsitt to dismiss some 
plaintiffs from the litigation on grounds 
that they violated the statute of limita
tions by filing suit more than two years 

after the ailments they claimed were first 
reported to have been detected.

Attorneys for the plaintiffs have ar
gued the connection between the illnesses 
and the TMI accident could not be deter
mined immediately because the plant op
erator fraudulently concealed the severity 
of the radiation emissions.

But Lipsitt said in his opinion there 
was plenty of information available about 
the nature and extent of the accident. .

"Plaintiffs knew on March 28, 1979, 
that an accident had occurred at TMI,” 
Lipsitt wrote. “They also knew or should 
have known that exposure to radiation 
could cause adverse health effects. In
deed, by their own admissions in the com
plaints, plaintiffs knew an accident had
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The plaintiffs said they “knew of their 
specific injury more than two years prior 
to the time they filed their complaint,” 
Lipsitt added. “Thus, at that time they 
possessed the requisite knowledge to set 
the statutory clock running.

“Given the extent of information 
available to plaintiffs, their gener
alized allegations of concealment 
are insufficient ... and their 
claims must be dismissed as un
timely filed.”

Lee C. Swartz, an attorney for 
the plaintiffs, said Lipsitt’s deci
sion will be appealed to Superior 
Court. He said the decision “will 
not impact on a majority of the 
cases."

Twelve test cases — six select
ed by the plaintiffs and six chosen 
by the defendants — are scheduled 
for trial in October.
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TMI debris shipments disturb many on route

From Potnat-N«wi htot

Damaged fuel leaves TMI by train

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Shipments of 300,000 pounds 
of damaged radioactive fuel from Three Mile Island 
nuclear power plant are stirring debate along their 
10-state rail route to an Idaho laboratory.

Two public meetings have been held to defuse 
tensions in a small Indiana community and two Miss
ouri congressmen say federal authorities haven’t done 
enough to ensure public safety and environmental 
protection along the route.

The Department of Energy is six months into a 
program to haul the radioactive fuel by train from the 
crippled TMI Unit 2 reactor in Middletown, Pa., to a 
federal laboratory in Idaho Falls.

Along the way, the fuel passes through Ohio, Indi
ana, Illinois. Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado 
and Wyoming. At the lab, the material is analyzed by 
EG&G Idaho, an Energy Department contractor hop
ing to learn more about the nation’s worst commer
cial nuclear accident, which occurred in 1979.

Three trips, each taking about five days, have 
been completed by the Conrail and Union Pacific rail
roads. There will be perhaps three dozen more in the 
next two years, according to EG&G spokesman Terry 
Smith.

The fuel, plus metal debris from the plant, is con
tained in canisters secured inside layered stainless 

steel and lead casks designed to withstand accidents.
The cargo attracted special attention in the small 

Indiana town of Avon, on the outskirts of Indianapo
lis. Residents became alarmed when they learned last 
summer that the TMI freight would pass within sev
eral hundred yards of 3,000 students at four local 
schools.

''The Department of Energy made an error by just 
having the thing burst like a bubble on the Indianapo
lis area with very little explanation as to how or 
why,” said Thomas Terry, superintendent of schools. 
“The public got into a little bit of an uproar."

A public meeting was held for residents to air 
their concerns, and another one took place this 
month. The department has delivered reams of expla
natory literature “and it does now seem that just 
about every reasonable precaution is being taken," 
Terry said.

But as the clamor was dying down in Avon. Reps. 
Richard Gephardt and William Clay, both D-Mo., 
charged on Jan. 8 that the Energy Department failed 
to properly address the environmental and health im
plications of the shipments.

-She ttueninq Jietus, Harrisburg, Pi, Wednsil if, Oeceate 10,1986

Unit 2 defueling halted; drilling fails
From staff and wire reports

Defueling at the idled Three Mile Is
land Unit 2 nuclear plant was halted Nov. 
26 when a large-scale drilling effort failed 
to adequately break up hardened debris 
inside the reactor vessel, a plant spokes
man said yesterday.

Removing the once melted and now 
hardened core material resumed Nov. 24 
after work in October and November de
signed to break up the material.

However, GPU Nuclear Corp, spokes
man Gordon Tomb said yesterday that de
fueling was halted two days later because 
the drilling efforts did not adequately 
break apart the material into gravel-size 
fragments as expected.

The setback casts doubt on whether 
plant officials can maintain their one-vear 

defueling timetable as part of a plan to put 
the reactor in storage by late 1988, a fed
eral official said.

“It’s an optimistic schedule. That’s 
particularly true in light of the more re
cent findings,” said William Travers, who 
oversees the cleanup at the Londonderry 
Twp. nuclear facility’s Unit 2 for the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission. “The bot
tom line — do I think they’re going to 
make it? It’s not very likely.”

Tomb said workers in October and 
November used a huge drill to bore into 
the crust in hopes of reducing it to easily 
removable pieces. After the drilling of 
more than 400 holes, workers on a stain
less-steel platform atop the reactor began 
using scoops to bring up what they hoped 
would be the gravel-like waste.

However, after probing into the reac
tor, their tools came up empty or with 
only traces of material, Tomb said.

“What we found is that it didn't pull 
up like loose gravel,” he said.

Officials halted the defueling process 
Nov, 26 and began using filters to clear 
the water to enable them to make a video 
inspection of the reactor, which was com
pleted yesterday, Tomb said.

An initial inspection of some of the 
tape showed what appeared to be a rock 2 
feet in diameter surrounded by compacted 
debris. Workers yesterday began cutting 
up remnants of fuel rods that were stick
ing out of the sides of the core. They will 
attempt to break up the rock and other 
debris this week, Tomb said.

tZbe patriot, Harrisburg, Pi, Saturday. Febnnn 14.1987

Job losses loom
as TMI cleanup 
draws to close
By Peter Kelley
Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — General 
Public Utilities Corp, is finishing 
the billion-dollar cleanup of its 
Unit 2 reactor at Three Mile Island 
near Middletown, Pa„ and plan
ning to transfer or lay off approxi
mately 950 workers at the unit.

David Judy, president of Mid
dletown Borough Council, is not 
pleased by the prospect of lost 
jobs.

The Londonderry Twp. plant’s 
vast employment needs have come 
to dominate the economy of the 
nearby borough, transforming 
what had been an Air Force center, 
from 1917 to 1977, to a virtual 
company town for the nuclear in
dustry.

“It’s news to me,” Judy said 
yesterday when told GPU execu
tives were in Washington, laying 
the groundwork for mothballing 
Unit 2 and keeping on about 50 
long-term employees at the unit.

"I’m sure it was expected 
eventually there’d be some kind of 
reduction, but nobody ever said 
how many,” he said. The Unit 2 
work force fluctuates around 

1,000 and currently is at 1,030, in
cluding contractors’ crews.

Unit 1 employs about 700 peo
ple.

Gordon Tomb, a GPU spokes
man. said at the firm’s annual 
briefing on the cleanup that a 10 
percent staff reduction was made 
at Unit 2 last year and another 
would result this year "through 
natural attrition, people leaving, 
and transfers.”

The first big wave of transfers 
or layoffs, which Tomb called a 
“phase down," probably will come 
in the second half of 1988, he said.

“We still plan to complete the 
cleanup program by September 
1988," GPU Nuclear President 
Philip R. Clark told the five-mem
ber U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission.

The most vexing problem in 
the Unit 2 cleanup to date — 
clouds of tiny organisms in the 
reactor--water tlraf reduced the 
workers’ visibility by remote tele
vision to less than an inch — was 
solved last month by using hydro
gen peroxide to kill them, and a 
dirt mixture to filter them out.

Crews also have wrestled with 
special drills to pierce an unex
pectedly hard ceramic layer of 
melted fuel that initially kept them 
from reaching debris in the reac
tor’s depths.

Clark maintained that no study 
has been given to Unit 2's possible 
reuse, and that the company as
sumes it will simply be guarded 
for at least 22 years, when Unit 1 's 
operating license will expire and it 
either will be extended or the plant 
decommissioned.

The NRC currently is accept
ing public comments on what safe
guards should be required once a 
nuclear power plant reaches the 
end of its useful life, a time span 
which itself has not been decided.

Only William D. Travers, rank
ing NRC staff member on the 
cleanup site, was willing to specu
late that further unexpected de
lays could push the completion 
date back enough to jeopardize the 
project's $965 million funding 
package.

Clark said the only hole in that 
package so far is a $4 million 
shortfall in the $83 million for re
search the Energy Department 
was expected to perform on the 
island.
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TMI worker hurt in 
fall frpm scaffolding

Officials at Three Mile Island 
yesterday declared an “unusual 
event" at the Unit 1 reactor after a 
worker’s ankle was broken in a 
fall from scaffolding in the reactor 
building.

The unusual event, the lowest 
of four emergency classifications, 
was declared shortly after the 
11:30 a.m. accident and was lifted 
at 1 p.m., plant spokeswoman Lisa 
Robinson said.

She said nuclear plant officials 
are required to make such an 
emergency declaration when an 
injured worker, who may hive 
been exposed to radiation contami
nation, is taken off the site for 
treatment.

Robinson said the worker was 
tested at the plant for contamina
tion, but none was detected. He 
then was taken to Harrisburg Hos
pital for treatment.

The worker, identified by a 
hospital spokeswoman as Ricky 
Peebles, 33, of Mechanicsburg, had 
a fracture and dislocated left an
kle. Further tests at the hospital 
showed no signs of contamination, 
the spokeswoman said.

Peebles was listed in good con
dition yesterday and was expected 
to stay in the hospital overnight, 
she said.

Robinson said Peebles, em
ployed by TMI contractor Catalyt
ic Inc., fell about four feet from 
scaffolding he was building on the 
second floor of the reactor build
ing.

TMI-1, shut down for refueling 
and maintenance, is scheduled to 
restart in March.
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TMI is boring
EDITOR:

DON’T YOU THINK it possi
ble to lay off TMI? It really is of 
interest only to timid souls, to 
little old ladies in tennis shoes 
and hysterical college profes
sors.

For those who are so avidly 
concerned with human life, sub
stitute coal mines as a subject 
for lachrymose discussion where 
hundreds are killed regularly. 
Add acid rain which is a greater 
threat than nuclear power.

These subjects I suggest are 
infinitely more appropriate if 
you must provide reading mate
rial for your sob-sister segment. 
After all, TMI long ago reached 
a point where a discussion of 
that subject was just plain bor
ing.

F. E. Masiand Jr., 
Carlisle

Sl;e Patriot, Harrisburg, Pa, Thursday, lanuary 1,1987

TMI coverage
EDITOR:

Frank Masiand claims that 
the Patriot's continuing cover
age of TMI is boring and he 
urges the editor to stop report
ing or editoralizing on the sub
ject.

Masland's letters to the edi
tor over past years make it clear 
that he should be regarded as an 
ideological brother to Lyndon 
LaRouche. Muzzling a vigilant 
and free press in the name of 

non-boring news or a blatant 
profit motivation is a real threat 
to the.best aspects of America. 
No fat-cat capitalist who lives 
and works a safe distance away 
from TMI has any right to call 
for censorship of the press.

Without the thoughtful re
porting by the Patriot/Evening 
News, area residents and those 
whose jobs require them to 
work in the TMI area would 
have only the slick public rela
tions claims by GPU to use as a 
basis for decisions affecting 
their health and safety. It was 
our misplaced trust and lack of 
concern prior to March, 1979 
that allowed abuses by Met-Ed 
and others to disrupt our lives 
I’m sure that the displaced and 
health-endangered residents and 
workers from the Chernobyl 
area would find Masland's arro
gant elitism very similar to the 
pronouncements of Soviet tech 
nocrats.

—Gene Albright 
Arendtsville

periods, I believe the latter peri
od will indicate an increase is 
caused by some type of cancer.

Jan Byea, senior energy sci
entist for the National Audubon 
Society, presently is conducting 
an investigation to determine 
how much radiation was re
leased seven years ago.

Cancer is an insidious dis
ease. It isn’t until the victim’s 
disease has so advanced that 
symptoms indicate a serious 
problem. Then, in so many cas
es, it is too late to be cured.

Instead of thinking of the 
economical ways of producing 
power and energy, let’s stick to 
the conventional old ways and 
discard nuclear power.

Let’s save lives, not money. 
You know the old saying, “You 
can’t take it with you.”

—Ms. Lois Summers, 
New Cumberland

(She Patriot, Harrisburg. Pi, Thursday, January 8.1987

TMI statistics
EDITOR:

I feel the residents surround
ing Three Mile Island should be 
awakened to the facts.

The death records for a sev
en-year period prior to the year 
1979 should be reviewed. Then 
the death records from 1979 to 
the present should be studied.

These records which note 
the cause of death are kept on 
file in the Department of Vital 
Statistics.

In reviewing the comparison 
causes of deaths for these two

3lir Patriot, Harrisburg, Ps„

Wednesday. Dec. 31, 1986

GPU credibility 
EDITOR:

The detailed explanation by 
Mr. Kinter of General Public 
Utilities detailed explanations 
on the stalled cleanup of TMI 
Unit II (My View, Dec. 26) isn’t 
the biggest hurdle confronting 
GPU. First they have to figure 
out how to operate a nuclear 
reactor efficiently and safely.

In “my view” and the view 
of many others, GPU has never 
had any credibility in the opera
tion of Unit I or Unit II. The Pa
triot is/was correct the first 
time.

—Jane Lee, 
Etters
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